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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document is the Final Report for the evaluation project of the E-Money Directive 
(2000/46/EC). It presents the results of the work undertaken during the four phases 
of the evaluation (September 2005 – February 2006). Apart from this introduction, 
the report consists of five sections: 

Section 2 of the report contains the executive summary, summarizing the work 
undertaken and the main conclusions. 

Section 3 provides background to the evaluation by describing the Commission’s 
review of the E-Money Directive, as well as the scope of the evaluation study. 

Section 4 presents the methodology of the evaluation, listing relevant activities 
undertaken, and tools used, during the different phases.  

Section 5 reports the findings and conclusions of the evaluation in relation to the 
development of the market and the regulatory approach in the EU and its Member 
States, and the objectives of the E-Money Directive. 

Section 6 presents the results of the comparative analysis of the market 
development and regulatory approach to electronic money in the U.S.  

 

The document also contains the following Appendices: 

• Appendix 1 Bibliography; 
• Appendix 2 Mapping Tool including Evaluation Questions; 
• Appendix 3 Strategic Analysis Framework; 
• Appendix 4 Country Summary Tables; 
• Appendix 5 Interview Guides; 
• Appendix 6 The Members of the Team - Summaries of CVs. 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Electronic Money Directive  (2000/46/EC) was adopted in May 2000 in order to 
harmonize the supervisory and regulatory framework for electronic money in Europe 
and thereby contribute to the creation of a single market. Article 11 of the Directive 
charges the European Commission to present a report to the European Parliament 
and Council on the application of certain elements of the Directive by April 2005. 
However, because of indications that the development of e-money may have failed 
to live up to earlier expectations, and that the original ambitions of the Directive have 
not been achieved, the Commission decided to broaden the original parameters 
of the review as foreseen in Article 11 and to undertake a fundamental review of 
the Directive by examining its functioning as well as its relevance to current and 
projected market conditions.  
 
As part of this review process, the present evaluation  was launched to gather 
independent and objective evidence . The tasks specified for this evaluation were: 

1. To provide evidence of the state of the E-Money Market in the EU-25; 
2. To evaluate the impact of national rules implementing the Directive;  
3. To test to what extent the Directive’s original objectives have been met. 

 
The main sources of evidence  used to address these tasks were desk research, 
the responses to the European Commission’s stakeholder consultation launched in 
July 2005 (57 responses), and an extensive interview programme. This featured 
more than 75 interviews (both face-to-face and over the telephone) with European 
institutions, competent national authorities in all 25 Member States, and over 40 e-
money industry representatives. A study of the regulatory framework and the market 
in the United States (including desk research and a series of additional interviews) 
completed the evaluation by adding a comparative perspective. 
 
 

2.2 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

2.2.1 Assessment of the EU E-Money Market 
 
The evaluation collected and analysed information with a view to providing objective 
and independent evidence of the state of the e-money market in the EU, including 
the size of the market, development trends, number of licensed issuers, number of 
waivers granted, cross-border dimension, description of business models involved in 
e-money issuance, potential future developments, etc. 
 

• There is widespread agreement among stakeholders that the e-money 
market  has developed more slowly than expected, and is far from reaching 
its full potential . However, while no e-money product has gained widespread 
acceptance as a general means of payment, some products (in particular 
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server-based ones) have found relative success in niche markets and for very 
specific uses. New products are also emerging, or are expected to emerge 
shortly. The number of issuers making use of the instruments of the Directive 
(electronic money institution (ELMI) status, waiver) is still low, and limited to a 
few Member States, but this number is likely to grow significantly in the near 
future.   

 
• The take-up of card-based e-money  has remained low in most EU Member 

States. Card-based e-purses in many countries have been discontinued, and 
for most of those that remain, usage remains very limited. Only in the Benelux 
countries have the local e-purse schemes reached a critical mass. 
Nonetheless, the predominant trend of the development of card-based e-
purses in recent years has been mostly stagnant or downward . 

 
• Even in countries where take-up has been relatively high, e-money cards are 

still used almost exclusively at unmanned stations  (public telephones, car 
parks, vending machines). They have not gained widespread acceptance 
among merchants and consumers for other everyday transactions. There are 
no indications to suggest that the vision of e-purses gradually replacing 
banknotes and coins as the preferred means of payments for everyday 
purchases will become a reality, at least not in the near future. 

 
• The recent emergence of contactless cards  may provide a new impulse to 

card-based e-money. Such cards are currently issued almost exclusively by 
public transport providers , and can at present only be used to pay for 
transport services. However, this may change relatively soon, and there seem 
to also be significant potential benefits in the use of contactless e-money 
cards for other types of entities such as financial service providers, retailers, 
telecoms, utilities, sports stadiums and local councils. 

 
• In the realm of server-based e-money , certain market segments have 

developed significantly in recent years, targeting specific niche markets and 
target audiences. The most well-known and widely-used of these are pre-
funded personalised online payment schemes . By far the largest of these 
is PayPal, but there are also a number of other, smaller firms that are 
experiencing solid growth. Some sources also suggest that certain online 
payment products may in the near future extend their reach into the physical 
world. 

 
• Other types of e-money  include disposable and virtual cards for online 

shopping and mobile-based payment solutions; a considerable number of 
such products is available, although they have not yet achieved a significant 
market penetration. Prepaid debit cards and electronic travellers’ cheques 
have been introduced only recently in Europe; there is considerable interest in 
these products, and significant growth seems likely. Mention also needs to be 
made of electronic vouchers and the prepaid services of mobile network 
operators; whether these qualify as e-money is subject to debate.  

 
• While traditional credit institutions  – or in a few cases, ELMIs that have 

close ties to the banking sector – issue the vast majority of card-based e-
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money, non-bank issuers  (ELMIs and waived institutions) predominate in 
the market for server-based e-money. This may be due to the higher 
infrastructure cost for card-based as opposed to server-based schemes.  

 
• The number of active ELMIs  in Europe is still low. There are currently four in 

the UK, three in Norway, and one each in Germany and the Netherlands. One 
ELMI closed down at the end of 2005 in Denmark, while two licenses have 
been granted in Italy, but the ELMIs are not yet active. The number of ELMIs 
can be expected to change significantly over the next year: approximately 7-
10 new applications are either in process or expected shortly.  

 
• 72 entities in 7 Member States (Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Latvia, 

the Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK) are currently registered as operating 
under a waiver . The highest number (33) is found in the UK; it includes 
several online payment schemes with different features, and at least one local 
transport smartcard scheme. The next highest number (24) is found in the 
Czech Republic; 22 of these are public transport providers whose travel cards 
are accepted by other transport providers. 

 
• In the absence of comprehensive statistics, it is difficult to provide exact 

figures for the total amount of e-money in circulation  in the EU. Based on 
the data available, it is estimated that the total amount of e-money in 
circulation issued by banks as of late 2005 is approximately € 450 million. The 
estimated amount of e-money in circulation that is issued by ELMIs and 
institutions operating under a waiver is approximately € 215 - 225 million. 

 
• Most stakeholders cite the lack of a clear business case and of a compelling 

consumer proposal able to convince a larger number of customers of the 
advantages of using e-money as the main reasons for the limited 
development  of the e-money market to date. While it is widely acknowledged 
that the E-Money Directive has provided non-banks with an opportunity to 
enter the e-money market-place at all, certain restrictions and requirements 
imposed by the Directive, and in some cases, their national implementation 
and interpretation, are likely to have hindered the development of the market 
to some extent. In addition, legal uncertainty as to the applicability of the 
Directive to certain business models has restrained the development of 
certain products. 

 
 

2.2.2 Impact of National Rules Implementing the Dir ective 
 
The evaluation gathered extensive information on the national rules implementing 
the E-Money Directive in each Member State, in order to evaluate their impact on 
the development of the market and assess any potential uncertainties arising in the 
implementation. This included investigating the extent to which national rules have 
been implemented in similar manner, practical experiences of e-money issuers, 
uptake of the e-money licence, the extent to which e-money issuance takes place 
without application of the Directive’s rules (i.e. through application of waiver), the 
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extent to which rules have encouraged/discouraged new market entrants, and 
consumer protection aspects. 
 

• In general, the differences in the national rules  implementing the E-Money 
Directive (EMD) that are most likely to have an impact on the development of 
the market fall into three areas : (a) the implementation of the waiver; (b) the 
interpretation of the scope and applicability of the EMD; and (c) the existence 
or not of a customised set of rules regarding management, administrative and 
accounting procedures, internal control mechanisms, anti-money laundering 
rules, etc.  Deviances from the other provisions of the EMD are relatively rare, 
although some (e.g. increased initial capital requirements) are likely to have a 
strong potential impact. 

 
• The various pieces of national legislation transposing the EMD in the 25 

Member States entered into force between July 2001 and January 2006. 
While an early date of implementation may have favoured the development of 
the market, the importance of this should not be exaggerated, except possibly 
in the case of those Member States where the EMD was implemented only 
very recently and the industry may not yet have had sufficient time to fully 
understand and adapt to the new instruments. With regard to the process of 
implementation, only the UK held an extensive, comprehensive and 
continuous consultation procedure  with industry. This seems to have had a 
positive impact on the way the market has developed. 

 
• With regard to the definition of e-money , the majority of Member States 

have modified part (ii) of the definition of e-money, and/or reworked it into a 
substantive clause, in order to close the alleged loophole whereby schemes 
that issue e-money at a discount would fall outside the scope of the EMD. 
However, no evidence was found that this has made any difference in 
practice, as no e-money scheme has tried to exploit the loophole. Other 
changes to the definition mainly had to do with attempts to clarify, e.g. by 
specifying the concept of accepting third parties in part (iii), or by making an 
explicit reference to account-based products. Several Member States have 
established a general purse limit; where the limit is relatively low, there is 
evidence that it represents a considerable constraint to issuers. 

 
• Almost all interviewed stakeholders deem that there is an urgent need for 

clarification and to develop a clear understanding of which institutions, 
schemes and business models fall within the scope of the EMD , and those 
which do not. The most controversial issue in this context is the question of 
the EMD’s applicability to mobile network operators . Almost all Member 
States have de facto exempted these from the application of the EMD for the 
time being, but the justifications for this vary. A majority of Member States, as 
well as industry players, emphasised there is a need for further guidance on 
this issue. The national authorities in certain Member States also hold 
somewhat diverging views regarding the classification of a number of other 
products and schemes (pre-funded personalised online payment schemes, 
electronic service vouchers, and smartcards for public transport). 
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• No significant differences as to the definition of an ELMI  in the different 
Member States were found – in all cases, ELMIs are classified as some kind 
of category of a credit institution. However, there are differences as to 
whether certain rules applicable to traditional credit institutions are applied to 
ELMIs, and how the requirement concerning the sound and prudent 
operation of ELMIs is interpreted and applied in practice. Most Member 
States seem to differentiate little or not at all between ELMIs and traditional 
credit institutions in this respect. For example, ELMIs in at least two countries 
are required to submit monthly balance sheets. In contrast, the UK has 
developed a separate set of rules to address the financial and non-financial 
risks to which ELMIs are exposed. The evidence seems to suggest that a 
more customised approach is likely to have a positive impact on the 
development of the market.  

 
• Overall, few changes have been made to the core requirements of ELMIs  

(capital requirements, limitations of investments, redeemability, restriction of 
activities). The initial capital ELMIs are required to have was raised in three 
Member States; although there is no evidence to directly support this view, 
higher initial capital requirements are likely to prevent some potential ELMIs 
from participating in the e-money marketplace. While the basic provisions of 
the EMD regarding limitations of investments have been implemented 
unchanged across the EU, there are differences in the principles applied to 
determine which types of investments are permitted. Inflexible interpretations, 
in particular the exclusion of certain types of receivables, have been 
highlighted as a limiting factor to the development of the market. Finally, in 
two Member States the minimum threshold for redemption was lowered 
significantly; the only ELMI affected by this reported that the lower threshold 
is burdensome and causes additional costs. 

 
• The implementation of the waiver  varies considerably among EU Member 

States both in terms of the criteria and the process for granting a waiver, and 
the provisions which can be waived. Six Member States have not 
implemented the waiver at all. A large number of those that have 
implemented the waiver have tightened some of the criteria, or have imposed 
additional conditions. Among the differences that are most likely to have 
hindered the development of the market are: the non-implementation or 
tightening of the waiver criterion of Article 8.1.(a); a burdensome or 
excessively complicated application process; and procedures whereby the 
regulatory authorities decide on a case-by-case basis which provisions can be 
waived.  

 
• Finally, there are ancillary issues not directly referred to in the EMD that can 

potentially have an impact. Most importantly, strict anti-money laundering 
rules  are likely to negatively affect the development of the market, including 
excessive restrictions on anonymous accounts. The most pragmatic approach 
is found in the UK, where special exemptions from Know-Your-Customer 
rules exist for e-money issuers. Many hope that once the 3rd Money 
Laundering Directive is implemented, a similar approach will be introduced in 
all Member States. 
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2.2.3 Meeting the Directive’s Objectives 
 
The evaluation tested to what extent the Directive’s original objectives have been 
achieved. These objectives were identified as: 

1. Create legal certainty, thereby encouraging new market entrants, encouraging 
competition, and contributing generally to the development of electronic 
commerce. 

2. Assist electronic money in delivering its full potential and avoid hampering 
technological innovation. 

3. Preserve a level playing field between ELMIs and other credit institutions issuing 
e-money, and, thus, ensure fair competition among a wider range of institutions 
to the benefit of the bearers. 

4. Ensure the stability and soundness of issuers, thereby safeguarding customers’ 
interests. 

5. Facilitate access by ELMIs from one Member State into another Member State, 
contributing to the free movement of capital and to the freedom of cross-border 
services. 

 
• Although stakeholders’ views diverge considerably, it can be concluded that 

the EMD has achieved most of its original objectives to a certa in extent . 
Shortcomings of the Directive in terms of meeting its objectives primarily have 
to do with uncertainty over its scope and applicability, and/or with the 
perceived (dis)proportionality of the regulatory framework, i.e. whether it 
strikes the right balance between the prudential requirements and the actual 
risks facing e-money issuers and their customers. These are cross-cutting 
issues that directly affect almost all of the EMD’s specific objectives in one 
way or another. 

 
• The EMD has successfully created legal certainty  in terms of establishing a 

clear legal framework for ELMIs and waived institutions. However, questions 
about if and how the legal framework should apply to certain schemes 
(certain account-based schemes, electronic vouchers) and issuers (mobile 
network operators, transport providers) have led to a considerable degree of 
legal uncertainty . The majority of stakeholders agree that in order to 
eliminate uncertainty, there is a need to clarify the definition of e-money, 
either through revising the definition, through including specific exemptions, or 
through specifically adapted rules for certain “hybrid” issuers. However, 
stakeholders tend to disagree on the necessary changes, and very few 
concrete proposals were made in this respect. 

 
• The EMD has remained technologically neutral ; with very few exceptions, 

doubts over its applicability to certain business models have to do not with the 
electronic device used, but with the nature of the product and the issuer. 
While there is some support for the notion of ensuring technological neutrality 
by adding a definition of “electronic device”, the danger of such an approach 
is that it may unnecessarily narrow the scope of the EMD by failing to include 
possible technological developments in the future. While the EMD has not 
excluded any storage devices for technical reasons, whether it has actually 
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encouraged, hampered, or made no difference to inno vation  depends 
mainly on the perceived appropriateness of the regulatory framework, and on 
the degree of legal (un)certainty regarding its applicability.  

 
• The question of whether the EMD has created a level playing field  for all 

issuers of e-money is highly controversial. The most important concern in this 
regard is the appropriate treatment of the prepaid services of mobile network 
operators. While the limited practical experience to date makes it difficult to 
assess whether a level playing field exists between ELMIs and traditional 
credit institutions, there are concerns that some of the requirements and 
restrictions for ELMIs may be excessive . In this context, requirements that 
might be reviewed include the capital requirements and the purse limit for 
waived institutions. This would ease the transition of institutions operating 
under a waiver to full ELMI status. 

 
• The EMD has been successful in ensuring the stability and soundness of e-

money issuers , and there have not been any instances of insolvency, fraud, 
or consumer detriment. While there is clearly no need to impose a stricter 
regime, there is a considerable degree of support for the idea that certain 
elements of the regulatory framework (including the combination of 
ongoing own funds requirements and limitations of investments, certain 
national interpretations of the restriction of activities, anti-money laundering 
rules, and requirements to ensure the sound and prudent operation of ELMIs) 
are disproportionate to the risks posed by the activities of e-money issuers. 
However, a qualified and comprehensive evaluation of the proportionality of 
the different requirements and restrictions imposed on ELMI would require a 
detailed assessment of the financial and non-financial risks, which was 
beyond the scope of the present study. 

 
• The passporting regime  of the EMD is widely appreciated as facilitating 

cross-border activity and providing a good basis for future integration of the 
market. Although only a few ELMIs have made use of the single pasport to 
date, this is due to the limited development of the market, not to any legal or 
administrative obstacles. The only problem that has surfaced to date is that in 
some respects, the passporting rights of ELMIs are inferior to those enjoyed 
by banks, and in particular, that an ELMI wishing to set up a branch in a 
Member State other than its own may be subject to additional requirements. 

 
 

2.2.4 Electronic Money in the U.S.  
 
In order to add value to the evaluation, it was decided to compare the EU approach 
to e-money with that of another major market – the United States. The evaluation 
investigated the development of the U.S. market for the types of products that are 
classified as “electronic money” in Europe, and the regulatory regime to which they 
are subject. 
 

• The U.S. market  for what is termed “e-money” in Europe is characterised by 
the growing importance of stored value cards , which are one of the fastest 
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growing products in the U.S. financial industry. Closed system gift cards in 
particular have experienced high growth rates in recent years, while open 
system products are still developing, and some providers are struggling to 
establish viable business cases. Nonetheless, products such as prepaid debit 
cards, payroll cards, multi-purpose gift cards, etc., are gaining market shares. 
Given the likeliness of the extension of this trend to Europe, it may be useful 
to examine to what extent there is agreement among regulators that the EMD 
does or should cover stored value cards. 

 
• In the U.S., the primary responsibility for regulating  non-bank e-money 

issuers lies with the individual States . Unlike in the EU, there is no custom-
made regulation for e-money; instead, such firms fall under the State laws 
governing money transmitters  or money service businesses . In most 
States non-bank e-money issuers need to be licensed as a money transmitter 
/ money service business, which implies subjection to the respective State 
regulation and supervision by the regulatory authority. The requirements and 
scope of the regulation vary from State to State, and while some States have 
updated their legislation to address innovative payment instruments, others 
have not. In spite of the differences, certain key features are similar in most 
States that regulate money transmitters / money service businesses. 

 
• The regulatory approach of a typical “modern” State law has many 

similarities with that of the E-Money Directive : a set of licensing and 
approval requirements, a prudential supervisory regime, and limitations as to 
how funds received from customers can be invested. However, there are also 
important differences . The U.S. regime is more “light-touch” with regard to 
capitalisation requirements, which tend to be significantly lower, as 
permissible investment rules, plus a security device such as a surety bond, 
are seen as a much more effective way of safeguarding customers’ funds. On 
the other hand, unlike in the EU, in the U.S. there is no possibility for 
regulators to waive certain requirements for small e-money issuers. Also, 
there is no mutual recognition of licenses granted by different States, so that 
issuers need to acquire a separate license in each State in which they are 
active and which requires a license. 

 
• Regulators at the Federal level  have been slow to impose additional 

regulations on non-bank e-money issuers. However, the recent growth of 
stored value cards has caused certain agencies to re-examine the absence of 
specific Federal regulation of these emerging payment methods, especially in 
the area of consumer protection . As a result of the emphasis on anti-
money laundering  and counter-terrorist financing  after 9/11, it was also 
decided to apply many requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act to money 
service businesses. 

 
• Overall, the perception of certain commentators that the U.S. approach to e-

money is an approach not to regulate at all is clearly false. U.S. legislators, in 
particular at the State level, have not enacted specific “e-money” legislation, 
but have instead used existing laws (and in many cases amended them). In 
practice the approaches to regulation in the EU and the U.S. are quite 
similar . Some of the main problems  that need to be addressed are also 
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similar – clarity  as to the definition, classification and categorisation of 
products, coherence  among (Member) States, and finding the right balance  
between ensuring consumer protection and soundness and stability on the 
one hand, and encouraging innovation on the other. In this last respect, the 
U.S. may be leaning a bit more towards the latter than the EU. 
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3. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION 

This evaluation needs to be seen in the context of the wider review of the E-Money 
Directive that the Commission is undertaking. The following sections describe the 
background and objectives of the service requested and offer a brief description of 
the services. 
 

3.1 THE PURPOSE OF THE COMMISSION REVIEW 

The Commission intends to undertake a thorough review of the E-Money Directive 
and has enlisted the support of TEP in this task to provide independent evidence of 
the impact of the E-Money Directive, including (1) an assessment of the EU E-
Money market, (2) the impact of national rules implementing the Directive, and (3) 
the extent to which the original objectives have been met. 
 
The focus of this study was on providing key findings and conclusions related to 
these three key tasks, confirmed by the evidence and supported by the views 
expressed by stakeholders. Recommendations were not part of the scope of the 
evaluation. 
 

3.2 THE CONTEXT FOR THE COMMISSION REVIEW 

Article 11 of the E-money Directive (2000/46/EC) charges the Commission to 
present a report to the European Parliament and Council on the application of the 
Directive, in particular on: 

• The measures to protect the bearers of electronic money, including the 
possible need to introduce a guarantee scheme; 

• Capital requirements; 
• Waivers; and  
• The possible need to prohibit interest being paid on funds received in 

exchange for electronic money. 
 
However, the market has evolved since the original Directive was adopted, and it will 
doubtless continue to evolve in the future in ways which are difficult to accurately 
predict at this stage. The development of e-money has failed to live up to earlier 
expectations and the Commission’s impression at the start of the review process 
was that the original ambitions of the Directive (improve the single market for 
financial services, create legal certainty, encourage new market entrants, contribute 
to the development of E-Commerce) have not been achieved - indeed far from 
improving the single market for e-money institutions and encouraging new entrants, 
the Directive may have in fact had the effect of constraining the development of the 
market. Preliminary evidence indicated that few E-money licences have been 
granted, and that in Member States where e-money institutions have been 
authorised, supervisory authorities have often waived certain provisions of the 
Directive through application of Article 8.  
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The Commission therefore decided to broaden the original parameters of the review 
as foreseen in Article 11 and to undertake a fundamental review of the Directive, its 
functioning as well as its relevance to current and projected market conditions. At 
the end of the review process, the Commission intends to bring forward 
recommendations on how to resolve any problems which may have come to light. 
The review will be carried out in full consultation with Member States and other 
stakeholders, and will additionally feature independent and objective evidence 
gathered by independent consultants working on the Commission’s behalf. 
 

3.3 THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE REVIEW PROCESS 

The following table sets out the planned steps and timing of the review process: 
 

What? How? 
 

When? 

Three 
Consultation 
meetings with 
Member States  

• Short issues paper in advance of meetings. 
• Preparation of questionnaire for public 

stakeholders (first meeting). 
• Discussions with industry (second meeting). 
• Discussion of evidence from independent 

consultants (second and third meetings). 
• Discussion of policy options and key provisions of 

the Directive (third meeting). 

• First meeting June 
2005 

• Second meeting 
November 2005 

• Third meeting 
January 2006 

Public 
consultation of 
stakeholders 

• Commission working paper based around 
questionnaire.  

• Possible involvement of stakeholders at November 
meeting. 

• Launch July 2005 
• Results End 

October 2005 

Evaluation study  
 

• Evidence gathering contracted to external 
consultants. Involvement of consultants at 
November and January meetings 

• Launch study 
September 2005 

• Interim results 
November 2005 

• Final results 
beginning 2006 

Final 
Commission 
Report  
containing 
recommendations 

• Bringing together results of consultants’ study, 
public stakeholder consultation and contacts with 
MS.  

• First quarter 2006 

 

3.4 SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION SERVICES  

3.4.1 Tasks to be undertaken 
 
The task of the consultants within the framework of the evaluation exercise were 
defined as: 
 
TASK No. 1: 

To provide objective and independent evidence of the state of the E-Money 
Market in EU 25  (size of the market e.g. outstanding E-Money in circulation1, 

                                            
1 If possible, split between types of issuer – credit institutions, ELMIs, mobile operators and others. 
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development trends prior to and post adoption of EMD, number of licensed 
issuers, number of waivers granted, cross-border dimension, description of 
business models involved in e-money issuance, potential future developments, 
etc.). 

 
TASK No. 2: 

To evaluate the impact of national rules implementing the E-Money Directive, 
including an assessment of the potential uncertainties arising in the 
implementation. The extent to which national rules have been implemented in 
similar manner, practical experiences of e-money issuers, uptake of the E-Money 
Licence, extent to which E-Money issuance takes place without application of the 
Directive’s rules – i.e. through application of waiver, extent to which rules have 
encouraged/discouraged new market entrants, consumer protection aspects will 
be considered. 

 
TASK No. 3: 

To test to what extent the Directive’s original objectives have bee n met  (e.g. 
improve the single market for financial services, create legal certainty, encourage 
new market entrants, contribute to the development of E-Commerce, etc.). 

 

3.4.2 Methods for obtaining evidence  
 
The following methods of accessing the evidence were used: 
 

• Desk research – analysis of existing literature on E-Money; 
• Interview programme targeting national regulators, E-Money issuers, credit 

institutions, mobile phone operators, potential entrants into the market; 
• Analysis of replies to the Commission’s consultation; 
• Comparison with other markets outside the EU (in particular to test the extent 

to which potential market development might have been constrained). 
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4. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH OF THE EVALUATION 

The approach comprised a work plan divided into four phases, as shown in the table 
below. A detailed description of the work carried out in each phase, and of the 
methodological tools and techniques used to support the evaluation, is contained in 
the following sections of this chapter.  
 

Phase Deliverable Submission Date 
Phase I: Design and Validation First Interim Report 11 October 2005 
Phase II: External Evidence Gathering Second Interim Report 18 November 2005 
Phase III: Evaluation and Analysis Draft Final Report 3 January 2006 
Phase IV: Final Reporting Final Report 17 February 2006 

 

4.1 PHASE I: DESIGN AND VALIDATION 

Phase I was focused on developing an initial understanding of the market and the 
regulatory framework for e-money, in order to develop tools for the evaluation and 
prepare the ground for the collection of external data in the following phase. It 
involved an intensive desk research effort, as well as an initial interview programme 
with a few key EC officials and e-money industry representatives. 
 
The insight gained from these interviews and the reviewed documents allowed the 
evaluation team to conduct an initial assessment of the objectives of the Directive, 
and to develop initial assumptions on its potential strengths and weaknesses. This 
was essential for the development of the interview guides to be used during the 
fieldwork in the ensuing phases (see Appendix 5). It also assisted in the 
development and refinement of internal evaluation tools that provided the 
consultants with some rigour in the process of gathering and analysing evidence. 
The mapping tool, which was updated throughout the evaluation, captures the 
Directive’s objectives at different levels, and the evaluation questions and their 
respective judgment criteria and sources of verification (see Appendix 2). The 
strategic analysis framework served as a high-level orientation for the evaluation 
team (see Appendix 3). 
 

4.2 PHASE II: EXTERNAL EVIDENCE GATHERING 

Phase II took the consultants into the field to glean evidence and stakeholder 
opinions. Evidence was collected primarily through the stakeholder interview 
programme, and the replies to the EC stakeholder consultation. In addition, the 
evaluation team took part in the second consultation meeting held by the EC in 
Brussels, which proved valuable to gather additional input, validate preliminary 
findings, and identify additional stakeholders. 
 

4.2.1 Interview programme 
 
The objective of the interview programme was to receive information and input on 
the e-money market, the Directive and its national implementation from as wide and 
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representative a range of stakeholders as possible. This included European 
institutions (the EC and the ECB), national public authorities (ministries of finance, 
central banks and regulatory authorities) from all 25 EU Member States, as well as 
43 industry representatives (non-bank e-money issuers as well as traditional credit 
institutions, mobile operators, and others) from 11 European countries (Belgium, 
Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, The Netherlands, 
Poland, and the UK, and Norway). These included representatives from a wide 
range of (potential) e-money issuers, as is shown in the following table. 
 

Industry stakeholder sub-groups Number of interviews 
conducted  

Licensed ELMIs 6 
Institutions operating under a waiver 11 
Credit institutions 8 
Mobile network operators 7 
E-Money Associations 2 
Others (including potential and failed 
issuers, consultancies, etc.) 

9 

TOTAL 43 
 
 
All interviews were structured around the interview guides developed during Phase I. 
In addition to the interviews conducted via the telephone, 5 Member States (the 
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Spain and the UK) were selected for face-to-
face interviews. The selection was based on the following selection criteria: 

• Countries from Northern and Southern Member States  
• Large and small countries 
• EU15 and EU10 Member States 
• Countries reflecting a range of approaches and levels of market activity 
• Availability of stakeholders to participate within the tight timeframe 

 
The external interview programme started in Phase II of the evaluation, and carried 
on into phase III. The total number of interviews conducted during the evaluation 
(including the initial interview programme in Phase I and the U.S. fieldwork in Phase 
IV) was 85 (compared with an initial target of 70-75). The breakdown by stakeholder 
groups is shown in the following table. 
 

Stakeholder group Target number 
of interviews 

Number of 
interviews 
conducted 

Number of 
countries 
covered 

European institutions 5 5 N/A 
EU MS national authorities 25 29 25 
EU industry representatives  40 43 11 
Non-EU 5 8 1 
TOTAL 75 85  

 

4.2.2 EC consultation 
 
As an important element of its broad-ranging review of the E-Money Directive, the 
Commission launched a consultation process on its website on 14 July 2005. The 
purpose of this questionnaire was to consult stakeholders about how they view the 
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impact of the Directive and possible ways forward. The questionnaire covered the 
review of the primary goals of the Directive, a review of its different provisions, e-
money market developments, and other issues. 
 
The evaluation team was in continuous contact with the Commission in order to 
have up-to-date access to the responses to the questionnaire wherever and as soon 
as possible, following the deadline of submission (14 October 2005). The responses 
were screened, logged into a matrix, and analysed. A total number of 57 responses 
were received by the consultants, making the Consultation an important source of 
information for the evaluation. 
 
The collection and analysis of responses to the EC consultation started in Phase II 
of the evaluation, and carried on into Phase III. 
 

4.3 PHASE III: EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 

Phase III saw the completion of the data collection, as the remaining interviews were 
conducted and the last responses to the EC consultation screened. The evaluation 
team then proceeded to bringing together and analysing the raw data. This involved 
triangulating data attained through the different sources in order to develop findings 
and conclusions for each of the three evaluation tasks (provide evidence of the state 
of the E-Money Market in the EU-25; evaluate the impact of national rules 
implementing the Directive; test to what extent the Directive’s original objectives 
have been met). 
 

Findings and Conclusions

Desk
Research

Interview
Programme

EC
Consultation

Findings and Conclusions

Desk
Research

Interview
Programme

EC
Consultation

 
 
 
To assist the analysis, and provide easily accessible information on both the market 
and the regulatory regime at the Member State level, country summary tables were 
also developed (see Appendix 4). 
 

4.4 PHASE IV: FINAL REPORTING 

The key findings and conclusions contained in the draft final report were presented 
to Member State representatives at the third meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group 
on the Review of the E-Money Directive on 23 January 2006, providing them with an 
opportunity to comment on the results. The EC also provided comments, and the 
report was fine-tuned accordingly. 
 
Also in Phase IV, a comparative perspective was added by incorporating an analysis 
of the market for electronic money products and the regulatory approach to such 
products in the U.S.  This was done through the review of literature and, most 
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importantly, through a series of interviews with public authorities and regulators at 
both the Federal and State level, with industry representatives, and with legal and 
academic experts on the subject. Six interviews were conducted face-to-face (in 
Washington, DC, Baltimore, MD, and New York, NY), and two more over the 
telephone. The findings and conclusions of this exercise are presented in section 6 
of this report. 
 

4.5 CHALLENGES TO THE STUDY 

There have been a number of challenges that have resulted in certain limitations of 
this study. The most important challenges were as follows: 
 

• Very tight timeframe: In order to keep up with the deadlines of the review 
process, the entire evaluation project had to be carried out in less than five 
months, which posed some degree of difficulty in terms of logistics, and 
meant that part of the data collection had to be carried out in Phases III and 
IV of the evaluation.  

• Availability of data: Quantitative data on e-money is very rare. Statistics 
available from official sources are limited, and often does not cover the entire 
e-money market. Issuers themselves are often rather secretive about 
disclosing their business data. This means that the analysis of the state of the 
market had to rely to some extent on estimates based on the available 
quantitative and qualitative date.  

• Implementation of the Directive in the Member States: A full and detailed 
analysis of the various legal texts transposing the EMD in all 25 EU Member 
States was not feasible given the time constraints and the fact that not all 
relevant pieces of legislation were available in English. National legislation 
was analysed where possible and necessary, but the evaluators relied 
primarily on interviews with the respective national authorities to gather 
information regarding the national implementation of the EMD. 

• Complexity of the supervisory and regulatory framework: The full set of 
regulation to which ELMIs are subject in the different Member States is 
comprised not only of the national implementation of the EMD, but also of a 
considerable amount of ancillary regulation. Such rules could not be analysed 
in detail for all Member States, but examples of relevant national rules (e.g. 
concerning sound and prudent operation) are included in this report. 

• Question of the proportionality of the requirements: One key issue in the 
review of the EMD is the question of whether the restrictions and 
requirements are proportionate to the risks to which issuers of e-money are 
exposed. This issue is touched upon repeatedly in this report, and some 
indications as to the (dis)proportionality of certain aspects of regulation 
provided. However, a qualified judgement of whether the different parts of the 
regulatory framework are proportionate or not would require a full assessment 
of the financial and non-financial risks. Such an assessment is outside the 
scope of the tasks set for this evaluation. 
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5. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This section presents final findings drawn from the desk research, the interview 
programme, and the replies to the EC consultation. These findings present an in-
depth analysis aggregated from all the information that was gathered and the 
available data from all the phases of the evaluation. Based on these finding, 
conclusions are also drawn. 
 
The final findings are structured in accordance with the three main tasks of the 
evaluation (assessment of the e-money market, impact of national rules, extent to 
which the objectives have been met). These sections are preceded by an 
introductory section, which briefly outlines the background of the E-Money Directive 
and its development and negotiation.  
 
 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

5.1.1 E-Money and the E-Money Directive 
 
E-Money first appeared on the scene in Japan in the second half of the 1980s, when 
certain telephone companies, railroad companies and retailers started to widen the 
acceptance of their pre-paid chip cards to other companies.2 In Europe, the first pre-
paid electronic payment products were launched in the early 1990s, allowing 
consumers to store electronic money on cards such as Danmønt, Mondex, Proton or 
Primeur Card. 
 
These products received considerable attention, not only because of their innovative 
technical design, but also because many of the early products were developed by 
non-banks. Banks soon reacted, and many launched similar products of their own.3 
European central banks and ministries of finance also took an increasing interest in 
the issue. Faced with the emergence of electronic money, and wary of the 
implications that the widespread use of this new payment method might have for 
monetary policy, they started demanding measures to regulate the issuance of e-
money.  
 
The European Commission on its part was mainly concerned about the fact that the 
supervisory and regulatory approaches to the issuance of e-money had developed 
on an ad-hoc, national basis throughout the EU, and that this proliferation of national 
e-money regulations might weaken the internal market and stifle competition and 
innovation in the payment sector.4 Anticipating that with increasing usage of e-
money more new schemes would be developed, and that a clear legal framework 
was necessary in order to avoid the business of e-money issuance to be carried out 

                                            
2 Godschalk and Krueger (2000): Why e-money still fails. Chances of e-money within a competitive 
payment instrument market, p. 3 
3 Lelieveldt (2001): Why is the Electronic Money Directive Significant?, p. 15 
4 Krueger (2002): E-money regulation in the EU, p. 1 
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on an unregulated basis,5 the Commission presented the first draft of the “Directive 
on the taking up, the pursuit and the prudential supervision of the business of 
electronic money institutions” in July 1998.  
 
The consultative and legislative process that the Commission’s proposal underwent 
lasted more than two years, during which one could see the usual interaction 
between the Commission, committees of the European Parliament, central banks, 
ministers of finance, and the European Central Bank (ECB). The latter in particular 
exerted some influence on the process, resulting in a frank exchange of dialogue on 
a number of key issues to be modified.6 In view of this, a considerable number of 
changes were made to the original proposal (see the following section of this report) 
before it was finally adopted as Directive 2000/46/EC on 18th September 2000. In 
parallel, Directive 2000/28/EC amending the Codified Banking Directive 
(2000/12/EC) was adopted; this Directive merely provides that electronic money 
institutions are added to the category of credit institutions as defined in Directive 
2000/12/EC. 
 

5.1.2 The development and negotiation of the E-Mone y Directive 
 
In drafting the proposal for the E-Money Directive, the European Commission put a 
strong emphasis on competition and innovation. The Commission saw e-money as 
an essential tool to foster e-commerce, and as a field with a new and quickly 
evolving technology in which Europe might be able to take a lead.7 It was therefore 
keen to create a relatively “light” legal framework that would encourage innovation. 
Central banks, on the other hand, had a number of concerns, and as early as 1994, 
the European Monetary Institute recommended that e-money issuance be 
considered as a deposit-taking activity, meaning that banking supervision law would 
be applicable, which would have effectively limited e-money issuance to credit 
institutions only.8 
 
The European Central Bank (ECB) initially held the same view. In its 1998 Report on 
Electronic Money, it proposed a set of minimum requirements that it felt needed to 
be fulfilled in order to ensure the effectiveness of monetary policy, create a level 
playing-field, and address regulatory concerns. These were: 

• Prudential supervision 
• Solid and transparent legal arrangements 
• Technical security 
• Protection against criminal abuse 
• Monetary statistics reporting 
• Redeemability 
• Reserve requirements 

 
Given these requirements, the ECB concluded that “the most straightforward 
solution would be to limit the issuance of electronic money to credit institutions, as 

                                            
5 EC Explanatory Memorandum, pp. 3-4 
6 Godschalk (2001): Genesis of the EU-Directive on Electronic Money Institutions, p. 12 
7 Krueger (2002), p. 1 
8 EMI (1994): Report to the Council of the European Monetary Institute on Prepaid Cards 
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this would avoid changing the existing institutional setting for monetary policy and 
banking business.”9 This position was supported by several Member States, while 
approximately an equal number of Member States supported the EC’s standpoint 
that a regulatory framework that would allow non-banks to enter the market was 
necessary. 
 
To reconcile the divergent positions, a long and drawn-out negotiation process was 
necessary. The result was that although the Commission prevailed in establishing a 
separate regulatory framework for ELMIs, many ECB proposals also found their way 
into the final version of the E-Money Directive. The most important changes made to 
the original proposal (not necessarily on the initiative of the ECB) included: 
 

• Redeemability: The original proposal left the question of whether electronic 
money is redeemable or not to the contract between the issuer and the user. 
The ECB argued that mandatory redeemability was necessary to ensure the 
link between central bank money and commercial bank money is not lost.10 
The final version included the obligation for the issuer to redeem electronic 
money at par value and free of charges other than those strictly necessary to 
carry out the operation. 

• Initial capital requirements: The minimum amount of initial capital that ELMIs 
must have was raised from € 500,000 (original proposal) to € 1 million (final 
version). 

• Waiver: The conditions for granting a waiver were tightened. The threshold for 
the total amount of financial liabilities related to outstanding electronic money 
was lowered from € 10 million to € 5 million. 

• Restriction of activities: While the original proposal would have allowed ELMIs 
to provide “non-financial services that are delivered through the electronic 
device”, the final version restricts their activities to “the storing of data on the 
electronic device on behalf of other undertakings or public institutions”. 

• Definition of electronic money: Criteria (iii) and (iv) of the original proposal 
were dropped. A new criterion was added, which read that e-money is “issued 
on receipt of funds of an amount not less in value than the monetary value 
issued”. 

 

                                            
9 ECB (1998): Report on Electronic Money, p. 3 
10 De Geest in Krueger (2001): Interview: The Directive in Electronic Money Institutions – A View From 
the European Central Bank, p. 8 
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5.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE EU E-MONEY MARKET 

The classification of different e-money products is not always straightforward and 
different institutions that have published reports and background documents on the 
matter provide varying, sometimes overlapping categories.11 Nonetheless, in general 
terms, electronic money products can be divided into two broad categories, card-
based and server-based, depending upon the storage device. The division into 
these two categories may not be absolutely clear-cut in some cases, nor is it meant 
to be a final determinant (since this is a growing and developing market). 
Nonetheless, it is a useful distinction, as it grants the flexibility to undertake an 
ongoing analysis of the evolution of both the market and the paradigms underlying it. 
 
It should be noted that comprehensive statistics as to the amount of e-money in 
circulation are only available for card-based e-money, as Member States are 
required to collect such data and report it to the ECB. However, only the aggregated 
figure for the Euro area is updated monthly; other data is compiled in the ECB Blue 
Book, and the latest addenda only contain statistics up to 2003. These figures 
therefore only reflect “traditional” e-purses, and not some more recent card-based e-
money developments such as transport smartcards, prepaid debit cards or electronic 
equivalents of travellers’ cheques.  
 
With regard to server-based e-money, neither the ECB nor national Central Banks 
currently publish data. Schemes can differ enormously, and no clear categories 
seem to exist to allow the data provided by issuers’ reports to be aggregated. Some, 
but not all Member States have available and are willing to share figures reported to 
them by ELMIs and institutions operating under a waiver, but these are often not 
consistent with each other (i.e. some report the total amount of e-money issued, 
others the amount outstanding, and yet others the total “assets” of issuers). E-
money issuers, on the other hand, tend to be secretive about releasing data on the 
amount of e-money they issue, as this is a young and evolving market with very few 
players. The data gathered during the interviews is therefore incomplete. 
Nonetheless, an estimate of the total amount of outstanding e-money in circulation 
in the EU based on the available data is presented in section 5.2.3.2. 
 

5.2.1 Card-based e-money 
 

5.2.1.1 Findings 
 
“Traditional” e-purses 
 
When the first e-money products emerged on the market, the ruling paradigm was 
that of an “electronic purse” in the form of a “smart card”. In card-based e-money 
products (also referred to as hardware-based), the purchasing power resides in a 
device containing hardware-based security features (generally a chip, which is 
embedded in a plastic card).  
                                            
11 Compare, for example, ECB (2004): E-payments without frontiers, and BIS (2004): Survey of 
developments in electronic money and internet and mobile payments. 
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A considerable number of card-based e-money schemes were launched in the EU 
during the second half of the 1990s, generally by banks or with the involvement of 
banks. Card-based e-purses are generally intended for payments of limited amounts 
and offer advantages over banknotes and coins especially when small, exact 
amounts have to be paid at unstaffed locations such as vending, parking or ticketing 
machines. E-purses enable cash-like transactions to be executed at a lower cost to 
the card issuer than credit or debit card payments since they do not require online 
authorisation. Nonetheless, the take-up in most European countries has been 
slow,12 and as a consequence, the overall market penetration of these products has 
remained low.  
 
Statistics on the use of card-based e-money are available from the ECB’s Blue Book 
on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems in the EU. Data is currently only 
available until 2003; it shows only a slight increase in the relative importance of e-
money transactions, up from 0.4% of all cashless transactions in the EU in 1999, to 
0.7% in 2003. This figure might even be slightly exaggerated, as it is a weighted 
average that does not include Greece, Ireland, Italy and the UK, but where no or 
very little card-based e-money seem to have been in use (based on the fact that 
data from these countries is mainly reported as not available or not applicable). The 
relative importance of card-based e-money versus other cashless payment 
instruments is shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: Card-based E-Money vs. Other Cashless Pay ment Instruments, 2003 

 

Relative importance of cashless payment instruments
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Source: ECB Blue Book 2005 

 
 
The ECB also publishes monthly statistics of the total amount of hardware-based e-
money in circulation in the Euro area. These statistics are largely representative of 
the EU as a whole, since very little hardware (i.e. card) based e-money is currently 
being issued in EU Member States that do not form part of the Euro area.13 The 
                                            
12 ECB (2004), pp. 48-49 
13 The data for 2003 published in the ECB’s Blue Book shows that among non-euro area countries, 
only Denmark had a significant amount of e-money in circulation. However, the Danish e-money 
scheme has since been closed down.  
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figures show an annual increase of approximately 20% during the last three years 
(see the following graph). However, the total amount of e-money in circulation is still 
comparably low (€ 453 million in September 2005).  
 

Figure 2: Hardware based e-money in circulation in the Euro area 
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Some software-based equivalents of card-based electronic purses have also been 
developed, where, unlike in the server-based systems discussed in the next section, 
the value is stored directly on a personal computer using specialised software. 
These schemes have been “even less successful than chip card-based e-money”.14 
Their relevance has remained minimal, as can be seen from the ECB’s statistics for 
software-based e-money in circulation in the Euro area: 
 

Figure 3: Software based e-money in circulation in the Euro area 
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14 ECB (2004), p. 49 
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The disaggregated data by countries shows that chip-card based e-money has been 
most successful in the Benelux countries. The graphs below show that in 2003 (the 
last year for which this type of data is available), the highest number of e-money 
cards in circulation was found in the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium, Austria and 
Germany. However, the number of purchases actually made with these cards was 
significantly lower in Germany and Austria than in the other three countries.  
 

Figure 4: Cards with an e-money function per inhabi tant, 2003 
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Figure 5: Number of e-money transactions per inhabi tant, 2003 
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Source: ECB Blue Book 2005 

Notes:  
• Data for Greece, Ireland, Italy, and the UK is either unavailable or incomplete. 
• Data for the EU10 Member States is unavailable. 
• For France, the number of cards in the above graph reflects only those cards that are actively 

being used. According to the Bank of France, the total number of cards with an e-money function 
is approximately 0.5 per inhabitant. 

• The data for the EU is the weighted average excluding countries for which data are not available. 
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The disposable version of Chipknip is issued by 
Interegi, which became the first Dutch ELMI in 
September 2003. Because of the existence of 
“Chipknip-only” environments (where Chipknip 
is the only accepted means of payment) the 
Dutch authorities insisted that cards would 
need to be made available to those without a 
Dutch bank account (tourists, immigrants, 
unbankable). Prepaid Chipknip caters to this 
need, and thereby makes Chipknip-only 
environments (e.g. parking meters) possible 
and acceptable to the authorities. Cards exist in 
denominations from € 5 to € 50; a relatively 
stable number of around 200,000 cards are 
sold per year. The average amount of 
outstanding e-money is € 2.7 million. 
Interegi is also exploring the possibility of 
issuing prepaid debit cards in the future. 

 
Some stakeholders interviewed attributed the relative success of e-purses in some 
countries partly to the existence of what is sometimes referred to as a “killer 
application”, i.e. a very specific use where an e-money card offers very clear 
advantages, or may even be strictly necessary to make a payment in specific 
circumstances. It was suggested that consumers only start to use e-money when 
they are practically “forced to” in certain situations; once they have become used to 
e-money, this then sometimes encourages them to extend its usage to other areas. 
The mere availability of the e-money function on a debit card is usually not enough 
to convince most customers of its usefulness. 
 
Examples of country-specific card-based e-money schemes and their usage include:  
 

• Proton  (Belgium): According to the ECB statistics, in 2003 this was the most 
widely used scheme in Europe. The scheme is operated by BankSys, a 
subsidiary of 34 Belgian banks who include the Proton application on their 
debit cards and issue the e-money. Approximately 10 million cards have the 
Proton function, and around 20% of these are actively used. Proton has three 
“dominant” applications: Canteens and vending machines in big companies; 
public telephones (initially Proton’s “killer application”, but now decreasing), 
and general vending machines and parking meters. Proton’s goal was to 
eventually reach 1 billion transactions per year. However, the number of 
annual transaction peaked at 120 million in 2002, and has been decreasing 
slowly but steadily since then.  

• Chipknip  (Netherlands): The 
current Chipknip scheme is the 
result of the incorporation, in 2000, 
of the Chipper-scheme (launched 
in 1997) into the original Chipknip-
scheme (launched in 1996). There 
is currently a reloadable version, 
issued by banks and integrated into 
around 80% of Dutch debit cards, 
as well as a disposable version 
called Prepaid Chipknip. Both kinds 
of cards are used mainly (90%) for 
parking (said to be Chipknip’s “killer 
application” – many parking meters 
in the Netherlands today only 
accept payment via Chipknip), 
vending machines, and catering. 
The number of transactions has grown by an average of 15% over the last 
few years, and is expected to reach 150 million in 2005. 

• Geldkarte (Germany): In terms of the number of cards, this is the largest 
scheme in Europe, with approximately 63 million cards currently in circulation. 
However, the e-money chips are embedded in debit cards (“EC-Karten”) 
issued by banks, and less than 5% of card-holders actually use the e-money 
function. There are currently slightly over 300,000 acceptance points; the 
main use is at vending machines and parking meters. 
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German Geldkarte issuers are hoping that 
usage will increase due to new legislation on 
the protection of minors in Germany, whereby 
cigarette vending machines will require the 
buyer to provide proof of age from January 
2007 – which can be done through information 
stored on the Geldkarte. Thereby, even though 
consumers may still use cash to pay, they 
would need to insert their Geldkarte (approx. 
500,000 machines will be equipped with card 
readers until end 2006). The age verification 
requirement of the new legislation will also 
apply to purchasing age-sensitive content on 
the internet. There may also be the potential for 
an increased use of Geldkarte in this context, 
although this requires a special card reader. 

• Moneo  (France): The system is operated by SFPMEI, the credit institution in 
charge of issuing e-money on behalf of all participating banks. Moneo does 
not currently enjoy widespread usage: there are 30 million bankcards which 
include the application, but only 300,000 are actively used and charged by the 
holders. Acceptance is limited to approximately 100,000 merchants. The 
costs for transaction fees (to be paid by both merchants and customers) and 
the cost for the terminals are said to be the main obstacles for greater 
acceptance and use. 

• Danmønt  (Denmark): This Danish e-purse enjoyed a limited degree of 
success after its launch in the mid-1990s, but the number of Danmønt 
payments has been decreasing over the last few years and since the trend is 
not expected to change, the issuer (PBS, an ELMI that is a holding company 
owned by the banking sector) decided to close down the scheme – cards will 
only be accepted until 31 December 2005. It was suggested that the fact that 
the Danish payment card “Dankort” 
is so widely used and accepted 
means that there is little demand 
for an e-purse in Denmark. 

• Intesa Flash  (Italy): This e-money 
card was recently launched by 
Banca Intesa. The card can be 
used in Italy and abroad, and 
according to its issuer, has specific 
security features that aim at 
“fostering the confidence of 
customers when they carry out e-
commerce transactions.” No data 
on usage is available. 

• The Swedish multi-bank e-purse 
scheme (Cash ) was abandoned in 
2004, and the Portuguese scheme (Porta-Moedas Multibanco, PMB ) is 
currently being wound down.  

 
Some of the trends described above can be seen in the following charts, which 
reflect the evolution of the number of card-based e-money transaction per year in 
the twelve EU Member States for which data is available. The first graph contains 
the six countries with the highest absolute number of transactions, and the second 
one those with lower numbers. It should be noted that the significant increase in 
certain Member States (in particular the Benelux countries) between 2001 and 2002 
is probably related to the introduction of the Euro.15 

 

                                            
15 Leo van Hove: Viva the all-electronic euro! Presentation, Frankfurt, November 19, 2002. Available 
at: http://www.ecb.int/events/pdf/conferences/epayments-vanhove.pdf 
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Figure 6: Number of e-money transactions by country , 1999-2003 
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Smartcards for public transport 
 
There are already a large number of pre-paid schemes for transport available across 
the EU. Where these cards are accepted as a means of payment by various 
transport companies, they potentially qualify as e-money. Whether they are 
considered as such depends upon the organisational set-up (in particular on the kind 
of direct or indirect creditor relationship between the different accepting entities and 
the customers), but also on the views of the respective national regulators. For 
example, Transport for London (TfL) argues that although its smartcards are 
accepted by various transport providers operating under a franchise system, they do 
not constitute e-money because of the way the system is set up: TfL buys services 
from the different providers and then resells them to the passengers. The UK FSA 
has accepted this reasoning. Similarly, the Finnish authorities consider that a 
smartcard system operated by the Helsinki City Transport needs no ELMI license or 
waiver because its characteristics mean it is outside of the scope of the EMD.  
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While it is widely reported that Transport for London 
is planning to introduce an e-money function to its 
prepaid “Oystercard” payment scheme, no decision 
on this has been made yet. TfL is currently exploring 
different options and assessing whether the 
business case for these stacks up. One option under 
scrutiny is partnering with a bank, and either adding 
an e-money purse to Oyster, or including the Oyster 
application on the bank’s credit or debit cards. 
Alternatively, TfL may decide to add an e-money 
function for small payments at a limited number of 
merchants (newsagents, coffee bars) itself. In either 
case, TfL reported that the only technically workable 
solution in the short term is two different “pots” on 
the same card, meaning the funds for transport and 
for other goods and services would be kept 
separate. Nonetheless, a single purse may become 
feasible in the future. TfL is therefore in favour of a 
solution whereby the legal framework makes a 
distinction between funds used purely for transport 
and funds used as e-money. 

 
On the other hand, more than 20 transport smartcard schemes operate under a 
waiver in the Czech Republic, and at least one in the UK. In addition, two large-scale 
schemes will be launched in the near future, with the aim of issuing smartcards that 
will eventually be usable on all public transport in Ireland and the Netherlands, 
respectively. Both are expected to 
apply for an ELMI license shortly 
(also see section 5.2.3 of this report). 
Initially, these cards will only be 
accepted to pay for transport 
services, but representatives of both 
schemes pointed to the possibility of 
extending the functionality of the 
cards to include payments for other 
types of goods and services once 
these have been firmly established 
and gained acceptance. TfL is also 
currently exploring different options 
of adding an e-money feature to its 
card by 2007 (see text box).  
 
What is especially interesting about 
these cards is that many of them 
(including TfL, the Irish and Dutch 
systems) are using or will use new 
contactless technology. Unlike other e-purses currently on the market, users of 
contactless cards are able to “tap and go”, rather than having to swipe or insert the 
card into a slot, thereby enhancing the speed and convenience of transactions, and 
giving the card a distinctly different “feel”. Research by a major consultancy16 that 
has worked with TfL and other potential issuers suggests that the technology to 
enable contactless payments is increasingly mature, widely available, reliable and 
cost-effective. According to this firm, not only transport operators, but many 
organisations in different sectors “are positioning themselves to capture new 
markets with this new technology.” 
 

5.2.1.2 Conclusions 
 
Overall, it is clear that the take-up of card-based e-money has remained low. Card-
based e-purses in many countries have been discontinued and for most of those 
that remain, usage remains very limited. The Benelux countries are a notable 
exception, but even in Belgium, the number of annual transactions seems to have 
peaked far short of initial expectations. In contrast, the growth of the Dutch e-purse 
in recent years has been strong, but in light of the experience of other countries, it 
remains to be seen whether this growth rate is sustainable. 
 

                                            
16 Cp. the White Paper “No time for change – contactless smartcards have arrived…” by Deloitte 
Consulting, May 2005. 
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New uses and/or changes to the legal framework (such as the new protection of 
minors legislation in Germany) may mean new opportunities for e-purses, and the 
recent emergence of a few new schemes (such as Intesa Flash in Italy) shows that 
there is still some interest in this market, at least in certain countries. Some 
interviewees also pointed out that new developments in the payment sector take 
time to gain acceptance. Nonetheless, it is doubtful whether the predominant trend 
of recent years (mostly downward or stagnant development of card-based e-purses) 
can be reversed. 
 
Even in countries where take-up has been relatively high, cards are still used almost 
exclusively at unmanned stations (public telephones, car parks, vending machines). 
They have not gained widespread acceptance among merchants and consumers for 
other everyday transactions. Thus, there are no indications to suggest that the vision 
of e-purses gradually replacing banknotes and coins as the preferred means of 
payments for everyday purchases will become a reality, at least in the near future. 
 
Apart from the “traditional” e-purses, smartcards for public transport are the other 
widely-used application of card-based e-money. The classification of these as e-
money is not always straightforward, and there seem to be differing interpretations 
across different Member States. 
 
Some transport providers are starting to use contactless cards. The emergence of 
this new technology may have the potential to provide a new impetus to card-based 
e-money. Research by a major consultancy suggests that the potential benefits are 
significant for many types of organisations, including conventional financial service 
providers, retailers, transport, telecoms, utilities, sports stadiums and local councils, 
and that “the market could rapidly become a crowded place as various organisations 
look at different ways to make money from this new product.” 17 
 
 

5.2.2 Server-based e-money 
 

5.2.2.1 Findings 
 
Server-based electronic money was developed almost simultaneously with the roll 
out of card-based products, driven largely by the opportunities offered by the 
internet. In recent years, a number of server-based products have emerged and 
found relative success in catering to different “niche” markets, including person-to-
person internet transactions, online gaming, and as payment instruments for 
persons without access to bank accounts or credit cards, such as young people or 
immigrant communities.  
 
The most successful and widely known server-based e-money schemes to date fall 
essentially into the category of pre-funded personalised online payment schemes, 
involving the transfer of funds stored on a personalised online account (not including 
traditional bank deposits). Accounts are typically accessible via internet browser, 

                                            
17 Deloitte Consulting (2005) 
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SNAP Card was recently launched by Teleglobal, 
and is currently operating under the waiver regime 
in the UK. SNAP Card is intended for internet 
shopping; it is similar to a prepaid telephone card in 
that in can be bought or topped up at over 5,000 
resellers. Currently 250,000 cards are in circulation; 
once circulation increases, it is envisaged that 
SNAP Card will migrate to the status of an ELMI. 
The business model is based upon appealing to the 
merchant, by offering lower fees and better security 
features than other means of payment such as 
credit cards. 

email, and/or in some cases via mobile text message (SMS), and allow transfers 
between private persons and between consumers and merchants. The usage of 
such products seems to be growing rather rapidly, leading some to label pre-funded 
online payment systems as e-money’s “new paradigm”.18  
 
Examples of existing pre-funded personalised online payment schemes include: 
 

• PayPal  (UK): Online payment product that was launched in the US in 1999, 
and currently has 86 million accounts worldwide. PayPal Europe Ltd. was 
licensed as an ELMI by the British Financial Services Authority (FSA) in 2004 
and has since passported to all EU Member States. PayPal’s “killer 
application” is eBay, which purchased PayPal in 2002. Currently about 70% 
of PayPal’s business is conducted on the eBay online auction platform. 

• Moneybookers  (UK): Founded in 2001, Moneybookers was the first 
institution to be granted an ELMI license by the FSA in 2002. Its line of 
business includes person-to-person money transfers via email and payments 
at online merchants. Moneybookers currently has approximately 1.3 million 
accounts, most of which belong to customers in Germany, the UK and 
France.  

• A number of pre-funded personalised online payment schemes operate under 
a waiver in different Member States. These include CP Books / Monetka 
(Czech Republic), Ewire (Denmark), Nochex (UK), and Teletik Safepay 
(Netherlands). The size and success of these schemes varies considerably; 
the number of accounts lies anywhere between 2,000 to over 1 million, and 
the amount of outstanding e-money in circulation ranges from under € 10,000 
to over € 3 million. 

 
There are also a number of other categories of server-based e-money schemes. In 
many cases, these involve the use of cards. However, unlike in the case of the card-
based e-purses mentioned above, the funds are not actually stored on these cards, 
but on a server. These products typically imply the “transfer of centrally stored 
anonymous claims that have been purchased in advance”.19 The most important 
types of products that are currently available are: 
 

• Disposable and virtual pre-funded cards for online shopping: Prepaid cards 
that contain a PIN number or other form of identification, and that allow for 
payments on the internet. The 
use of these products in certain 
market segments and niches is 
increasing; they typically target 
those that do not possess a 
credit or debit card (e.g. young 
people), and those who wish to 
remain anonymous when 
making online payments. 
Examples include PaySafeCard 
(Austria/Germany), MicroMoney 

                                            
18 Kohlbach (2004), p. 3 
19 ECB (2004), p. 48 
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Interestingly, both American Express and Travelex 
considered the possibility of setting up an ELMI, but 
ultimately decided to issue the electronic travellers’ 
cheques, or travel cards, through banks (American 
Express Bank GmbH in Germany, American 
Express Bank Ltd in UK; GWK Travelex in the 
Netherlands, passporting to the UK). This decision 
had to do with the fact that setting up a separate 
entity as an ELMI raised structural and supervisory 
issues due to peculiarities of the respective 
companies, but also with some of the provisions of 
the EMD, in particular the limitation of investments, 
which (partly depending on the national 
interpretation of this provision) reduces the 
opportunities for making money on the float and of 
having an investment strategy that is in line with the 
overall business. This made the ELMI option 
unattractive. Another electronic travellers’ cheque 
product (ICE Cash2Go) is also issued by a bank, R. 
Raphael & Sons plc of the UK.  

The Luup mobile-based wallet is offered by 
Contopronto, a Norwegian ELMI that also passports 
to Germany and the UK. It can be used for mobile 
payments (also on the internet) as well as for p2p 
transfers. It currently has approx. 11,000 customers 
in Norway. 
Crandy is a similar product by NCS mobile payment 
Bank, a German ELMI. It can be used at vending 
machines, parking meters, for purchasing digital 
content, and for telecommunication services. 
Because of the disappointing development to date 
(the total float is in the range of € 3,000 – 6,000), 
NCS is increasingly using “e-vouchers” as a vehicle 
to generate interest in its product: these vouchers 
are non-redeemable and non-transferable, and are 
mostly usable only for specific purposes, services or 
products. According to NCS, they therefore do not 
constitute e-money in a strict sense. 
Both companies cite unfair competition from mobile 
network operators, who are able to offer similar 
services in an unregulated way, as one of the main 
constraints on their business development. 

(Germany), SNAP Card (UK), and SplashPlastic (UK). 
• Mobile phone based micro-payments solutions: These products typically allow 

customers to send and receive money with their mobile phones, as well as 
pay at merchants and/or vending machines, and to download digital content. 
Payments are not made through the prepaid funds of the mobile network 
operator, but through a specific account with the e-money issuer. Examples 
include Crandy (Germany) and 
Luup (Norway). 

• Prepaid debit cards: Card 
payment schemes have 
developed various types of 
prepaid debit cards that offer 
the same acceptance 
advantages of network 
branded cards, but comprise 
electronic money because they 
are prepaid. These cards are 
aimed primarily at households 
that do not have a bank 
account. They can be taken up 
and offered by ELMIs (such as 
PrePay Technologies Ltd, UK) 
as well as credit institutions. 
One example is MasterCard’s 
Cashplus card (UK). 

• Electronic equivalents of 
travellers’ cheques: These 
products are prepaid in a similar manner to physical travellers’ cheques, and 
offer similar security and convenience advantages as their physical 
equivalents. They can be used to purchase foreign currency at ATMs in the 
destination country, and can often also be used at merchant POS terminals to 
make physical purchase transactions. While prepaid reloadable plastic “travel 
cards” have been in use in other 
parts of the world for several 
years, their introduction in 
Europe is fairly recent, and 
currently limited to a few EU 
countries, although some 
issuers are planning to expand 
into other Member States in the 
near future. Among the most 
important issuers are American 
Express (Germany since 
10/2004, UK since 1/2005) and 
Travelex (UK since 8/2005). 
Both report they are satisfied 
with the initial progress made. 
While no data on the volume of 
their business is available, it 
was noted that the worldwide 
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travellers’ cheques business is worth approximately $ 20 billion a year, and is 
expected to become increasingly electronic in the coming years. 

 
No comprehensive statistical data on the use of the above instruments and products 
is currently available from official sources. However, data collected by the EMA 
among its membership (17 companies, including all ELMIs and a number of active 
small e-money issuers in the UK, plus one Norwegian ELMI) for May 2005 shows an 
increase of almost 930,000 new accounts in that month, a growth rate which, if it 
remains constant, would provide for a doubling of the number of consumers within 
one year. The monthly turnover was over € 370 million. Given the non-availability of 
other data, this is the closest approximation possible to the total value of non-bank 
server-based e-money in the EU; it comprises all but one (very small) ELMI 
operating server-based schemes, and all but a few institutions issuing server-based 
e-money under a waiver. The EMA data is presented in the following table: 
 
 

Targeted market 
Number of 

consumers and 
merchants 

Monthly turnover 
Monthly new e-money 

accounts 

 
EEA 

 
15,273,392 

 
€ 371,857,285.22 

 
927,457 

 
Source: EMA, June 2005 

 
It should be noted that the above figure for turnover (i.e. the total money value of all 
executed transactions in a given time period – in this case, one month) is different 
from the amount of outstanding e-money in circulation, presented later in this 
document. How turnover translates into outstanding e-money depends inter alia on 
the velocity, i.e. the speed with which e-money that is loaded onto cards or accounts 
is spent or redeemed by customers. 
 

5.2.2.2 Conclusions 
 
Overall, it seems safe to say that the e-money market in Europe has not evolved in 
the way that many predicted at the time the E-Money Directive was drafted, 
negotiated and adopted. However, a look at server-based e-money shows that 
certain market segments have developed significantly in recent years.  Most 
stakeholders agree that more innovative solutions can be expected to emerge in 
coming years, and that the e-money market is far from reaching its full potential. 
 
A wide range of server-based e-money products are already available in many EU 
countries. At present, most of the issuing firms originate from the UK, but some 
activity can also be observed in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, 
and the Czech Republic.  
 
There seems to be an increasing number of successful server-based products 
targeting specific niche markets and target audiences. Among the most well-known 
and widely-used of these are pre-funded personalised online payment schemes. By 
far the largest of these is PayPal, but there are also a number of other, smaller firms 
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ACCOR is one of several companies currently 
issuing paper vouchers for meals and other services 
which have shown interest in switching to electronic 
vouchers. However, while e-vouchers are already 
being issued in Asia and South America, the EMD 
and its implementation have prevented it from 
making the switch in Europe. National regulators 
have reportedly expressed divergent views as to 
whether or not electronic vouchers would be 
considered e-money. ACCOR argues that the 
current legal uncertainty keeps it from moving 
forward. It holds that its vouchers are a long-
established and secure product that is not a 
substitute for cash or a general means of payment. 
Also, the underlying logic dictates that these 
vouchers are not redeemable.  

that are experiencing solid growth. Some sources also suggest that certain online 
payment products may in the near future extend their reach into the physical world.20 
 
Disposable and virtual cards for online shopping and mobile-based payment 
solutions have not yet achieved a significant market penetration. The take-up of 
most products that fall within these categories has so far been disappointing, but 
their acceptance may yet grow. 
 
Prepaid debit cards and electronic travellers’ cheques are in many ways similar to 
more traditional payment products. The fact that they are prepaid brings them inside 
the scope of e-money legislation. There is considerable interest in these products, 
and significant growth seems likely. 
 
 

5.2.3 Other products that may constitute e-money 
 

5.2.3.1 Findings 
 
Finally, mention must be made of two types of products whose status as to whether 
they constitute e-money or not is at present unclear. These are: 
 

• Electronic vouchers: Different issuers of paper vouchers (gift vouchers, meal 
vouchers, etc.) have shown an interest in switching their products to an 
electronic format. In principle, such electronic vouchers would seem to fulfil all 
the criteria of the definition of e-
money. However, some of their 
inherent features are non-
compatible with certain rules 
established by the E-Money 
Directive, such as the 
redeemability requirement. The 
French Association of Service 
Voucher Issuers (APETDS) 
claims that the legal uncertainty 
created by the current regime 
has so far prevented its 
members from issuing 
electronic vouchers in Europe. 
Other companies have also 
expressed an interest in offering different kinds of electronic vouchers or gift 
cards, including American Express, which is already issuing a prepaid gift 
product in the US. 

• Mobile network operators’ prepaid services: Many mobile operators offer their 
customers the possibility to purchase third-party goods and services (in 
particular digital content such as ring tones, logos, games, etc.) using their 
prepaid funds. The extent to which such funds should be considered e-

                                            
20 EMA (2005): The Impact of the Electronic Money Directive on the E-Money Industry in Europe, p.8 
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money, and therefore regulated under the EMD, is being debated. Currently, 
only approximately 1% of the total prepaid funds is used for third-party 
services, while the rest is spent on services offered by the mobile operator 
itself. A Guidance Note issued by the EC in early 2005 was intended to 
provide clarification as to under what conditions the EMD applies to prepaid 
products of mobile operators. The way this issue has been addressed in the 
different Member States is discussed in section 5.3.7 of this report. 

 

5.2.3.2 Conclusions 
 
Unlike the types of products mentioned in the previous chapters, it is debatable 
whether electronic vouchers and the prepaid services of mobile network operators 
(MNOs) qualify as e-money. In the case of the former, the present legal framework 
seems to have hindered the development of the market to date, while in the case of 
the latter, the state of uncertainty as to whether the EMD is applicable or not is cited 
by both MNOs and (other) e-money issuers as detrimental to their businesses.  
 
 

5.2.4 Number of electronic money issuers 
 

5.2.4.1 Findings 
 
Based on information supplied by the respective national authorities, as of end 2005, 
the evaluation has identified nine licensed ELMIs in the EU, plus three in Norway. 
There are also at least 72 institutions issuing e-money under the waiver provisions 
foreseen in the EMD (in those Member States where the waiver process is 
automatic, the exact number of waived institutions is only known to the national 
authorities when these submit their reports). The breakdown of ELMIs and waived 
institutions is shown in the following table. 
 

Country ELMIs Waivers  

Austria 0 N/A 
Belgium 0 0 
Cyprus 0 0 
Czech Republic 0 24 
Denmark 1* At least 3 
Estonia 0 0 
Finland 0 0 
France 0 0 
Germany 1 4 
Greece 0 0 
Hungary 0 0 
Ireland 0 0 
Italy 2** 0 
Latvia 0 2 
Lithuania 0 N/A 
Luxembourg 0 0 
Malta 0 0 
Netherlands 1 At least 5 

*  The Danish ELMI 
(PBS Danmønt) 

closed down at the 
end of 2005. 

** Although licenses 
have been granted, 

the Italian ELMIs are 
not active yet. 

Note: N/A denotes 
“not applicable” 

because the country 
has no waiver regime. 
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Two providers of integrated ticketing systems using 
contactless smart cards will apply for ELMI licenses 
in 2006: The Railway Procurement Agency Ireland, 
and Trans Link Systems (Netherlands). The latter is 
currently operating under a waiver while a pilot 
system of its “OV chipcard” is running in Rotterdam.  
Both are prepared to comply with the rules for e-
money, which they view as burdensome but not an 
insurmountable obstacle. Nonetheless, there are 
doubts as to whether the regulatory framework is 
appropriately targeted for these kinds of limited-use 
schemes. Representatives of both schemes also 
suggested that a gradual regulation based on 
volumes of business (e.g. a sliding scale on initial 
capital requirements) might be more appropriate. 
Another concern is the prohibition to issue e-money 
at a discount; this should not be interpreted so as to 
prohibit transport providers from offering lower fares 
as an incentive for customers to use electronic 
tickets. 

Country ELMIs Waivers  

Poland 0 0 
Portugal 0 N/A 
Slovakia 0 N/A 
Slovenia 0 N/A 
Spain 0 0 
Sweden 0 1 
UK 4 33 
Total EU 9 72 
Norway 3 1 

  
Source: Data provided by national regulatory authorities during interviews 

 
 
A total of six ELMIs were active in the EU as of early 2006. These were: 

• Moneybookers Ltd (UK) 
• Neteller UK Ltd (UK) 
• PayPal Europe Ltd (UK) 
• PrePay Technologies Ltd (UK) 
• NCS mobile payment Bank GmbH (Germany) 
• Interpay Elektronisch Geldinstelling B.V. – InterEGI (Netherlands) 

 
PBS Danmønt (Denmark) closed down at the end of 2005. Two licenses have been 
granted in Italy, but neither ELMI is currently active. 
 
The highest number of ELMIs is found in the UK. The aggregate amount of 
outstanding e-money of all ELMIs in the UK as of 30 November 2005 was £ 134.36 
million. It is interesting to note that 3 of the 4 ELMIs in the UK are not originally 
British companies: PayPal was started in the U.S., Neteller is originally a Canadian 
company, and Moneybookers was founded by a group of Germans. The “realistic” 
implementation of the EMD in the UK, and the FSA’s risk-weighted approach, have 
almost certainly played a role in the decision of some companies to set up their 
operations in the UK, but other factors, such as language or the UK’s tradition in 
finance may have been important as 
well.  
 
Other relevant information gathered 
with regard to ELMIs:  

• Two to three applications for 
additional ELMI licenses are 
currently being processed in 
the UK.  

• One application is currently 
being processed in Germany. 
Another application was 
withdrawn by the applicant; the 
proposed business model, 
intended for use at a large  
retailer, involved e-vouchers 
combined with the option to 
purchase goods on credit. The 
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“Small e-money issuers” in the UK represent a wide 
range of different types of products. Several 
(including Nochex, SNAP card, and Vodafone m-
pay) are online payment schemes with different 
features; at least one (Cheshire County Council) is a 
local transport smartcard. All organizations 
interviewed saw the waiver regime in a positive light 
and reported that the FSA’s application process was 
straight forward and simple. 
There were some concerns that the threshold of € 5 
million for the float size was rather low. The purse 
limit of € 150 was not considered to be a problem at 
present, and business growth has not been limited 
by this requirement to date. However, it is expected 
that as consumers become more accustomed to e-
money, the current maximum purse size will prove to 
be insufficient. 

Digipay was already offering a mobile phone 
payment system in the Netherlands before the EMD 
was adopted. It subsequently applied for ELMI 
status, but the process was lengthy (partly due to 
initial doubts from regulators as to whether the 
scheme qualified as e-money), and Digipay closed 
down before the process was finalized. According to 
one expert who was involved in the business, its 
main problem was the pressure from the financial 
and organizational requirements of the e-money 
regulation, combined with the inability to attract 
sufficient funding from investors. In Digipay’s case, 
the limitation of activities of ELMIs severely limited 
its ability to earn money. To avoid this, a complex 
structure was set up to separate the merchant 
services part from the payments part. However, to 
comply with all regulation, Digipay had to incur high 
costs for expert and legal advice. This in turn slowed 
down the development of the commercial part of the 
business, and made finding external funding even 
harder. In addition, the fact that MNOs could offer 
similar services without being regulated under the 
EMD further reduced the scheme’s attractiveness 
for potential investors.  

application was withdrawn when it became clear that the ELMI license would 
not allow the applicant to also grant credit.  

• One application is expected in the Netherlands within the next year, and up to 
four are said to be on the horizon in Ireland. 

• Two more applications are currently in process in Italy. 
• Malta reported that there have recently been enquiries, a few of which may 

develop into formal 
applications in the near future. 
At least one of these enquiries 
was from a company currently 
operating under a waiver in 
another Member State; this 
company reported it might 
apply for an ELMI license in 
Malta because the regulatory 
environment is more 
favourable than in its home 
Member State. 

• There was previously another 
ELMI in Denmark (CoinClick, 
a server-based e-money 
scheme), but this has recently 
gone out of business. 

• In the Netherlands, two 
companies (Digipay and 
Moxmo) that were launched 
before the adoption of the 
EMD applied for ELMI status, 
but went out of business before the process was finalized (see text box). 

• In Finland, one institution applied for a license, but announced it was going to 
close down before the license was granted. 

 
 
With regard to waivers, interviewees reported that: 

• 33 waivers (“small e-money 
issuer certificates”) have been 
granted in the UK. Some of 
these schemes are quite 
active and growing, and a few 
might apply for an ELMI 
license soon; others are very 
small local schemes. Quite a 
few, possibly even the 
majority, are actually 
“dormant”, i.e. they are not 
actively issuing e-money at 
present. The aggregate 
amounts of outstanding e-
money of all small e-money 
issuers in the UK as of 30 
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The payment cards of public transport providers in 
the Czech Republic qualify as e-money as soon as 
they are accepted by transport providers other than 
the issuer. While this does not cause any specific 
problems in practice as long as they can operate 
under the waiver regime (the application process is 
relatively simple, the reporting requirements are 
light, and the purse limit is seen as acceptable for 
the time being), the providers are worried about the 
day when the float size may exceed the € 5 million 
threshold, and do not understand why products that 
are used exclusively for transport have to be 
regulated so strictly (especially when compared to 
similar paper tickets). 
All Czech issuers of electronic transport cards 
currently work with one of two technology services 
companies that specialise in providing clearing 
systems. One of these (working with 8-9 transport 
providers) reported it processes approx. 1.2 million 
transactions a month, of which approx. 7% are inter-
company. 

November 2005 was £ 3.06 million. The FSA also reported there is a lot of 
interest from potential applicants for a waiver (called “small e-money issuer 
certificate” in the UK). How many waiver applications materialise from these 
enquiries is difficult to foresee.  

• The institutions operating under a waiver in Germany include a smartcard 
scheme in a sports stadium, and a gift card scheme operated by a retailer 
with several stores under a franchise system. 

• The waived institutions in the Netherlands include two online payment 
schemes, and one transport card scheme (Trans Link Systems, which will 
apply for an ELMI license soon). The five waived institutions in the 
Netherlands represent a total amount of outstanding e-money of € 10-15 
million. 

• In some cases (e.g. Denmark, Netherlands), the exact number of institutions 
operating under a waiver at any given time is not known to the competent 
authorities, as the waiver is granted automatically and does not require a 
formal application. 

• The Finnish authorities have been approached several times regarding the 
possibility of operating under a waiver, but have decided in each case that the 
schemes in question were essentially single-purpose, and could therefore 
operate without a waiver. Examples include a student card scheme at 
Helsinki University, a scheme operated by the Helsinki Transport Company, 
and municipal service cards. 

• The total amount of e-money issued until October 2005 by the two institutions 
operating under a waiver in Latvia was LVL 70,885, or slightly over € 100,000. 

• 22 of the Czech Republic’s 24 
waived institutions are public 
transport providers, whose 
cards are also accepted by 
other public transport 
providers. Four more public 
transport providers have 
applied for a waiver. One of 
these has plans to extend the 
functionality of its cards so 
that citizens can use it for a 
range of other services within 
the city such as paying for 
cinema, theatre, or sports 
tickets as well as car parks. 
The long term vision for the 
card is that it will also enable 
citizens to pay for local 
government services (e.g. 
taxes). The other two institutions currently operating under a waiver are an 
online payment scheme and an employee benefits card scheme, where cards 
handed out by employers to employees as part of a flexible benefits package 
can be used at a limited number of sport and culture services providers. Both 
are at present small-scale operations. The total amount of e-money issued by 
all waived institutions in the Czech Republic between December 2003 (when 
the first waiver was granted) and June 2005 was approx. CZK 135 million, or 
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€ 4.65 million. The amount issued and number of cards/accounts in each 
period is shown in the following table: 

 
Czech Republic Number of Waived 

Institutions 
E-Money issued E-Money 

Instruments 
12/2003 - 6/2004 9 31,248,148.46 CZK 39,111 
7/2004 - 6/2005 21 103,697,017.90 CZK 33,482 

 
 
Traditional credit institutions issue e-money in at least 15 Member States, including 
four EU-10 MS. These range from e-purse schemes such as those listed in section 
5.2.2.1, to different kinds of online payment systems, to prepaid debit cards and 
electronic travellers’ cheques. 
 
For a summary of different e-money issuers in each Member State as reported by 
the respective national authorities and other stakeholders, please consult the 
country sheets in Appendix 4. 
 
The cross-border dimension 
 
Very few companies have made use of the passporting provisions of the E-Money 
Directive to date. Two UK-based ELMIs (PayPal, Neteller) have passported to all EU 
Member States. One ELMI has passported from Norway to Germany and to the UK. 
One ELMI is currently in the process of notifying its intention to passport to one other 
EU Member State, and has plans to eventually expand its operations to a number of 
others. One other ELMI reported it might want to make use of the possibility to 
passport sometime in the future. No data is available on the volume of business of 
the passporting ELMIs in countries other than their own. 
 
One UK-based ELMI (Moneybookers) has most of its customers in other EU 
Member States, in particular in France and Germany, but is not using the passport 
because it has only a virtual, but no physical presence in these countries. All 
accounts are opened in the UK, even for customers from abroad. 
 
Only one case was identified where a credit institution is issuing e-money under the 
passporting provisions for banks. This is the case of GWK Travelex, which 
passports from the Netherlands to the UK to offer electronic equivalents of travelers’ 
cheques. 
 

5.2.4.2 Conclusions 
 
While the number of active ELMIs in Europe is still low, it may well double within a 
year. There are currently four active ELMIs in the UK, three in Norway, and one 
each in Germany and the Netherlands. One ELMI closed down at the end of 2005 in 
Denmark, while two licenses have been granted in Italy, but the ELMIs are not yet 
active. Approximately 7-10 new applications are either in process or expected shortly 
(in the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, Italy, and possibly Malta).  
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72 entities in 7 EU Member States (5 EU-15 MS and 2 EU-10 MS) are registered as 
operating under a waiver. The highest number (33) is found in the UK, although 
indications are that less than half of these are currently making active use of their 
“small e-money issuer” certificate. The next highest number (24) is found in the 
Czech Republic; 22 of these are public transport providers whose travelcards are 
accepted by other transport providers. 
 
While no comprehensive information on the scale of the operations of waived 
institutions is available, all of those interviewed reported that their outstanding e-
money in circulation was below, and in most cases significantly below, the € 5 million 
threshold. Based on the aggregate amounts for the UK, the average amount of e-
money in circulation of waived schemes across the EU is likely to be below 
€ 100,000. 
 
Credit institutions issue e-money in 15 Member States. These include large multi-
bank e-purse schemes like Proton or Chipknip, as well as much smaller card or 
server-based schemes offered by a single credit institution. Specialised banks also 
issue prepaid debit cards and electronic equivalents of travellers’ cheques in some 
countries. 
 
ELMIs and waived institutions predominate in the market for server-based e-money, 
while traditional credit institutions (or in a few cases, ELMIs that have close ties to 
the banking sector) issue the vast majority of card-based e-money. This may be due 
to the higher infrastructure cost in card-based as opposed to server-based schemes. 
The only significant card-based products issued by non-banks to date are 
smartcards for public transport – these are at present issued by a number of waived 
institutions. Two of the new ELMI applicants will also issue public transport cards.  
 
The following table is a comparative summary of the level of e-money activity in 
each EU Member State by ELMIs and waived institutions on the one hand and 
traditional credit institutions on the other. The classification of activity is based on 
both the number and the size of the existing e-money schemes identified over the 
course of this evaluation; the different categories (in ascending order: none – 
minimal – some – considerable) should be interpreted not in absolute, but in relative 
terms – i.e. in comparison with the other Member States. The table is partly based 
on subjective impressions, and should therefore only be taken as a rough overview 
rather than an exact description of the e-money market in each Member State. It 
should also be noted that the table only reflects the status quo as of end 2005, and 
not any foreseeable future developments. Furthermore, it classifies the level of 
activity by the country of origin of the issuer; thus, even though PayPal and others 
may have a large number of customers in France, this is not reflected in the table. 
 
 

Country of origin of 
the issuer 

E-money activity 
covered by EMD 

E-money activity by 
credit institutions 

Austria None Some 
Belgium None Considerable 
Cyprus None None 
Czech Republic Some Minimal 
Denmark Some None 
Estonia None None 
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Country of origin of 
the issuer 

E-money activity 
covered by EMD 

E-money activity by 
credit institutions 

Finland None Minimal 
France None Some 
Germany Some Some 
Greece None None 
Hungary None None 
Ireland None None 
Italy None Some 
Latvia Minimal None 
Lithuania None Minimal 
Luxembourg None Considerable 
Malta None None 
Netherlands Some Considerable 
Poland None Minimal 
Portugal None Minimal 
Slovakia None Minimal 
Slovenia None None 
Spain None Minimal 
Sweden Minimal None 
UK Considerable Some 

 
 
In the absence of comprehensive statistics, it is difficult to provide exact figures for 
the total amount of e-money in circulation in the EU. The best possible 
approximation for e-money issued by credit institutions is based on the monthly ECB 
statistics for card-based e-money in circulation in the euro area (see section 5.2.1.1); 
almost the entire amount reflected in these statistics stems from large multi-bank 
schemes like Proton, Chipknip, Geldkarte, and Moneo. Outside the euro area, only a 
negligible amount of e-money is issued by banks at present (although that may 
change with the recent introduction of new products such as prepaid debit cards and 
electronic equivalents of travellers’ cheques). Thus, the total amount of e-money in 
circulation issued by banks as of late 2005 is likely to be very close to € 450 million. 
 
As for the e-money issued by ELMIs and institutions operating under a waiver, 
figures are available for UK-based institutions. The aggregate amount of e-money in 
circulation as of November 2005 was £ 137.42 million, or slightly over € 200 million. 
Based on impressions and isolated statistics collected during the interviews, the total 
amount in circulation issued by ELMIs and institutions operating under a waiver in all 
other EU countries is likely to be in the range of € 15 - 25 million. The estimated 
amount of e-money in circulation that is issued by institutions operating under the 
framework of the EMD is therefore € 215 - 225 million. 
 
The estimated total value of outstanding e-money in circulation in the EU as of end 
2005 is therefore: 
 

Type of issuing institution Outstanding e-money in circulation 
ELMIs and waived institutions € 220 million 
Traditional credit institutions € 450 million 
Total € 670 million 
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It should be noted that the above figure does not include the part of the prepaid 
funds of mobile network operators that might qualify as e-money. Also, the amount 
of outstanding e-money in circulation does not permit an estimate of the total value 
of the market in terms of turnover, as the relationship between both figures depends 
on the velocity of circulation. The monthly turnover of all ELMIs and waived 
institutions in the EU is likely to be very close to the aggregated data collected by the 
Electronic Money Assocation (EMA) among its membership in May 2005 (slightly 
over € 370 million). No such data is available for the e-money related turnover of 
traditional credit institutions. 
 

5.2.5 Possible explanatory factors 
 

5.2.5.1 Findings 
 
Most stakeholders agree that certain market segments have developed significantly 
in recent years, but that overall, the e-money market is far from reaching its full 
potential. The factors said to have impeded a more rapid development of the market 
include: 
 

• The relative youth and immaturity of the market: It was pointed out that 
markets for payment instruments simply take time to evolve – in the case of 
credit cards, it took 20 years before the market fully embraced and accepted 
these.  

• Lack of consumer and merchant interest: 
Long-established payment habits exist 
and convincing consumers and 
merchants to switch to a new payment 
product can be difficult. Even when clear 
advantages exist, the psychological 
barrier can be significant. 

• The demand for e-money schemes for 
online payments depends on the degree 
of e-commerce activity, which varies 
significantly among EU Member States 
The e-readiness rankings compiled by the 
Economist Intelligence Unit (see the 
adjacent table) provide a useful indication 
of these differences. It is clear that the 
penetration of e-commerce, and by 
extension the opportunities for certain 
kinds of e-money schemes, is lower in the 
Southern than in the Northern Member 
States, and in the EU-10 as opposed to 
the EU-15. 

• The existence of a variety of established 
payment service providers: In many 
environments, there are close substitutes 

2004 e-readiness rankings 
EU 

rank 
Global 
rank 

Country 

1 1 Denmark 
2 2 UK 
3 3 Sweden 
4 5 Finland 
5 8 Netherlands 
6 13 Germany 
7 15 Austria 
8 16 Ireland 
9 17 Belgium 

10 18 France 
11 21 Spain 
12 23 Italy 
13 24 Portugal 
14 26 Estonia 
15 27 (t) Greece 
16 27 (t) Czech Republic 
17 30 Hungary 
18 31 Slovenia 
19 34 Latvia 
20 36 Poland 
21 38 Lithuania 
22 39 (t) Slovakia 

Not included in the survey: 
Cyprus, Luxembourg, and Malta 

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 
2004 
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for e-money, often offered by established entities drawing on existing 
networks. 

• The lack of a clear business case: In the case of some e-money schemes, 
the cost structure, including both fees and overhead costs, means that the 
schemes are either not attractive to customers and merchants, or are unable 
to generate sufficient profits for the issuers. 

• An overly restrictive regulatory and supervisory regime for ELMIs: Some 
elements of the legal framework created by the E-Money Directive are 
deemed excessive by some stakeholders, who claim that they are not 
proportionate to the risks. 

• Finally, legal uncertainty caused by doubts as to the applicability of the E-
Money Directive to certain business models and operators are said to have 
hindered the development of certain products, and/or to have distorted 
competition. 

 

5.2.5.2 Conclusions 
 
Generally speaking, one can observe that innovative e-money schemes have been 
developed mostly by companies based in the UK; there is some activity in certain 
Central and Northern European countries; and there is very little, if any, activity in 
Southern and Eastern EU Member States. 
 
The vast majority of interviewees in the latter group of countries reported that a lack 
of interest on the part of consumers was the main reason why e-money had not yet 
been successfully introduced in their respective countries. As regards server-based 
e-money, because of the lower levels of e-commerce use in Southern Member 
States, there is bound to be less demand for such schemes when compared to 
Northern Member States. The same is true when comparing most EU-10 to EU-15 
Member States. 
 
In several Northern European countries like Denmark, Estonia and Finland, 
interviewees pointed out that the widespread use of credit and debit cards (which 
are almost universally accepted even for payments of small amounts), as well as 
online banking, meant that there was little demand for an additional electronic 
payment method like e-money. 
 
Overall, the main reasons for the limited development of the e-money market to date 
seem to be the lack of a clear business case and a compelling consumer proposal 
able to convince a larger number of customers of the advantages of using e-money. 
 
In addition, in the majority of Member States with some degree of activity of ELMIs 
and/or waived institutions, or at least with some interest on the part of industry in 
these instruments, national authorities reported that certain restrictions and 
requirements imposed by E-Money Directive have hindered the development of the 
market to some extent. This view is broadly supported by the industry. However, it is 
also clear that the Directive has provided many companies with an opportunity to 
enter the e-money market-place at all, even though most issuers that are affected by 
it are not entirely satisfied with all of the provisions of the Directive. 
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It was also repeatedly stated that legal uncertainty as to the applicability of the E-
Money Directive with regard to certain business models has restrained the 
development of some products, for example e-vouchers. 
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5.3 IMPACT OF NATIONAL RULES IMPLEMENTING THE DIREC TIVE 

The way certain elements of the E-Money Directive (EMD) have been implemented 
in the EU Member States varies significantly with regard to the transposition into 
national law as well as the application in practice of the regulatory framework. Some 
of these differences are likely to have had an impact on the development of the 
market in the respective Member States. This section examines the national rules 
implementing the EMD in all 25 Member States, highlights where the Member States 
have deviated from the provisions of the EMD, as well as other peculiarities, and, 
where possible and appropriate, points to the impact these rules have had on the 
development of the e-money market in the respective countries.  
 
In addition, where relevant and appropriate, the section contains findings drawn from 
the responses to the EC Consultation. These are included here as background; it 
should be noted that the responses generally concern the provisions of the EMD as 
such, and not their national implementation. 
 
 

5.3.1 Date of transposition and process 
 

5.3.1.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
Article 10 of the EMD stipulates that "Member States shall bring into force the laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the Directive not 
later than 27 April 2002." 
 

5.3.1.2 Findings 
 
In the EU-15, six Member States implemented the EMD within the timeframe set. In 
a further five Member States, the provisions of the EMD were transposed and 
entered between May and November 2002. The EC decided to pursue infringement 
procedures against four Member States that still had not implemented the EMD at 
the start of 2003 (Belgium, Finland, France, and Greece). All of these did eventually 
implement the EMD during the first half of 2003. 
 
Regarding the EU-10 (new Member States), Slovenia was the first country to 
transpose the EMD into national law in April 2002; in total, six countries adopted the 
necessary legislation to implement the EMD before they officially joined the EU in 
May 2004. Three others (Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania) followed within a year of their 
accession. The Estonian Parliament adopted the act transposing the EMD in 
October 2005, this will enter into force on 1st January 2006. The EMD has thus been 
implemented in all 25 EU Member States. 
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Country Date of entry into 

force 
 Country Date of entry into 

force 
Denmark July 2001  Spain November 2002 
Portugal March 2002  Czech Republic January 2003 
Italy March 2002  Finland January 2003 
Austria April 2002  France February 2003 
Slovenia April 2002  Belgium March 2003 
Sweden April 2002  Greece June 2003 
UK April 2002  Cyprus April 2004 
Ireland May 2002  Poland May 2004 
Luxembourg May 2002  Latvia November 2004 
Germany July 2002  Hungary May 2005 
Netherlands July 2002  Lithuania May 2005 
Slovakia August 2002  Estonia January 2006 
Malta October 2002    

 
 
At least 15 Member States submitted their draft laws to industry representatives for 
consultation. In most cases this followed the normal procedures for all new 
legislation. At least three Member States consulted the industry informally. However, 
in most cases the consultation (whether formal or informal) was limited to 
representatives of the traditional banking sector, who would not be directly affected 
by the EMD and therefore tended to show little interest.  
 
Only in the Netherlands and the UK did a significant non-bank e-money industry 
exist at the time that could voice its views. While the consultations in the 
Netherlands were seen as little helpful (national authorities stated that because the 
restrictions came directly from EMD, and the Netherlands implemented these as 
liberally as possible, there wasn't much scope for changes), the consultation process 
was said to have produced very positive results in the UK. HM Treasury held a 
consultation before the EMD was transposed, and the FSA consulted with the 
industry on the supervisory regime. Both authorities and industry representatives 
reported that these exchanges were very helpful with a view to understanding each 
other’s positions and finding pragmatic solutions to problems to a wide range of 
potential problems. More on the dialogue between the authorities and the industry 
can be found under section 5.3.3 of this report. 
 

5.3.1.3 Conclusions 
 
The difference in the time of implementation could potentially have had an impact on 
the way in which the e-money market has developed and been more or less 
successful or vibrant in some Member States as opposed to others. 
 
Regarding the EU-15, all five Member States where at least some companies are 
making use of the instruments of the EMD (ELMI, waiver) had implemented the EMD 
by July 2002. Among EU-10 Member States who show some degree of activity 
covered by the EMD, the Czech Republic was among the first to implement, while 
Latvia was relatively late. 
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Thus, while there is no clear and direct correlation between the development of the 
market and the date of implementation – there is no non-bank e-money activity in 
many Member States who implemented early – an early implementation may have 
favoured a more vibrant market. On the other hand, in those EU-10 Member States 
where the EMD was implemented less than one or two years ago, the industry may 
not yet have had sufficient time to fully understand and adapt to the new 
instruments. Notwithstanding this, the importance of the date of implementation 
should not be overstated – the way the EMD was implemented into national law is 
certain to have had a much greater impact on the development of the market than 
the date. 
 
With regard to the process of implementation, there is no indication that a 
consultation procedure with industry has had any significant impact on the way the 
market has developed. The exception to this is the UK, where an extensive, 
comprehensive and continuous dialogue with representatives of the e-money 
industry has resulted in a set of pragmatic rules that were described as favourable to 
the development of the market by both regulators and e-money firms in the UK. 
Obviously, a pre-condition for such a dialogue is not only the willingness of national 
authorities to engage, but also the existence of a significant and well-organised 
industry, which is not the case in most Member States. 
 
 
 

5.3.2 The definition of Electronic Money 
 

5.3.2.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
The EMD defines electronic money as “monetary value as represented by a claim on 
the issuer which is: 
(i) stored on an electronic device; 
(ii) issued on receipt of funds of an amount not less in value than the monetary value 
issued; 
(iii) accepted as means of payment by undertakings other than the issuer." 
 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
The definition of e-money 
 
Out of the twelve national authorities who provided input on the definition of e-money, five stated that 
the current definition was not clear enough and needed to be adapted, for example in order to address 
uncertainty with regard to mobile operators, kiosks or service vouchers. Four explained that there was 
a need to clarify the definition in order to better harmonise the implementation across the EU, and 
three thought the current definition was appropriate, and does not require any changes. 
 
The five non-bank e-money issuers who provided responses generally agreed that the definition of e-
money is generally acceptable, but there was some concern that there may be a need to clarify some 
specific issues, most notably issues that fall under the new NLFP. A suggested way to address this 
issue was a tightening of the definition.  
 
From the five banks that provided comments, four stressed the importance of ensuring that the 
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definition is up-dated and adapted to changes in the market. The need for this was highlighted by 
pointing towards the recent developments in e-money payment schemes, such as those operated by 
e-mail or mobile phone. One respondent believed the current definition was not appropriate at all, and 
called for it to refer to deposit-taking activities. 
 
All eleven mobile operators that provided feedback believed the definition was not appropriate in its 
current form; concerns ranged from issues of redeemability to third party payments. Some 
respondents went so far as to call for a general exemption of MNOs. Three operators pointed to the 
fact that the definition was so wide that its interpretation across the EU has been uneven. 
 
Three other "hybrid" organisations provided their insight into the definition of e-money. Generally there 
seemed to be the feeling that it is appropriate, however, there was also the feeling that there is a need 
for some clarification, as the current definition has lead to different interpretations with regard to 
different business models. 
 
E-money vs. deposit taking 
 
There were eleven national authorities, all of which agreed that there is a clear difference between e-
money and deposits or repayable funds. All respondents believed the distinction should be maintained, 
although suggested that there might be some room for loosening the definition, while still keeping 
consumer protection issues in mind. 
 
Out of the five non bank e-money respondents, three believed that the distinction between e-money 
and deposit-taking activities remains valid; one, however, indicated that as e-money deposits increase 
this distinction may need to be reviewed. Two respondents did not feel that the current distinction was 
clear, one of whom called for account based e-money to be explicitly included into the scope of the 
Directive. 
 
There were seven banks responses; five did not believe there was a need to clarify the issue, mainly 
because there is the general acceptance that funds are 'immediately’ issued and therefore a deposit-
taking activity has not be undertaken. Two respondents believed there was a need to clarify the issue.   
 
Seven mobile operators responded to the issue of e-money as a deposit-taking activity. Five clearly 
highlighted the importance of the clear divide between e-money and deposit-taking activities, whereas 
two emphasised that this issue is and should not be applicable to mobile operators. 
 
One other "hybrid" organisation provided a response to this issue, and highlighted the need to continue 
to ensure a clear distinction between the issuance of electronic money and a deposit-taking activity, 
mainly in order to ensure the confidence of customers. 
 
 
 

5.3.2.2 National rules - Findings 
 
This section deals with the way the definition has been implemented in national law, 
and any additional requirements added. In addition to any changes to the wording of 
the definition, its interpretation has in many cases been somewhat divergent and 
ambiguous. Questions as to what schemes and operators the EMD applies to are 
treated in section 5.3.7 of this chapter. 
 
Criterion (i) 
 
All Member States left criterion (i) of the definition, which stipulates that e-money is 
“stored on an electronic device”, unchanged in their respective national legislation. 
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Criterion (ii) 
 
This part of the definition, which stipulates that e-money is “issued on receipt of 
funds of an amount not less in value than the monetary value issued”, was added 
during the negotiation process on the initiative of the ECB in order to prevent e-
money schemes from issuing e-money at a discount and thereby potentially 
expanding the monetary mass in an uncontrollable way. 
 
However, there have been concerns that the inclusion of this criterion in the 
definition could create a loophole, as schemes issuing e-money at a discount would 
fall outside of the definition of electronic money, and would thus not be covered by 
the Directive. Therefore several Member States have made changes to this part of 
the definition: 

• Seven Member States (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, 
Netherlands, and UK) have omitted the part of this criterion that reads “of an 
amount not less in value than the monetary value issued“ from the definition 
of e-money and have instead included it in a substantive clause (i.e. as a 
requirement applying to e-money issuers). The formulation varies somewhat 
from one Member State to another; it usually states that e-money can not be 
issued to an amount higher than that of the funds received in return, or that it 
is prohibited to issue e-money at a discount/premium. 

• Ireland has left the definition unchanged, but has also added a prohibition to 
issue e-money at a discount. 

• Finland has maintained this criterion in the definition, but reworded it to 
“issued against equal amounts of money” for the sake of clarity. 

• Four Member States (Germany, Hungary, Lithuania, and Sweden) seem to 
have omitted criterion (ii) from the definition without introducing an equivalent 
substantive clause. 

• 12 Member States left criterion (ii) of the definition unchanged. 
 
Criterion (iii) 
 
A few Member States made minor changes to criterion (iii), whereby e-money “is 
accepted as means of payment by undertakings other than the issuer.” The Belgian 
law stipulates that e-money is accepted as an instrument of payment, rather than a 
means of payment, to improve the clarity and coherence of the definition. Germany 
has specified that e-money is accepted as a means of payment by third parties 
without being legal tender. 
 
Probably more meaningful than these is the case of Estonia, which specified in its 
national legislation that e-money shall be accepted by at least one undertaking 
besides the issuer, which must have a direct debtor/creditor relationship with the 
customer. The main purpose of this was to clarify the concept, in particular with a 
view to the question of whether prepaid products offered by mobile network 
operators constitute e-money or not. 
 
Other provisions 
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Finland added a reference to centralised 
account-based systems (customer accounts) 
to the definition. The Finnish legislation 
specifies that "funds repayable on demand 
received from the public and paid into an 
account where the funds may be used to pay 
for goods and services being sold by one or 
more companies, and withdrawn in the form of 
cash (customer account)" also constitute e-
money. According to the Finnish Ministry of 
Finance, the aim of making this distinction 
was to ensure technological neutrality, making 
clear that both kinds of schemes would fall 
within the scope of the legislation. 

Some other more general changes to the definition were identified. All of these are 
generally intended to clarify the definition, and/or to differentiate between e-money 
and other products. 

• Austria specified that e-money is issued on receipt of funds of “small” 
amounts. 

• Poland added two more criteria to the EMD’s three. These stipulate that (iv) 
e-money is redeemable for funds by the issuer on demand; and (v) that it is 
expressed in monetary units. The combination of both additions would seem 
to exclude many vouchers or loyalty 
schemes. 

• The Finnish legislation specifies that 
account-based schemes also qualify 
as e-money (see text box). 

• In contrast, Sweden specified that 
e-money means a monetary value 
which represents a claim on the 
issuer and which, without being in 
an individual account, is stored on 
an electronic device and is accepted 
as means of payment by 
undertakings other than the issuer. 

 
 
Purse limit and period of validity 
 
Six Member States have specified a general maximum amount (or purse limit) that 
can be stored on each electronic device / account. According to the respective 
national authorities, this was done for consumer protection purposes, limiting the 
potential losses to e-money holders in case of insolvency of the issuer. The limits 
are shown in the following table. 
 

Country Maximum purse limit 
Austria € 2,000 
Denmark € 300 
Estonia € 300 
Greece € 300 
Ireland € 5,000 
UK  £ 1,000* 

* In the UK, the basic limit is £1,000, but in the case of account-based 
schemes where there is the possibility of a stolen or lost card/access key 
being replaced, and/or the issuer is in a position to block the account, this 
limit does not apply. 

 
Hungary specified that the validity of e-money is a minimum of five years. 
 
 
E-money issuance vs. deposit taking 
 
Another issue related to definitions concerns the question of whether e-money 
issuance should be seen as taking deposits. Article 2 (3) of the EMD states that “a 
receipt of funds within the meaning of Article 1(3)(b)(ii) will not constitute a deposit 
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In the UK, the FSA regards e-money as a spending, 
not as a saving product, so provided customers are 
not encouraged to hold large amounts, it is not 
considered deposit taking. However, issuers are 
warned: for instance, if they offered to pay interest 
on e-money, then it might have to be regarded as 
taking deposits. 
In Denmark, e-money issuance up to the purse limit 
of € 300 is not considered deposit-taking. Beyond 
this limit, e-money issuance would count as deposit 
taking. 
Although the notion of deposit taking is very broad in 
Germany, and at least certain kinds of e-money 
issuance might therefore qualify as deposit taking, it 
is not considered as such, and it is not covered by a 
deposit guarantee scheme. Paying interest on funds 
received in exchange for e-money is explicitly 
prohibited. 

according to Article 3 of Directive 2000/12/EC if the funds are immediately 
exchanged for electronic money”. This provision is relevant because special 
requirements pertain to deposits. It has been suggested that more guidance is 
needed with respect to this provision.21  
 
In practice, all national authorities that 
were able to provide information with 
regard to this issue reported that e-
money issuance is not considered 
deposit taking in their respective 
countries. Some interviewed 
authorities acknowledged that the 
distinction between the two can 
sometimes be difficult, and that certain 
conditions need to be met (see text 
box). 
 
In Belgium and France, e-money 
issuance is not considered deposit-
taking. Nonetheless, funds received in 
exchange for e-money are covered 
within the framework of the deposit guarantee scheme, and are included in the 
assets used to calculate the premiums. The rationale for this was to guarantee a 
high degree of consumer protection, and to increase confidence in e-money 
products. Regulators in both countries clarified that e-money is assimilated to a 
deposit only for the purposes of the guarantee scheme.  
 

5.3.2.3 Conclusions 
 
Most changes Member States have made to the definition of e-money in their 
national legislation concern criterion (ii) of the EMD definition, which stipulates that 
e-money is “issued on receipt of funds of an amount not less in value than the 
monetary value issued”. 13 Member States have tried to close the alleged loophole 
created by the EMD by modifying the definition and/or reworking it into a substantive 
clause. However, no evidence was found that this has made any difference in 
practice, as apparently no e-money scheme has tried to exploit the loophole.  
 
Other changes to the definition mainly had to do with attempts to clarify. An 
interesting case is that of Estonia, which specifies that accepting third parties must 
have a direct debtor/creditor relationship with the customer. This is in line with the 
EC Guidance Note on the Application of the EMD to Mobile Operators. 
 
Additions to the definition of e-money in Finland and Sweden would seem to indicate 
different points of view with regard to account-based products. However, generally it 
is clear that differences regarding the applicability of the EMD to different business 
models and issuers have more to do with the interpretation of the legal framework by 

                                            
21 Kohlbach (2004): Making Sense of Electronic Money, pp. 4-5 
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the national authorities in the different Member States than with differences in the 
transposition of the definition. 
 
The establishment of a purse limit in certain Member States is likely to have an 
impact on the development of the market where the limit is relatively low (as is the 
case in Denmark, Estonia and Greece) and enforced rigorously. At least one 
company based in one of the above countries is considering applying for an ELMI 
license elsewhere partly because of this limit. Most institutions operating under a 
waiver also cite the (albeit lower) purse limit as a serious constraint on their business 
development.  
 
There is a widespread consensus that issuing e-money does not constitute deposit 
taking. Even in those Member States where funds received in exchange for e-money 
are covered by a deposit guarantee scheme, national authorities emphasise that this 
does not mean that they consider e-money issuance as deposit taking for any other 
purposes. 
 
 

5.3.3 The definition of an Electronic Money Institu tion 
 

5.3.3.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
Article 1.3.(a) defines an ELMI as “an undertaking or any legal person, other than a 
credit institution…which issues means of payment in the form of electronic money”. 
Article 2.1. stipulates that references to credit institutions in Directives 91/308/EEC 
(1) and 2000/12/EC except Title V, Chapter 2 thereof shall apply to electronic money 
institutions. 
 

5.3.3.2 National rules - Findings 
 
Some sources22 point to the existence of two differing approaches to defining the 
status of an ELMI, with some Member States regarding ELMIs as a subcategory of 
credit institutions, while others view ELMIs as a separate category of organisations 
that issues a payment instrument in the form of e-money and have a license to do 
so. 
 
However, the existence of clearly different approaches was not confirmed during the 
interviews. The majority of national authorities reported that they consider ELMIs as 
a subcategory of credit institutions. Those that disagreed with this categorisation still 
reported that many of the same rules apply to ELMIs and to banks. The difference in 
this distinction therefore seems to be mostly semantic, with few direct implications in 
practice.  
 

                                            
22 Cp. for instance 1.1a2 (2002): Electronic Money and E-money Institutions - A position paper on 
regulation, definitions and the market, p. 15 
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The British FSA takes a risk-based approach to 
ELMIs: these are considered as credit 
institutions, but have their own specialist 
rulebook, and are not subject to all the same 
rules as traditional credit institutions, because 
their business and therefore the risks involved 
are limited. On the other hand, in both France 
and Germany, ELMIs are subject to the same 
requirements as banks (e.g. concerning internal 
control procedures), except where the EMD 
stipulates otherwise. 

Where differences do exist is in the way rules applicable to traditional credit 
institutions are applied to ELMIs. This refers to aspects where the EMD does not 
explicitly foresee specific rules for ELMIs. Reporting requirements, money 
laundering rules, and reserve requirements are treated elsewhere in this report. In 
addition to these, there are differences regarding administrative and organisational 
set-up, senior management arrangements, systems of controls, etc.  A full analysis 
of these issues in each Member State would exceed the scope of this study; 
however, there are two general approaches, some examples of which are given in 
the following paragraphs for illustrative purposes. 
 
Most Member States do not have a separate set of rules in place for ELMIs, and 
tend to subject these to the full requirements applicable to traditional credit 
institutions. An especially clear case of this is Austria, where ELMIs are classified as 
banks that have a license only for one of the banking activities – that is issuing e-
money. The German case is similar; for example, just like banks, ELMIs have to 
submit monthly balance sheets to the Bundesbank. One aspect that was described 
as especially onerous by both German ELMIs (licensed and applicant) is that 
Germany has interpreted Article 7 of the EMD on the sound and prudent operation 
of ELMIs to mean, inter alia, that both managing directors of an ELMI have to have 
previous experience in leading a bank. In addition, when applying for a license, 
ELMIs are required to present proof of the profitability of the business model ex ante 
– a requirement that was deemed inappropriate for an emerging innovative sector. 
On the other hand, for both German (potential) ELMIs, the fact that once licensed, 
they can call themselves a “bank” is an important factor in gaining the trust of 
consumers and investors. 
 
In contrast, in the UK the FSA has developed a “specialist sourcebook” for e-money 
issuers that provides extensive guidance as to the rules with which ELMIs have to 
comply in a wide range of issues, including their sound and prudent operation. This 
is in large part the result of a continued exchange of views and dialogue between the 
competent authorities and the industry, which was described as to the “mutual 
benefit of regulators and business”. As a 
consequence, overall requirements 
differentiate more between traditional credit 
institutions and ELMIs, and therefore tend 
to be more targeted, and often lighter, for 
the latter. Nonetheless, the regulatory 
demands with regard to systems of 
controls, senior management 
arrangements, etc., is still perceived as 
burdensome by some stakeholders, and 
were said to be somewhat of a “culture 
shock” for non-financial firms. 
 
In the Netherlands, ELMIs currently have to comply with the same regulatory 
demands by the Central Bank as other credit institutions, including audits, the 
monthly submission of balance sheets, etc.  However, a new set of rules is in 
preparation (currently pending in parliament) to differentiate more between banks 
and ELMIs. 
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5.3.3.3 Conclusions 
 
No differences as to the definition of an ELMI seem to exist that might have an 
impact on the development of the e-money market in the different Member States. 
Whether ELMIs are explicitly classified as a sub-category of credit institutions or not, 
the EMD leaves no doubt as to the applicability of many provisions of the Banking 
Directive. 
 
This being said, there are differences as to whether certain rules applicable to 
traditional credit institutions are applied to ELMIs, and how the requirement for 
ELMIs to have “sound and prudent management, administrative and accounting 
procedures and adequate internal control mechanisms” is interpreted and applied in 
practice. Most Member States seem to differentiate little or not at all between ELMIs 
and traditional credit institutions in this respect. In contrast, the UK has developed a 
separate set of rules to address the financial and non-financial risks to which ELMIs 
are exposed. The Netherlands is currently preparing to follow a similar approach. 
According to e-money industry representatives, the more customised the rules, the 
more proportionate to the risks involved in e-money issuance they are likely to be. 
One ELMI reported that the existence of a clear rulebook was an important factor in 
its applying for a license in the UK rather than elsewhere. 
 
 
 

5.3.4 Requirements of Electronic Money Institutions  
 

5.3.4.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
The EMD stipulates that ELMIs shall have an initial capital of not less than € 1 
million, and own funds which are equal to or above 2 % of the higher of the current 
amount or the average of the preceding six months' total amount of their financial 
liabilities related to outstanding electronic money. 
 
In addition, ELMIs shall have investments of an amount of no less than their 
financial liabilities related to outstanding electronic money in highly liquid and low-
risk assets (specified in Article 5 of the EMD). 
 
The business activities of electronic money institutions other than the issuing of 
electronic money shall be restricted to the provision of closely related financial and 
non-financial services and the storing of data on the electronic device on behalf of 
other undertakings or public institutions. 
 
The EMD also stipulates that e-money must be redeemable at par value free of 
charges other than those strictly necessary to carry out that operation. The minimum 
threshold for redemption may not exceed € 10. 
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Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Capital Requirements 
Out of the thirteen responses received from national authorities, seven stated that there was no need 
to review the provisions regarding initial capital and ongoing funds requirements. Explanations for this 
position ranged from some arguing that current requirements are appropriate, while others stating that 
it is too early to clearly evaluate the effects of the Directive's provisions. However, two national 
authorities did state that they believed the requirements to be too high, with a further three explaining 
that they thought there is a need to review the current situation in more detail to determine whether 
they are still appropriate. Only one national authority believed the Directive needed to be changed in a 
significant manner. 
 
Out of the four non bank e-money issuers who provided feedback, all explained their belief that the 
capital requirement of € 1 million is too high; this requirement is of particular concern with regard to 
businesses seeking to make the transition from small issuers to ELMI. The main argument laid out by 
respondents is that the requirements in the Directive are disproportionate to the risks. 
 
Out of the three banks that responded, two stated that the initial capital requirements were sufficient. 
Only one stated that initial capital requirements should be increased in order to find a better balance 
between ELMIs and banks.  
 
Seven MNOs provided responses to the question of capital requirements. Five believed that the 
ongoing funds and initial capital requirements should be reviewed for MNOs, as they pose low risks 
and current requirements are seen to be disproportionate. One operator indicated that these 
requirements have a negative effect on the use and development of e-money by MNOs. 
 
Only one other "hybrid" organisation provided a response, expressing the need to review the initial 
capital requirements, as they are seen to be too high. 
 
Limitation of investments  
Out of the eight national authorities who responded to the issue of the limitations of investments for 
ELMIs, five expressed their belief that the current approach is appropriate to maintain a level playing 
field. However, three respondents argued that the limitations are too restrictive in comparison to 
requirements imposed on other institutions, creating the risk of limiting innovation in the sector. 
 
Out of the five non bank e-money issuers, all believed that current limitations on investments are too 
restrictive. There was a call for more flexibility. 
 
Three banks responded to this issue, all believed that the limitations on investments are not too 
restrictive and believe they have been helpful in achieving a level playing field between ELMIs and 
credit institutions. 
 
Five MNOs provided their comments on the limitation of investments; all believed it to be too 
restrictive, some stating that this requirement is more restrictive than those placed on banks and 
therefore causing difficulties in the development of the market. 
 
One respondent from the category of other hybrid institutions generally believed that while the 
limitations of investments on ELMIs are instrumental to achieving a level playing field, the current large 
exposure requirements are too restrictive, creating unnecessary administrative costs and therefore 
limiting the development of the market. 
 
Redeemability 
Eleven national authorities responded to this issue. Ten stated that they did not believe redeemability 
posed any difficulty, mainly because of the minimum threshold already imposed.  Furthermore, it was 
reported that although this requirement adds extra costs, it is seen to be proportionate to the risk and 
should also apply to MNOs. One respondent called for the clarification of the situation for MNOs. 
 
Five non bank e-money issuers responded, four stated there were problems with the issue of 
redeemability, for example with such products as gift vouchers or corporate incentive products. There 
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was a call to increase the redeemability threshold. Only one respondent felt the current conditions 
were completely appropriate. 
 
Six banks responded, all supporting the notion of e-money being redeemable at par value. One 
respondent believed hat issuers should however be allowed to charge a fee for this. 
 
Ten mobile operators provided comments on this issue; all emphasised that redeemability was 
inappropriate in the context of MNOs, as, according to the respondents, it is too complex in practice 
and imposes high administrative costs. 
 
One other "hybrid" organisation responded to the issue of redeemability, expressing the opinion that 
redeemability at par value does not really pose any special problems for e-money issues. 
 
Restrictions of activities 
Out of the nine national authorities’ responses, four felt that the limitations were too restrictive, 
whereas three believed they were appropriate. Arguments on both sides ranged from the belief that 
the current situation provides an appropriate level of risk management, to those who believe that the 
current restrictions restrict the development of this sector by discouraging new entrants with excessive 
limitations, for example not being allowed to grant credit. One respondent highlighted the belief that 
major retailers, telecoms operators or transport operators should be able to issue e-money just as the 
banks do, without additional financial regulation. 
 
Both non bank e-money issuers who responded to this question believed that the current restrictions 
should be relaxed. Reasons for this mainly related to their concern that ELMIs could be facing 
disadvantages in the long term when compared to institutions which can grant credit. There was also 
the fear that these restrictions may discourage new entrants, restrict competition and hinder 
innovation. 
 
Three banks provided feedback and there was general agreement that although the conditions are 
rather restrictive, they are nevertheless appropriate as they serve the goal of ensuring the stability of 
the ELMIs and of the payment systems. 
 
Six mobile operators provided feedback, all believe that the Directive is too restrictive and places 
mobile operators at a disadvantage, discouraging the development of the sector. 
 
Only one other hybrid institution provided feedback on this issue, explaining their belief that the 
limitation of e-money institutions’ activities is too restrictive, and that ELMIs should be able to carry out 
additional activities as long as appropriate procedures, control and reporting mechanisms are in place 
to ensure risk is managed appropriately. 
 
 

5.3.4.2 National rules - Findings 
 
Capital requirements 
 
In general, the initial capital and ongoing own funds requirements have been 
adopted verbatim in the legislation of almost all Member States. The only deviances 
from these requirements have been in relation to the initial capital, which has been 
raised to more than the € 1 million stipulated in the EMD in three Member States: 

• In Hungary ELMIs are required to have € 1.2 million initial capital. 
• In France the initial capital required is € 2.2 million. Even ELMIs whose 

financial liabilities related to outstanding e-money are below € 5 million have 
to have initial capital of € 1 million (this status is sometimes referred to as a 
“hybrid waiver”; also see section 5.3.6.2). According to the Banque de France, 
the higher initial capital requirement is necessary to ensure the soundness 
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The Spanish authorities’ approach is to wait 
until the market begins to show evidence of a 
certain degree of interest in e-money before 
drafting a detailed regulatory and supervisory 
regime for the activities covered by the EMD.  
Therefore, no clear specification has been 
defined on issues such as initial capital 
requirements, limitations of investments, or 
restriction of activities in Spain so far. 

and stability of issuers, and to maintain a level playing field with other French 
credit institutions specialised in 
issuing or managing means of 
payment, which shall have a paid-
up capital at least € 2.2 million. 

• In Greece the initial capital 
requirement for ELMIs was raised 
to € 3 million. According to the 
Bank of Greece, this was to ensure 
a level playing field between ELMIs 
and traditional credit institutions in Greece, who are required to have an initial 
capital of € 18 million. Another peculiarity is that while initial capital usually 
means investment in the company in capital items, the Greek legislation 
stipulates that ELMIs shall deposit the initial capital in cash at the Bank of 
Greece before being granted authorization. This amount is deposited only 
until the issue of the license, after which it is returned to the ELMI. We This 
measure is adopted in order to ensure that the ELMI applying for a license 
has raised the necessary initial capital in order to operate. 

 
Limitations of investments 
 
All national authorities interviewed reported that the limitations of investments 
contained in Article 5 of the EMD have been transposed without changes in their 
respective Member States. Nonetheless, comments from certain industry 
interviewees indicate that there seem to be some differences in the details, in 
particular with regard to the interpretation of Article 5.4., which states that Member 
States shall impose “appropriate limitations” on the market risks ELMIs may incur 
from the permitted investments.  
 
Because of the complexity of this issue, and also because in most cases national 
authorities were unable to provide detailed information as to how the limitations of 
investments are applied in their respective Member States, it was not possible to 
analyse the differences in detail. An example of a difference pointed out by one 
interviewee is that in the UK, to qualify as a liquid asset an investment must have a 
residual maturity of no more than one year. In Germany there is no such restriction. 
 
Redeemability 
 
As regards redeemability, all Member States have implemented the Directive's 
obligation for the issuer to redeem electronic money at par value and free of charges 
other than those strictly necessary to carry out that operation. However, in three 
Member States the minimum threshold for redemption was lowered: In Denmark to 
DKK 25 (approx. € 3.35), in Hungary to € 2, and in Italy to € 5. 
 
One interesting observation is that Poland has included the redeemability 
requirement in the definition of e-money. This could potentially facilitate the 
existence of schemes that are similar to e-money, but where the funds are not 
redeemable (e.g. gift or service vouchers) outside of the regulatory framework of the 
EMD. 
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Restriction of activities of ELMIs 
 
All national authorities report that the restrictions of the activities of ELMIs have 
been transposed without changes in their respective Member States. However, there 
seem to be differences in the interpretation of the prohibition to grant credit in cases 
where funds are immediately exchanged for e-money, but there is a delay in the 
settlement of the payment (e.g. when done through a credit or debit card or a 
cheque). 
 

5.3.4.3 Conclusions 
 
Overall, few changes have been made to the core requirements of ELMIs. The vast 
majority of Member States have transposed the capital requirements, the limitations 
of investments, the redeemability requirement, and the restriction of activities exactly 
as in the EMD. 
 
The initial capital required of ELMIs was raised in three Member States – minimally 
in one (Hungary), but quite substantially in two others (France and Greece). 
Although there is no evidence to directly support this view, the fact that even the € 1 
million requirement of the EMD represents a significant burden according to the 
majority of industry stakeholders suggest that even higher initial capital requirements 
are likely to prevent potential ELMIs from participating in the e-money marketplace. 
This is especially true in the case of Greece, where the initial capital has to be 
deposited in cash at the Bank of Greece, assimilating it more to a bond than to initial 
capital within the spirit of the EMD.  
 
While the basic provisions of the EMD regarding limitations of investments have 
been implemented unchanged across the EU, the evidence suggests there are 
differences in the principles applied to determine which types of investments are 
permitted. While this is not a major cause for concern among most industry 
stakeholders, in a few cases interviewees complained that the limitations are stricter 
in some Member States than in others. 
 
The redeemability requirement has been implemented in all Member States. In three 
cases the minimum threshold for redemption was lowered significantly; the only 
ELMI currently affected by this (PBS Danmønt in Denmark) reported that the lower 
threshold is burdensome and causes additional costs.  
 
 

5.3.5 Verification 
 

5.3.5.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
Article 6 of the EMD states that the competent authorities shall verify that ELMIs 
comply with the capital requirements and limitations of investments “not less than 
twice each year”. 
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5.3.5.2 National rules - Findings 
 
While most Member States have kept to the minimum frequency of the EMD, 
several others require ELMIs to report more often. In most cases, the rationale for 
more frequent reporting obligations is that these are in line with those of traditional 
credit institutions. In one case (Poland), national authorities reported that ELMIs 
would have to report only once a year. The following table indicates the different 
reporting requirements. 
 

Country Reporting 
frequency 

 Country Reporting 
frequency 

Austria Quarterly  Latvia Twice a year 
Belgium Twice a year  Lithuania Quarterly 
Czech Republic Twice a year  Luxembourg Twice a year 
Cyprus Twice a year  Malta Monthly* 
Denmark Twice a year  Netherlands Monthly* / Quarterly 
Estonia Not yet specified  Poland Once a year 
Finland Twice a year  Portugal Twice a year 
France Twice a year  Slovakia Quarterly 
Germany Monthly*  Slovenia Twice a year 
Greece Twice a year  Spain Not yet specified 
Hungary Twice a year  Sweden Twice a year 
Ireland Twice a year  UK Twice a year 
Italy Quarterly    

 
* Monthly reporting means the submission of the balance sheet, not necessarily a full verification of 

compliance with the provisions of the EMD. 
 
 

• In the UK, for example, ELMIs are required to report twice a year, stating 
basic reporting requirements, including investment patterns, how they have 
kept pace with the capital requirements, as well as any hedging activity 
undertaken. They are also required to report any breach of rules, and what 
action is being implemented to amend such breaches. 

• In Austria the reporting obligation is more frequent and ELMIs are required to 
send quarterly returns to the Financial Market Supervisory Authority and the 
Austrian National Bank “within 4 weeks from the close of every calendar 
quarter”. 

• In the Netherlands, ELMIs have to submit their balance sheet monthly. They 
also have to report on more specific issues quarterly (this involves meetings 
with the Central Bank). In addition there is a yearly meeting with the Central 
Bank (including accountants etc.) to discuss results. 

 
 

5.3.5.3 Conclusions 
 
The low number of existing ELMIs that have experience with the reporting 
requirements makes it difficult to judge the impact of these. Nonetheless, while 
ELMIs in the UK and Denmark tend to find the reporting burden reasonable and not 
too onerous, both the Dutch and German ELMIs consider the obligation to submit 
monthly balance sheets in the same way as banks burdensome and/or excessive 
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given the scale of their operations. The Dutch ELMI also reports that it can be 
difficult to meet all the regulatory demands by the Central Bank, and that the 
administrative costs it has to incur for reporting and audits are constantly rising.   
 
 
 

5.3.6 Waiver Regime 
 

5.3.6.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
Article 8 of the EMD stipulates that Member States may allow their competent 
authorities to waive the application of some or all of the provisions of the EMD and 
the application of Directive 2000/12/EC to ELMIs in cases where at least one of 
three criteria is met, and where the electronic storage device at the disposal of 
bearers for the purpose of making payments is subject to a maximum storage 
amount of not more than € 150. 
 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Waivers 
Out of thirteen responses, seven national authorities reported either that they had not implemented a 
waiver regime, or had no practical experience with its application. One out of the remaining six stated 
that they had not encountered any difficulties, however four commented on the need to fine-tune the 
system by, for example, developing a system which does not require waivers to be granted on a case 
by case basis (in order to reduce administrative costs and inefficiencies), as well as reviewing the float 
and purse sizes up-wards.  One respondent highlighted the need to have a consistent and constant 
waiver regime approach across the EU. 
 
Six non bank e-money issuers responded to the issue of waivers, four of which generally stated that 
they believed the system currently works well, although they did call for the purse limit to be increased.  
One respondent felt that it was necessary for Member States to be clearer about the way in which they 
interpret the Directive and should better explain the waiver regimes, another respondent commented 
that the current system does not reflect day to day realities and needed to be reformed in a more 
substantial way. 
 
Six banks responded to the issue of waivers, all of which believed that the current system should not 
be loosened, i.e. the rules should be maintained. One however did believe that the system should be 
harmonised at the European level and a further one explained that they did not believe the current 
system addresses the problem of MNOs.  There is a call to therefore find a proper solution to the 
migration problem of MNOs, instead of simply stretching current rules. 
 
Out of the nine responding MNOs, all explained that they believe there is a need to change the current 
system of granting waivers.  All agreed that the current system is too restrictive, suggesting that the 
maximum purse size and float be increased. Generally there was the call for a more flexible solution in 
terms of granting MNOs the ability to take advantage of e-money, while at the same time reducing the 
flexibility of Member States across the EU to implement different solutions.  
 
Only one non-MNO hybrid organisation responded to this issue and provided general support for the 
current system, although it was suggested that the purse limits may need to be increased. 
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Germany has kept the conditions for applying 
for a waiver general: “if the institution does not 
require supervision“. The exemption 
requirements referred to in Article 8.1.(a) to (c) 
of the Directive are not explicitly mentioned in 
the German legislation. BaFin must however 
refer to these criteria when deciding whether a 
waiver can be granted in an individual case, so 
the non-explicit nature of the criteria does not 
seem to make a difference in practice. 
However, it may make the system less 
transparent for potential applicants, who may 
not always be aware of the applicable criteria. 

5.3.6.2 National rules - Findings 
 
19 Member States have implemented the waiver; six have not (Austria, Hungary, 
Lithuania, Portugal, Slovakia, and Slovenia). In some EU-10 Member States that 
have not implemented the waiver, a possible reason could be the fact that the EMD 
is still very recent in these countries, and was transposed when the concept of E-
money remained a largely theoretical concept. In this respect, one competent 
authority pointed out that as it was difficult to predict the options and various criteria 
surrounding waivers and under what circumstances they would be granted, it was 
preferable not to adopt them at all. However, the national authorities of Hungary and 
Slovenia pointed out that the decision not to adopt the waiver regime could be 
revised in the future. 
 
 
Waiver criteria 
 
Of those Member States that have implemented the waiver, 14 have implemented 
all of the criteria of the EMD; five have only implemented some. These are: 
 

• Estonia and Finland have only implemented the criteria contained in Article 
8.1.(b) and (c) of the EMD. Thus a waiver can only be granted based on the 
nature and/or number/location of the accepting institutions, but not based on 
the float size. 

• Latvia has only implemented the criterion contained in Article 8.1.(a) of the 
EMD. This means a waiver can only be granted based on the float size. 

• Poland has only implemented criterion (c), and has specified that criterion 
(c)(ii) means the e-money is used as the payment instrument exclusively in 
the territory of the municipality where the issuing institution has its registered 
office. In addition, a float size limit of € 150,000 applies, and the purse limit 
was lowered to € 75. 

• Spain has only implemented the criterion contained in Article 8.1.(b) of the 
EMD. This means a waiver can only be granted if the electronic money issued 
by the institution is accepted as a means of payment only by any subsidiaries 
of the institution which perform operational or other ancillary functions related 
to electronic money issued or distributed by the institution, any parent 
undertaking of the institution or any other subsidiaries of that parent 
undertaking. 

 
Of the 13 Member States that have 
implemented all waiver criteria, eight have 
made certain changes to one or more of 
the criteria: 
 

• In Germany waivers can be granted 
on the basis of all three criteria of 
the EMD, but these are not 
explicitly listed in the German 
legislation (see text box). 

• The UK and Ireland have both 
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Denmark initially implemented a very restrictive 
waiver regime: The maximum float size for 
institutions operating under a waiver was set at 
only € 150,000, and the maximum purse limit at 
€ 75. After discussions with MNOs, these limits 
were increased in 2005 up to the maximum 
amounts stipulated in the EMD in order to 
potentially accommodate MNOs. At the same 
time, in a “lex mobile operators”, a system was 
introduced that allows for an ex-post 
assessment of what portion of prepaid funds is 
actually spent on third party services. Only that 
part is used when calculating the outstanding e-
money liabilities. The system has not been 
applied in practice yet, as the Danish regulators 
are currently in the process of assessing to 
what extent the services offered by MNOs 
constitute e-money at all. 

In France, there has been some flexibility in 
adopting criteria 1(a). Institutions whose 
outstanding liabilities normally do not exceed € 
5 million and never exceed € 6 million are 
considered to be ELMIs, and have to raise € 1 
million of initial capital. They are however 
exempt from other provisions (as detailed in 
Regulation 2002-13 Article 19). If however, the 
total does exceed € 6 million, then € 2.2 million 
of initial capital is required, and a different set of 
exemption provisions applies (as detailed in 
Regulation 2002-13 Article 10). 

imposed an additional float limit of € 10 million for institutions waived under 
criteria (b) and (c). The rationale behind imposing such a limit is likely to be 
for safeguarding purposes, in order to supervise such limited schemes and 
prevent the situation of institutions issuing large amounts of E-money on an 
unregulated basis. 

• Greece has lowered the float size threshold under criterion (a) to normally no 
more than € 3 million, and never more than € 4 million. It has also imposed an 
additional float limit of € 8 million 
for institutions waived under criteria 
(b) and (c). 

• The Netherlands has omitted the 
words "normally does not exceed € 
5 million" from criterion (a); the 
condition is therefore only that the 
float "never exceeds € 6 million". 

• France has implemented criteria (b) 
and (c) fully, but has turned the 
waiver pursuant to criterion (a) into 
what is sometimes referred to as a 
“hybrid waiver”, for which initial capital requirements (albeit lower than for full 
ELMIs) and some other provisions apply (see text box). 

• The Swedish law specifies that a waiver pursuant to criterion (a) can only be 
granted if the scope of the planned 
activities is limited so as not to 
exceed the float size thresholds 
stipulated in the EMD. 

• Denmark has a specific way of 
calculating the float size for waivers 
pursuant to criterion (a) (see text 
box). 

 
 
Process 
 
In four Member States (Denmark, Finland, 
Latvia, and the Netherlands) the waiver is 
granted automatically if the conditions laid 
out in the respective national legislation 
are fulfilled. In Finland, institutions wishing 
to operate under a waiver have to notify the FSA of their intentions to do so in 
advance; in Denmark and the Netherlands, institutions operating under a waiver only 
have to report to the competent authorities ex post (meaning that these do not 
always dispose of detailed information about the number of waived institutions at 
any given point in time). The rationale for making the process automatic is likely to 
be to encourage as much activity as possible in the market.  
 
In all other Member States that have implemented the waiver, a formal application is 
required. In two Member States, the competent authority grants approval explicitly 
but has no discretion to deny a waiver if all conditions are met, whereas in the all 
other Member States the authorities preserve some discretionary power over the 
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All 11 waived institutions interviewed during the 
evaluation were reasonably satisfied with the 
waiver regime. The only major criticism was the 
€ 150 purse limit; in five schemes, this 
represents a constraint on their business 
already, and in two more it may become a 
problem in the future. 
Whereas some waived institutions consider that 
their product is clearly e-money, and appreciate 
the waiver regime as a way to start their 
businesses, others, especially transport 
providers, often fail to understand why their 
products should be regulated as e-money at all, 
and perceive the waiver mainly as a way to 
avoid regulation that they find inappropriate. 
All 11 waived schemes interviewed were 
granted a waiver based on the float size. 
Although only one of these is operating 
anywhere near the € 5 million threshold at 
present, the majority voiced concerns as to the 
regulation applicable to full ELMIs, and 
supported the idea of raising the threshold. 

decision to grant a waiver or not.23 The administrative burden that comes with 
applying for a waiver can vary – in the UK the burden is relatively light (one waived 
institution reported that the waiver was granted within three weeks), whereas Ireland 
was named by one interviewee as an 
example of a country where the 
application procedure is especially 
onerous, applicants having to fill in a very 
long form. In the Czech Republic it was 
reported that while the first few 
applications were quite complicated and 
time-consuming, now that both regulators 
and the industry have some experience 
and fully understand the requirements, it 
is very straight-forward.  
 
 
Provisions to which the waiver applies 
 
There are also differences in terms of 
what provisions can be waived: 
 

• In seven Member States (Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Finland, 
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and 
the UK), institutions operating under a waiver are exempted from all 
requirements applying to ELMIs. In most of these countries, the only 
obligation of waived institutions is to report to the competent authorities on a 
regular basis (either once or twice a year) on their activities and the amount of 
outstanding liabilities related to e-money. 

• In five Member States (Belgium, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, and Malta), 
the competent authorities may decide which provisions are waived on a case-
by-case basis, respecting the principle of proportionality and equal treatment 
for similar schemes. 

• In four Member States (Estonia, Germany, Latvia, and Poland), institutions 
operating under a waiver have to comply with certain well-defined parts of the 
regulatory and supervisory framework. 

• In Italy, the waiver regime foresees an initial capital requirement of € 120,000. 
While certain rules (such as those on compulsory hedging of exchange and 
concentration risks) are always waived; others (concerning the organisational 
structure) are evaluated on a case-by-case basis taking into account their 
limited activity. 

• In France, all provisions are waived for schemes that meet criteria (b) or (c). 
“Hybrid” waived institutions (those pursuant to criterion (a)) have to comply 
with certain rules and regulations, including initial capital requirements. 

 
The key features of the different waiver regimes are summarised in the following 
table: 

                                            
23 This information is taken from CEBS Technical Advice, CEBS/05/66, June 2005. 
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Waiver criteria  

Country (a) (b) (c) 
Application 

process 
“Waivable” 
provisions  

Austria    N/A N/A 
Belgium √ √ √ Not automatic Case-by-case 
Cyprus √ √ √ Not automatic No information 
Czech Republic √ √ √ Not automatic All 
Denmark √ √ √ Automatic All 
Estonia  √ √ Not automatic Some 
Finland  √ √ Automatic All 
France √ * √ √ Not automatic Depends 
Germany √ * √ * √ * Not automatic Some 
Greece √ * √ * √ * Not automatic Case-by-case 
Hungary    N/A N/A 
Ireland √ √ * √ * Not automatic Case-by-case 
Italy √ √ √ Not automatic Depends 
Latvia √   Automatic Some 
Lithuania    N/A N/A 
Luxembourg √ √ √ Not automatic Case-by-case 
Malta √ √ √ Not automatic Case-by-case 
Netherlands √ * √ √ Automatic All 
Poland   √ * Not automatic Some 
Portugal    N/A N/A 
Slovakia    N/A N/A 
Slovenia    N/A N/A 
Spain  √  Not automatic All 
Sweden √ * √ √ Not automatic All 
UK √ * √ * √ * Not automatic All 

* These criteria diverge to some extent from those stipulated in the EMD. 
 
 

5.3.6.3 Conclusions 
 
The implementation of the waiver varies considerably among EU Member States 
both in terms of the criteria and the process for granting a waiver, and the provisions 
which can be waived. Six Member States have not implemented the waiver at all. A 
large number of those that have implemented the waiver have tightened some of the 
criteria, or have imposed additional conditions.  
 
The most widely used waiver criterion is the float size limit (EMD Article 8.1.(a)). The 
non-implementation of this criterion (as is the case in Estonia, Finland, Poland and 
Spain), or the lowering of the threshold (in Greece), is likely to significantly reduce 
the usefulness of the waiver regime to small e-money schemes that are not limited 
in terms of the accepting entities or the geographical scope. Likewise, the Swedish 
provision that a waiver pursuant to criterion (a) can only be granted if the scope of 
the planned activities is limited so as not to exceed the float size thresholds may limit 
the usefulness of the waiver as a road to the market for schemes with a high growth 
potential. The fact that in France, initial capital requirements and other provisions 
apply to institutions operating under a waiver pursuant to criterion (a) is likely to have 
a similar effect. It is noteworthy that only one waived institution exists in all these 
countries taken together. 
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As for the process of applying for a waiver, it would seem that an automatic granting 
of the waiver leads to its more widespread use. The cases of Denmark, Latvia, and 
the Netherlands, all of which have at least two institutions operating under a waiver, 
would seem to confirm this assumption. Nonetheless, the high numbers of waivers 
granted in the UK and the Czech Republic shows that a formal application process 
need not be an obstacle to the take-up of the waiver, if and when the application 
process is sufficiently simple, straight-forward and quick. 
 
It is significant that 66 of the 72 waived institutions that currently exist in the EU 
operate in Member States where the waiver categorically extends to all provisions of 
the EMD and of supporting regulations. In contrast, not a single waiver has been 
granted to date in countries that leave it to the discretion of their regulatory 
authorities to decide on a case-by-case basis which provisions can be waived. Such 
a procedure seems likely to make the process of applying for a waiver more time-
consuming, less predictable, and ultimately less attractive for potential applicants. 
 
 

5.3.7 Applicability 
 

5.3.7.1 The debate over the Directive’s applicabili ty 
 
There has been an ongoing debate over whether the provisions of the EMD apply to 
certain “hybrid” issuers who offer electronic payment services to complement their 
core business, such as in the case of mobile network operators (MNOs). These 
often offer their customers the possibility to pay for third party goods and services 
using their prepaid funds. Whether this falls within the scope of the EMD has been 
the subject of an ongoing debate, including a formal consultation process that led to 
the issuance of a Guidance Note by the EC in early 2005. 
 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
In total twelve national authorities responded to the question regarding the definition of ELMIs.  Four 
stated that they thought the current definition is sufficient and that there is no need to develop a new 
regime for MNOs. However, seven respondents did suggest that there was a need to at least broaden 
the definition, perhaps even develop a new hybrid category. One respondent thought it would be worth 
considering exempting those organisations which do not operate e-money schemes as part of their 
core-business. 
 
There were six non-bank e-money issuers who commented, three of which generally agreed that the 
current definition, as stated in the Directive, was acceptable and that the current system should be 
maintained. Two respondents believed that the definition should be extended to include mobile 
operators, while another argued that 'third party' organisations which only have a limited third party 
activity level could / should be exempted; one respondent stated that the definition should be narrowed 
in order to only cover those operations which relate to card bearers. 
 
Five banks responded, three of which believe that the current definition is sufficient and that there is 
no need to make any changes to the Directive, whereas the remaining two respondents believe that 
the definition should exclude those organisations whose core businesses are not tied up in e-money. 
One bank expressed concerns about the different understanding and interpretation of the definition 
across the Member States. 
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In Germany, BaFin sees no leeway for officially 
exempting mobile operators from the provisions 
of the EMD, but at the same time, it 
acknowledges that the application in its entirety 
would be disproportionate and likely to drive 
MNOs out of this kind of business. BaFin’s 
approach is currently to monitor MNOs’ activity 
“unofficially”: these report their results and 
business activities to BaFin on a voluntary basis. 
In return, BaFin has agreed to not applying the 
whole set of e-money regulation to MNOs for the 
time being. This is a provisional solution, but 
BaFin sees an urgent need to clarify the situation. 

Fourteen mobile operators provided feedback, eleven stated that mobile operators / hybrids should not 
fall under the ELMI definition; three explained that they thought the New Legal Framework for 
Payments (NLFP) Directive should be sufficient to cover the issue. 
 
Only one hybrid organisation responded, putting forward the position that the definition of an e-money 
institution should not be broadened to include operations which don't use prepaid mechanisms as part 
of their core business. 
 
 

5.3.7.2 National rules - Findings 
 
One of the most controversial issues that has arisen from the national 
implementation and interpretation of the EMD has been its application or not to 
hybrid issuers, i.e. schemes that, depending on the interpretation of the definitions, 
may issue e-money, but for whom the issuance of e-money does not represent their 
core business. The most prominent case are the mobile network operators (MNOs), 
many of which offer the possibility of purchasing goods or services (especially in the 
form of digital content, e.g. ring tones, logos, games etc.) from third parties. While no 
evidence was found of a situation where the EMD is applied to these kinds of 
schemes at present, the procedures and justifications vary somewhat from one 
Member State to another. While the answers provided by national authorities were 
not always unequivocal, the approaches can be broadly grouped as follows: 

• Several Member States (Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, UK) 
have followed the EC Guidance Note, whereby schemes where there is no 
direct debtor-creditor relationship between the third party merchant and the 
customer are not e-money. In practice, this means that MNOs are exempt 
from the EMD as long as this condition is met. In the UK the main points of 
the Guidance Note were incorporated into the FSA rulebook. In Denmark 
separate guidelines in line with the Guidance Note have been developed. The 
Danish authorities are currently in the process of collecting information from 
each MNO in this regard, but the process is not seen as particularly urgent, 
since MNOs would probably fall 
under the waiver criteria anyway 
(see previous section on waivers).  

• Several Member States (France, 
Germany, the Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal) report that the 
situation is currently unclear from 
a legal point of view, and that 
they have decided not to apply 
the EMD to MNOs for the time 
being, but are awaiting further 
guidance and clarification at the 
EU level. 

• A number of Member States (Cyprus, Greece, Latvia, Malta, Slovakia) 
reported that MNOs are currently not issuing e-money in their respective 
countries, or that the EMD is not applied to them for unspecified reasons. 

• Austria reported no problems in terms of the EMD’s applicability to MNOs, as 
all of these have a banking license in Austria, and are therefore supervised.  
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Simpay was a joint venture by four mobile 
network operators (Orange, Telefónica, T-Mobile 
and Vodafone) to provide a single solution for 
small-value digital payments. In mid 2005 the 
participants decided to discontinue the project. 
According to one of the participating firms, this 
was mainly due to diverging views as to the 
concrete design of the product. Nonetheless, 
dealing with the legal and regulatory framework 
was one of the issues that was left for a later 
stage and remained unresolved, and participants 
reportedly had different impressions as to 
whether the EMD would be applicable to Simpay 
in their respective countries. Depending on the 
business model that would have been agreed, 
setting up a new entity as an ELMI was one of the 
options – although this would have created 
additional problems and might have made the 
product less attractive, especially because mobile 
phone customers could not have used the 
Simpay product directly, but would have been 
required to register with the new entity. 

• The Belgian authorities take what they consider a teleological approach to the 
issue of the EMD's applicability to MNOs, and have interpreted that even in 
prepaid schemes where there is allegedly no direct relationship between 
customer and a third party merchant, such products would have to be 
classified as e-money. No such schemes currently exist in Belgium, but if they 
did, the operator would have to apply for an ELMI license, or operate under a 
waiver (if applicable). The Belgian regulators expect clarification, as they don’t 
feel entirely comfortable with the current situation, recognising that their 
position is rather strict and may not be proportionate to the risks. But they feel 
they have no alternative but to apply the law. 

 
In addition to the prepaid services of 
MNOs, the evaluation has identified a 
number of other cases where the 
national interpretation of what 
constitutes e-money varies. 

• Certain account-based schemes: 
While PayPal is licensed as an 
ELMI in the UK, the German 
authorities are not convinced that 
this is appropriate, or whether 
such schemes should operate 
under a full banking license. 
According to the Bundesbank, 
with regard to e-money schemes 
such as Paypal, it is almost 
impossible to explain the 
difference between an online-
bank offering deposit taking and 
giro business and such schemes. 
Poland also does not consider 
pre-funded personalised online payment schemes as e-money. 

• Electronic service vouchers: According to issuers of service vouchers (such 
as Accor) that wish to provide these in electronic format, the interpretations by 
national regulators as to whether these would fall under the scope of the EMD 
diverge – for example, the British and Belgian regulators have stated that they 
would not consider such products e-money, whereas the authorities in most 
other countries were either unsure or held that they would have to apply the 
EMD rules.   

• Smartcards for public transport: It is not always clear whether smartcards that 
are used exclusively to pay for public transport, but are accepted by several 
different transport providers, fall under the scope of the EMD. In Ireland and 
the Netherlands, such schemes need an ELMI license. In the UK, however, 
TfL is not considered to be issuing e-money at present, while a similar, 
smaller scheme has been granted a small e-money issuer certificate. In the 
Czech Republic, more than 20 public transport operators are operating under 
a waiver, while the Finnish authorities were approached by a transport 
operator, but considered no license or waiver was necessary. While all of 
these decisions may be justified based on the specific business model and 
the relationship between the accepting entities in each case, there is still 
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In accordance with a specific Swedish law that 
dates back many years and the Swedish 
interpretation of the Banking Directive, in cases 
where the customers' funds are kept in a 
separate account, to which the company has no 
access (and therefore the funds can be 
recovered even if the company were to go 
bankrupt), then neither the Banking nor the E-
Money Directive apply. The only rules that apply 
to such companies (called “financial institutions”) 
are anti-money laundering rules, and a check 
concerning the background of the director(s) as 
to a possible criminal background. 

reason to assume that the EMD is not always applied in a consistent and 
transparent way to public transport providers in different EU Member States.  

• Online payment schemes in 
Sweden: There are currently two 
companies that offer products in 
Sweden that may qualify as 
server-based e-money, but under 
a different regime (see text box). 
This leads to a case where one 
company (Ewire) that issues e-
money under a waiver in 
Denmark has a subsidiary in 
Sweden that does exactly the 
same business, but is subject to a 
different, apparently much lighter 
regime. 

 

5.3.7.3 Conclusions 
 
Almost all interviewed stakeholders deem that there is an urgent need for 
clarification and to develop a clear understanding of which institutions, schemes and 
business models fall within the scope of the EMD, and those which do not. The most 
controversial issue in this context is the question of the EMD’s applicability to mobile 
network operators.   
 
With regard to MNOs, almost all Member States have de facto exempted these from 
the application of the EMD for the time being. The justifications for this vary. In some 
Member States the decision was based on the criteria outlined in the EC Guidance 
Note; in others the situation remains unclear from a legal point of view, and the de 
facto exemption is only seen as a temporary solution until further clarification is 
provided. A final group of Member States report that MNOs currently do not offer 
their customers the possibility of paying for third party goods and services, or that 
the situation has not yet been discussed in depth. A majority of Member States, as 
well as industry players, emphasised there is a need for further guidance on this 
issue. 
 
The judgment of the likely impact of the current state of affairs depends entirely on 
the stakeholder group. MNOs argue that the application of the EMD to their prepaid 
business would be disproportionate to the risks, would fail to recognise that third 
party payments only account for a very small percentage of prepaid funds (and 
these are limited to micropayments for mostly telecom-related goods and services), 
and that the provisions of the EMD are not appropriate for the kind of service they 
provide, very costly to implement, difficult to explain to customers, and might 
ultimately mean that MNOs would have to stop offering the possibility to use prepaid 
funds to pay for third party goods and services completely.  
 
On the other hand, a significant number of e-money firms interviewed held that the 
non-application of the EMD to MNOs creates an uneven playing field and distorts 
competition. While most interviewees agreed that it may not be appropriate or 
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necessary to fully apply the EMD as is, they emphasised that some form of 
proportionate regulation applicable to MNOs (and other hybrid issuers) is vital to 
ensuring fair competition among schemes that often offer similar payment products. 
 
There are a number of other products and schemes regarding whose classification 
the national authorities in certain Member States hold somewhat diverging views. 
This affects pre-funded personalised online payment schemes, electronic service 
vouchers, and smartcards for public transport. Depending on the specific case, the 
impact may be legal uncertainty (which in at least one case has prevented the 
potential issuer of one such product to go ahead with its launch), and/or unequal 
treatment of similar institutions between Member States.  
 
 

5.3.8 Ancillary issues 
 

5.3.8.1 The provisions of the Directive 
 
Anti-money laundering rules and minimum reserve requirements are not explicitly 
dealt with in the EMD, but the rules applicable to ELMIs in different Member States 
differ, which may have an impact on the development of the market. 
 

5.3.8.2 National rules – Findings  
 
The EMD does not lay out provisions on money laundering and reserve 
requirements, but refers to the rules contained in the relevant Banking directives. 
There seem to be significant differences as to how these rules are handled with 
regard to ELMIs in the different Member States. 
 
Anti-Money Laundering Rules 
 
With regard to anti-money laundering rules, the approaches vary, at least in theory. 
Only three Member States reported they have explicit rules that apply to e-money 
instruments (whether issued by ELMIs, waived institutions, or banks): 

• In the UK, the FSA has adopted a pragmatic approach to money laundering. 
It tries to apply the guidelines elaborated by the Joint Money Laundering 
Steering Group in a proportionate way to ELMIs and waived institutions. In 
practice, the identity of the customer does not need to be verified up front 
(when the e-money account is opened or the card bought), but only if and 
when the e-money is withdrawn/redeemed, or the total turnover on an 
account exceeds £ 5,000. The identity of a merchant accepting e-money must 
always be verified. 

• Belgium and France also have specific rules that specify the conditions under 
which e-money cards and accounts can be anonymous, i.e. the identity of the 
customer does not need to be verified. These are a maximum storage 
capacity of € 150 (in both countries), and a limit of € 30 per individual 
transaction (in France only). 

• In Italy, the purse limit for anonymous e-money instruments was set at € 500. 
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According to the only ELMI licensed in Germany, 
compliance with anti money laundering rules was 
the main problem area during the application 
process, which took a total of 15 months. BaFin 
initially did not want to allow anonymous 
accounts, but eventually a solution was agreed 
that is similar to the general rules in France and 
Belgium: For anonymous accounts, the total 
purse limit is € 150, the limit for a single 
transaction is € 30, and the limit for the total 
volume of weekly transactions is € 150. This is an 
exemption from the normal rules, subject to 
review after two years. 
Another application for an ELMI license is 
currently in process in Germany. The new 
applicant also sees money laundering rules as 
one of the main problems, both in terms of the 
low thresholds for anonymous accounts, and 
acceptable identity verification methods for non-
anonymous customers. 

 
All other Member States reported that in principle, they apply the same anti-money 
laundering rules to ELMIs and waived institutions as they do to banks. These 
essentially amount to the requirement to ascertain the identity of customers when an 
e-money account is opened, or an e-money card bought, and the need to perform 
checks and follow up on unusual transactions. However, to what extent these rules 
can be or are actually applied in practice is sometimes not clear, especially with 
regard to cards that are in principle 
anonymous. Since most Member States 
do not have any ELMIs or waived 
institutions in their jurisdictions, there 
may not have been a need to specify 
rules.  
 
Those Member States that do have 
experience with e-money issuers often 
acknowledge that in practice, pragmatic 
approaches are sometimes better suited 
than a full and immediate application of 
all rules. The Czech and Danish 
authorities reported that there is no need 
to identify the customers of e-money 
cards in their respective countries. In 
Germany, rules are negotiated with each 
ELMI applicant (see text box). It was 
also pointed out that ELMIs and waived 
institutions in Germany can apply for an exemption from the money laundering rules 
– several entities have applied, but no general exemption has been granted to date.  
 
Many national authorities also emphasised the importance of Directive 2005/60/EC 
on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money 
laundering and terrorist financing, which gives Member States a legal basis for 
applying a risk-based approach to money laundering. Article 10 of this Directive will 
provide Member States with the option not to apply customer due diligence in 
respect of products where there is clearly a reduced risk of money laundering, 
including e-money “where low limits are imposed on the amount issued, the amount 
that can be stored on an electronic device or the size of the permitted transactions.” 
In practice, this is expected to mean that issuers will not be required to verify the 
identity of their customers until the total turnover on an e-money account exceeds 
€ 2,500.  
 
However, some industry stakeholders also reported that in cases where the identity 
of customers does need to be verified, there are differences as to what methods of 
verification are acceptable to the authorities in different Member States. For 
example, while in the UK some forms of electronic verification are possible, in 
Germany they are not. Verification requirements in the Netherlands were also said to 
be stricter than in the UK.  
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Reserve requirements 
 
Regarding minimum reserve requirements, some countries outside the euro area 
(Denmark, Estonia, the UK) report they do not impose reserve requirements on 
ELMIs. In most other Member States, ELMIs are (or would be) subject to the same 
reserve requirements as traditional credit institutions. In some cases, national 
authorities with no experience with ELMIs or waived institutions were unsure of what 
rules would be applicable. 
 
For countries belonging to the euro area, the ECB’s point of view is that it must be 
possible to impose reserve requirements on ELMIs and that at least all ELMIs in the 
euro area should be treated equally in this respect. It would seem that, as ELMIs are 
generally considered as a (sub) category of credit institutions, they would be subject 
to Article 19.1 of the Statute of the ESCB, which allows the ECB to require credit 
institutions established in Member States to hold minimum reserves. 
 
In any case, this seems to be a largely theoretical issue at present, as for example in 
Germany, ELMIs and waived institutions are in principle subject to the same reserve 
requirements as credit institutions, but in practice they are exempt due to the low 
volumes of business. Reserve requirements were not named as a contentious issue 
by any of the industry stakeholders interviewed. 
 
 

5.3.8.3 Conclusions 
 
Strict anti-money laundering rules are likely to have had a negative impact on the 
development of the market, as several industry interviewees have pointed out that 
restrictions on anonymous accounts are excessive. The rules that are applicable are 
not always clear; only two countries have explicitly specified general maximum 
thresholds for anonymous e-money instruments. In one other, these have been 
negotiated during the ELMI license application process. Others Member States are 
likely to turn a “blind eye” on anonymous low-value e-money cards. 
 
The most flexible approach is found in the UK, where e-money issuers are 
exempted from the Know-Your-Customer rules as long as the total turnover on an 
account does not exceed £ 5,000 or the e-money is redeemed. The industry in the 
UK is satisfied with this “pragmatic” approach. Many hope that once the 3rd Money 
Laundering Directive is implemented, a similar approach will be introduced in all 
Member States. However, differences in terms of which forms of identification is 
considered valid for non-anonymous accounts are likely to persist.  
 
While the ECB insists that it must be possible to impose reserve requirements on 
ELMIs, this is at present not the case in a number of non euro zone countries. There 
is some degree of uncertainty among national authorities as to whether or not 
reserve requirements apply to ELMIs in some Member States. However, this issue is 
unlikely to have had any practical impact on the development of the market to date, 
as no ELMI or waived institution in any Member State has been required to hold 
minimum reserves. 
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5.4 MEETING THE DIRECTIVE’S OBJECTIVES 

 
The overarching objective of the E-Money Directive is the creation of a single market 
for electronic money in Europe. This is in line with the conclusions of the European 
Council meeting held in Cardiff in June 1998, which in article 17 call for the 
improvement of the single market for financial services, in particular through 
“examining the effectiveness of implementation of current legislation and identifying 
weaknesses which may require amending legislation.” 
 
In order to achieve this overarching objective, the E-Money Directive addresses five 
primary sub-objectives. The following section briefly describes these objectives, and 
presents findings and conclusions as to the extent to which these objectives have 
been achieved in the opinion of the different stakeholder groups. The findings and 
conclusions are based on the replies to the EC’s consultation, and on the interviews 
conducted. 
  

5.4.1 Create legal certainty and contribute to the development of e-commerce 
 
The Explanatory Memorandum argues that prior to the Directive there was a 
“legislative loophole” in relation to electronic money issuance and a certain degree of 
“legal uncertainty created by the lack of harmonisation in this field”. The Directive 
aimed to plug that loophole, creating the legal certainty necessary to encourage new 
market entrants, encourage competition, and contribute generally to the 
development of electronic commerce. 
 
To achieve this objective, the Directive was meant to provide a clear and 
unambiguous legal framework. Most importantly, it creates the new legal status of 
“electronic money institutions”, and provides a definition of “electronic money” 
(article 1.3). It also specifies the regulatory and supervisory framework to which 
electronic money institutions are subjected. At the same time, recital 4 of the 
Directive underlines that “the approach adopted is appropriate to achieve only the 
essential harmonisation necessary and sufficient to secure the mutual recognition of 
authorisation and prudential supervision of electronic money institutions”. 
 

5.4.1.1 Findings 
 
Responses to the EC Consultation  
 
Most stakeholders agree that the EMD has created legal certainty in terms of a clear 
legal framework for ELMIs and waived institutions, but that doubts and different 
approaches regarding the scope and applicability of the Directive, as well as 
different interpretations on the implementation of certain rules (including the waivers) 
across Member States, have created a significant degree of legal uncertainty. This 
legal uncertainty may have discouraged new market entrants and hampered 
innovation.  
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National Authorities: 
 
The general stance of the majority of national authorities is that although the 
Directive has contributed to legal certainty by regulating e-money issuance in the 
field of financial services and harmonising legal provisions, it has only dealt with the 
definition of e-money, but not with different kinds of issuance of e-money. In general, 
it is agreed that the benefits of legal certainty have been mainly felt by traditional 
banks and ELMIs, to a certain extent. However, with regard to “hybrid issuers” there 
is a great degree of uncertainty. This arises mainly from the unequal application and 
interpretation of the EMD across Member States, particularly regarding the 
implementation of waivers and the applicability of the EMD to certain operators and 
potential issuers of e-money, such as mobile operators. This may be distorting 
competition in the e-money market Europe-wide.  
 
Non-bank e-money issuers: 
 
There is a general agreement with national authorities on the need to further clarify 
the definition of e-money and harmonize the implementation of the EMD across 
Member States. The main source of confusion is the lack of clarity regarding which 
payments providers fall under the scope of the Directive and which do not. It is 
considered that the regulatory position of prepayments for mobile airtime that can be 
used to make payments for third party goods and services needs to be made more 
consistent with that of the remainder of the prepaid payment industry.  
 
Banks: 
 
Banks generally agree that the Directive has provided some legal certainty for 
providers that have obtained ELMI licenses, although the unequal treatment of 
different E-money issuers may be distorting competition. The EMD has not resolved 
the issue of mobile operators issuing pre-paid services. Furthermore, it was noted 
that the exemption of a large part of the pre-paid business of mobile operators from 
the scope of the Directive through waivers may be inconsistent with the 
requirements of Article 8 of the EMD. 
 
Representatives of the banking sector generally feel that a consistent and 
comprehensive application and possible adaptation of prudential rules as defined in 
the EMD is indispensable to ensure a level playing field among all issuers of pre-
paid value. One respondent also mentioned that legal certainty for the e-money 
market will not be achieved as long as it is governed by different regulations. The 
overall supervisory framework, which will be composed of three Directives (the 
Banking Directive, the E-money Directive and the forthcoming Payment Institution 
Directive), could be contributing to creating confusion in the field.  
 
Mobile Operators: 
 
The national application of the E-Money Directive to the mobile communication 
sector was described as somewhat fragmented and based on different principles 
and varying national interpretation.  
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In the EMA’s view, the definition of e-money is 
unambiguous. The distinction between payment 
providers who provide payments for their own 
services and those who provide payment services 
for third parties has merit; it is legally transparent 
and demonstrates a regulatory rationale. The 
legal uncertainty that has arisen in this respect 
has therefore been largely driven by business 
factors rather than legal ambiguity. An 
assessment of the risks posed by the various 
types of businesses that fall under the Directive’s 
definition needs to be undertaken. This may then 
yield clarity as to whether the definition should be 
expressly changed, or an exemption introduced 
to amend the scope of its perimeter. 

Mobile operators agree with other stakeholders on the need to clarify the definition 
of e-money and the implementation of waivers. There is a strong overriding feeling 
that the definition of e-money is unclear as to whether it includes mobile operators 
and hybrid institutions within its scope or not. Mobile operators agree with national 
authorities on the need to further clarify the scope of the Directive regarding how to 
regulate pre-payments.  
 
The discretion granted to Member States to waive some or all provisions based on 
certain criteria is another factor that might be contributing to legal uncertainty. One 
view was that waivers should be harmonized and of obligatory implementation. A 
complementary suggestion was to include closely related third parties (such as third 
parties delivering mobile content services to customers of the mobile operators) in 
the waiver criteria stipulated in Article 8.1.(c), (i) and (ii). 
 
Other “hybrid issuers”: 
 
Issuers of service vouchers deplore that the fact that these are not excluded from 
the scope of the EMD has resulted in legal uncertainty. The only public transport 
provider to respond to this question deems that a clear legal framework eliminating 
legal uncertainty has been created. 
 
 
Findings from the Interview Programme 
 
There is widespread agreement among interviewed stakeholders that the legal 
framework for ELMIs is sufficiently clear, thereby creating legal certainty for those 
institutions that clearly fall within the scope of the EMD. However, a high degree of 
uncertainty persists concerning whether certain prepaid instruments should be 
regulated as e-money or not. Problem areas that were mentioned where uncertainty 
persists (to a greater or lesser extent) are the prepaid products of mobile network 
operators, smartcards for public transport, electronic service and gift vouchers, and 
account-based online payment schemes. 
 
Views diverge as to whether this 
uncertainty is due to a lack of clarity of 
the definition of e-money, or whether to 
the contrary it is purely a question of its 
consequent interpretation. Most national 
authorities expect a clarification of the 
definition, although none had any 
proposals on what concrete changes are 
necessary. Many e-money issuers tend to 
think that the definition remains valid, as 
it adequately captures the main features 
that differentiate it from other products – 
in particular its prepaid character. While 
many complain that legal uncertainty is 
due primarily to the unwillingness of regulators to apply the regulatory framework to 
mobile network operators, others acknowledge that a full application of the 
provisions of the EMD as is would be disproportionate. 
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Mobile network operators, on the other hand, argue that the current uncertainty 
regarding their status has a negative impact on the development of their business. 
All MNOs hold the view that, given the types of payment services offered, the lack of 
a direct debtor/creditor relationship between customers and third parties, and the 
fact that payment services are not their core business, but rather serve to enhance 
the service to their customers, they should be explicitly exempted from the EMD. 
 

5.4.1.2 Conclusions 
 
The EMD has successfully created legal certainty in terms of establishing a clear 
legal framework for ELMIs and waived institutions. However, questions about if and 
how the legal framework should apply to certain schemes (certain account-based 
schemes, electronic vouchers) and issuers (mobile network operators, transport 
providers) have led to a considerable degree of legal uncertainty. The vast majority 
of stakeholders agree that in order to eliminate uncertainty, there is a need to clarify 
the definition of e-money, either through a revised definition, through the inclusion of 
specific exemptions, or through specifically adapted rules for certain hybrid issuers. 
Whether stakeholders agree on the necessary changes is a completely different 
question, and very few concrete proposals were made in this respect. 
 
With regard to account-based systems, although the issue has been discussed 
among regulators before and a consensus was reached that these do qualify as e-
money, some degree of disparity in national interpretations persists. In this context, 
some concerns exist that recital 3 of the EMD, which outlines that “electronic money 
can be considered an electronic surrogate for coins and banknotes”, does not 
accurately reflect the reality of how the market has developed, and may be unhelpful 
as it suggests that e-money must replicate the features of physical cash, whereas in 
reality a variety of different initiatives have emerged that do not offer the full 
functionality of physical cash. A narrow interpretation of recital 3 may lead some to 
doubt whether certain schemes, especially account-based ones, qualify as e-money. 
Finland has addressed this issue by including an explicit mention of account-based 
schemes in its national legislation. 
 
Concerning the issue of the EMD’s applicability to mobile network operators, the EC 
Guidance Note has not succeeded in eliminating uncertainty. Its rationale that the 
EMD does not apply to schemes where there is no direct debtor/creditor relationship 
between the mobile customer and the third party merchant is challenged by many e-
money industry representatives on the grounds that it is inconsistent with other 
payment mechanisms, where payment is almost always indirect, and the legal 
concept of payment allows for this flexibility. It is therefore possible that an 
incorporation of this guidance into the definition (as was recently done in Estonia’s 
law implementing the EMD) might not fully resolve the issue. 
 
Should it be decided that MNOs should generally be subjected to the EMD, ways will 
need to be found to make sure that regulation extends only to that part of the 
prepaid float that is used for payments for third party services. The amended waiver 
regime in Denmark is an interesting attempt to achieve this by calculating the float 
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on an ex-post basis, although the system has not been applied to date and has yet 
to prove it is workable in practice. 
 
At least two other types of products are currently subject to uncertainty. Firstly, 
regarding smartcards issued by transport companies, there is some support for 
creating an exemption whereby smartcards that are used exclusively to pay for 
public transport, but are accepted as payment by more than one transport provider, 
would not be considered e-money. Secondly, it seems that the current regulatory 
framework does not adequately address the specificities of electronic service and 
gift vouchers. Several regulators are open to the idea of exempting these from the 
EMD. 
 
Finally, it would seem that some of the most recent product developments, such as 
prepaid debit cards and electronic equivalents of travellers’ cheques, further 
challenge the notion of e-money being used primarily or exclusively for micro-
payments. While this question did not stir any controversy during the interviews 
(possibly because such products are only available in a few Member States at 
present), and the issuers of such products state that they clearly fit the definition of 
e-money, it seems possible that some regulators might contest that view, especially 
in countries like Austria, whose national definition of e-money stipulates that e-
money is issued on receipt of funds of "small" amounts. 
 

5.4.2 Avoid hampering technological innovation 
 
The Explanatory Memorandum stipulates that electronic money has “the potential to 
develop into an efficient and effective means of payment”. It states that electronic 
purses have the potential to replace a substantial part of cash payments over the 
long term, while server or software based e-money “is emerging as the payment 
instrument for the growing electronic commerce on the internet”. The Memorandum 
further argues that the risk exists that strict technological rules might hamper 
innovation and restrict competition. Therefore, recital 5 of the Directive states that “it 
is desirable to provide a regulatory framework that assists electronic money in 
delivering its full potential benefits and that avoids hampering technological 
innovation in particular.” 
 
In order to achieve this objective, the Directive introduces a technology-neutral legal 
framework (recital 5), i.e. it does not enter into technical specifications. The definition 
of e-money only states that it is “stored on an electronic device”. Thus, the Directive 
is potentially applicable to all types of electronic money irrespective of the 
technology used, and does not pre-judge or exclude from its scope any forms of e-
money that may arise in the future. 
 

5.4.2.1 Findings 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Stakeholders generally agree that the provisions in the Directive are technologically 
neutral. However, to what extent the EMD has actually encouraged or hindered new 
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technologies is difficult to assess. The concept of technological neutrality seems to 
be, at times, colliding with the regulation needs of the natural development of 
technologies of the e-money market. One view is that the lack of legal certainty is 
hampering innovation and technology services, and restricting the development of 
the market.  
 
National Authorities: 
 
In general, it is considered that the Directive has remained technologically neutral. 
However, opinions among national authorities diverge as to whether the EMD has 
hampered, encouraged, or had no effect on innovation. Most national authorities 
emphasised there may be a need to consider how new developments in the field, 
such as mobile operators issuing e-money, might require further regulatory 
adaptation. Another example provided for this lack of adaptation is that the definition 
of electronic money is too oriented towards card-based schemes and does not 
tackle well the case of server-based schemes (as solutions based on centralised 
servers do not fit well with recital 3, which speaks of “an electronic device such as a 
chip card or computer memory”). It was stated that in order to let the market evolve, 
the EMD should work further on ensuring a principle of proportionality between risk 
and cost.  
 
Non- bank e-money issuers: 
 
Stakeholders agree that the EMD has facilitated innovation to some extent by 
opening the market to non-banks, although it has also hampered developments in 
some cases, such as gift cards and related products. However, it was mentioned 
that because of the beneficial treatment of mobile operators, technological 
innovation has been stifled as companies try to position themselves using 
technologies that may enable them to circumvent the provisions of the Directive.  
 
Banks: 
 
Credit institutions agree that the development of new technologies have, in most 
cases, not been hampered or encouraged by the Directive, but have been the result 
of market trends and other considerations, such as the overall economic context, the 
confidence in sellers of e-commerce products, the security of payment systems and 
the ability of e-money schemes to be used via a significant number of websites. 
However, some examples of new technology services whose development had been 
negatively affected by the Directive were provided, such as service vouchers. Also, 
technological neutrality was said to not be achieved where the national interpretation 
limits the EMD’s application to card-based schemes and excludes server-based 
technologies.  
 
Mobile Operators: 
 
Mobile operators were more critical than other stakeholders when assessing the 
technological neutrality of the Directive. Most operators stated that although the 
Directive was neutral in theory, in practice, its requirements when applied to mobile 
operators (including capital and funding, limitation of investments, the redeemability 
obligation, the need to create a separate entity to manage e-money accounts, and 
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money laundering provisions) were more burdensome than for other e-money 
issuers in the market.  
 
A practical example was provided by one mobile operator in Italy, stating that mobile 
payment services could only be developed in partnership with financial institutions. 
Whilst they had started a pilot experience on ticketing and parking services, they 
were only allowed to do so in partnership with a credit card institution. As only credit 
card holders could subscribe to the service, its development had been limited.  
 
 
Findings from the Interview Programme 
 
All stakeholders interviewed agreed that the wording of the EMD has achieved its 
objective of remaining technologically neutral. The fact that it has done so is deemed 
as very important by most stakeholders. The only instances where technological 
neutrality has been lacking were due to differing national implementations and 
interpretations of the Directive; this is the case of account-based schemes, where 
the value is stored on a centralised server. With regard to prepaid services offered 
by mobile network operators, the controversy has less to do with technological 
neutrality in terms of the device used (as pure mobile-based payment systems like 
Luup or Crandy qualify as e-money everywhere), but with the “hybrid” nature of the 
issuer. These cases are discussed in more detail in section 5.4.1 on legal certainty.  
 
There is widespread agreement that there are no technological restrictions in the 
EMD that might have hampered innovation. However, there are different points of 
view regarding whether the regulatory framework for e-money has encouraged or 
discouraged innovation; while the fact that barriers to market entry for ELMIs are 
lower than for banks (and practically non-existent for waived institutions) was often 
cited as having encouraged innovation to a certain extent, many interviewees held 
that this effect was largely offset because some of the requirements and burdens for 
ELMIs are excessive in view of the risks involved in e-money issuance. The 
adequacy of the provisions of the EMD in this respect is discussed in the following 
sections (5.4.3 and 5.4.4) of this chapter.  
 

5.4.2.2 Conclusions 
 
The EMD has mostly remained technologically neutral; doubts over its applicability 
to certain business models generally have to do not with the electronic device used, 
but with the nature of the product and the issuer. The only exception to this is some 
degree of uncertainty remaining in some Member States regarding server-based 
schemes. It has been suggested that this issue could be clarified by adding a 
definition of “electronic device” that might include not only chip cards or computer 
memory, but also central servers, mobile telephones, PDAs etc.  However, it might 
not be possible to foresee future technological developments resulting in new 
storage devices becoming available, so the danger of such an approach is that it 
may enhance the EMD’s technological neutrality in the short term, but possibly 
endanger it in the longer term. 
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While the EMD has not excluded any storage devices for technical reasons, whether 
it has actually encouraged, hampered, or made no difference to innovation depends 
mainly on the perceived appropriateness of the regulatory framework, and on the 
degree of legal (un)certainty regarding its applicability. These issues are discussed 
elsewhere in this report. 
 
 
 

5.4.3 Preserve a level playing field between differ ent types of institutions 
issuing e-money 
 
The Directive creates the new legal status of an electronic money institution, but it 
was clear that traditional credit institutions, which are subject to a different set of 
rules, would also play an important role in this segment of retail financial business. 
The Explanatory Memorandum emphasises that the regulatory regime for electronic 
money institutions must aim at achieving “the highest degree possible of a level 
playing field between different types of institutions”, while at the same time not being 
overly burdensome so as to impede or hamper the development of this new industry. 
Recital 12 of the Directive takes up this point, stating that “it is necessary to preserve 
a level playing field between electronic money institutions and other credit 
institutions issuing electronic money and, thus, to ensure fair competition among a 
wider range of institutions to the benefit of bearers.” 
 
In order to ensure fair competition, the Explanatory Memorandum states that the 
supervisory regime to which credit institutions are subject, such as authorisation, 
capital requirement, supervision etc. should also be applied “in an appropriate way” 
to electronic money institutions. In this context, “appropriate” can be taken to mean 
commensurate to the specific risks associated with the issuance of e-money, which 
in many respects are smaller than those associated with deposit-taking activities. 
Thus, the Directive devised a “more targeted” and “less cumbersome” prudential 
supervision regime for electronic money institutions (Recital 11). 
 
The main aspects where the regulatory framework for electronic money institutions 
is “lighter” than for traditional credit institutions are: 

• Reduced initial capital requirements; 
• Non-application of the Directive on the capital adequacy of investment firms 

and credit institutions (93/6/EEC); 
• Non-application of Title V, Chapter 2 (Technical instruments of prudential 

supervision), Sections II (Solvency ratio) and III (Large exposures) of 
Directive 2000/12/EC; 

• The application of some or all of the provisions of the Directive can be waived 
by Member States’ competent authorities for small e-money schemes. 

 
On the other hand, the investment possibilities of ELMIs are much more restricted 
than those of banks.  
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5.4.3.1 Findings 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Overall, there seems to be strong disagreement among e-money stakeholders 
regarding the existence of a level playing field between credit institutions, ELMIs and 
mobile operators. 
 
National Authorities: 
 
Many national authorities acknowledge that judging whether a level playing field 
exists between different types of institutions is difficult because of the limited 
practical experience. Regarding competition between ELMIs and traditional credit 
institutions, a number of national authorities consider that the regulatory framework 
of the EMD has created a level playing field, while an approximately equal number 
consider that the restrictions and requirements for ELMIs are excessive, in particular 
the restriction of activities, the initial capital requirement, and the ongoing own funds 
requirements coupled with the limitation of investments. With regard to MNOs, most 
national authorities admit there are inconsistencies in the application of the EMD 
that may distort competition. One national authority also points out that differences 
(primarily regarding the interpretation of the definition of e-money and the waiver 
regime) may have created an uneven playing field between Member States and 
between traditional sectoral borders. 
 
Non-bank e-money issuers: 
 
The views of non-bank e-money issuers diverge as to whether a level playing field 
between ELMIs and banks has been created; while the regulatory framework for 
ELMIs is comparable to that for banks, there are a number of areas where the 
requirements could be made more proportionate, in particular capital and own funds 
requirements and limitations of investments. For the majority, however, the more 
problematic issue is that of the treatment of MNOs, whose effective exemption from 
the application of the EMD raises serious concerns. The principle of applying the 
same rules to all institutions operating in the e-money space fulfilling the same 
obligations and respecting the same requirements is of vital importance to all e-
money issuers.  
 
Banks: 
 
While a minority of credit institutions held that the lighter regulatory regime 
established by the EMD puts ELMIs at a competitive advantage over banks, most 
are more concerned with unfair competition with mobile operators. Most banks 
oppose any operator- or service-specific exemptions, and insist that to ensure a 
level-playing field within the payments industry, requirements on ELMIs have to be 
extended to all other actors in the market that generate e-money, namely MNOs but 
also other service providers who are beginning to offer content services beyond their 
traditional business.  
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Mobile Operators: 
 
Mobile operators are especially concerned with the ambiguous definition of e-money 
and the lack of special regulations for the type of business model they operate. The 
inclusion of pre-paid payment services offered by mobile operators as e-money is 
described as an ambiguous interpretation of the EMD. Mobile operators suggest it 
would be desirable to establish a clear distinction between non-hybrid e-money 
issuers, which have payments as their core businesses and need a common non-
differentiated regulation, and hybrid issuers, which undertake other commercial 
activities and carry out limited payment services in addition to their core businesses. 
The limitation of their payment services is reflected by the fact that their issuance of 
funds is not widely accepted and can only be used as means of payment for a 
limited range of goods and services closely related to their core business.  
 
The lack of a different regulatory framework for hybrid operators was said to cause 
several negative effects. Firstly, it distorts the level playing field by discouraging the 
entrance of hybrid operators such as mobile operators in the market, due to the risk 
of inappropriate and disproportionate e-money regulation. Secondly, it imposes 
disproportionate obligations in terms of redeemability, guarantee schemes and 
accounting separation which hampers competition.  
 
Other hybrid institutions: 
 
One respondent expressed concern that the use of a pre-paid mobile phone to pay 
for non mobile phone services, e.g. parking and certain bus tickets, would appear to 
come within the remit of the Directive, but this does not seem to be enforced. 
 
 
Findings from the Interview Programme 
 
Generally, it was widely acknowledged that the EMD has provided non-banks with 
the opportunity to enter the market place at all, whereas prior to its adoption a 
banking license was necessary in almost all Member States. Thus the EMD has 
opened up a “playing field” that was previously reserved exclusively for traditional 
credit institutions. As regards the question of whether the playing field between 
banks and ELMIs is level, the latter all felt that certain requirements set out in the 
Directive are overly restrictive. A view expressed repeatedly is that the balance 
requires “fine-tuning”. 
 
Most national authorities interviewed felt that it was difficult to judge whether the 
playing field is level based on the very limited practical experience. However, several 
– especially in countries with active ELMIs – felt that the regulatory framework might 
be excessive, and could be relaxed somewhat. 
 
Regarding initial capital requirements (other requirements and limitations are 
discussed in the next section), these effectively provide a minimum investment 
requirement for the undertaking of an authorised business, which is meant to ensure 
that ELMIs are adequately funded. While this remains a valid argument, many 
stakeholders argue that there is a strong case for adjusting the quantum of initial 
capital required, possibly returning to the € 0.5 million that was foreseen in the 
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original draft of the EMD. This would be likely to significantly reduce one of the main 
obstacles for small firms to apply for a license, and would definitely ease the 
transition of institutions operating under a waiver to full ELMI status. According to the 
EMA, there is evidence from small e-money issuers who have been able to operate 
successful e-money products under the waiver regime that the transition to full 
authorisation is excessively burdensome because of the high initial capital 
requirement. Some stakeholders also suggested that an alternative way of 
addressing this problem would be the creation of an “intermediate” status with 
reduced requirements. 
 
With regard to the waiver regime, there is strong evidence that the waiver, if 
implemented in a light-touch and straight-forward way, has provided small e-money 
issuers with a chance to “test the water” and operate legally. This is true for both 
small schemes with no greater ambitions, and for more experimental schemes that 
could expand. There is some support for loosening the waiver criteria, especially the 
float size threshold and the purse size limit. However, increasing the float size 
thresholds would be certain to encounter resistance from established ELMIs, as well 
as from banks, who often hold that it should not be possible to issue e-money on a 
larger scale without any kind of supervision, and that this would lead to unfair 
competition. In any case, there seem to be few waived institutions at present that 
are close to the threshold. In contrast, the purse limit is cited as a major constraint 
on the development of their business by a majority of waived institutions, even those 
whose turnover is at present very low. According to the EMA, increasing the limit to € 
300 would meet the needs of issuers for the next 3-5 years. This position was 
shared by a number of institutions operating under a waiver in both the UK and in 
other Member States.  
 
In this context, it may also be worthwhile to investigate to what extent the waiver 
regime may have concealed problems with the applicability of the e-money regime, 
insofar as it has provided certain schemes that may not clearly fit with what the EMD 
was intended to regulate with an easy way to avoid the regulatory burden, but only 
up to the thresholds set by the Directive. Interesting cases in point are the local 
public transport providers operating under a waiver in the Czech Republic. These 
argue strongly for increasing the waiver thresholds, and are supported in this 
endeavour by the competent Czech authorities. However, this is an issue that might 
be better resolved by re-examining whether smartcards used exclusively for public 
transport need to be regulated under the EMD at all. 
 
As regards the existence of a level playing field between e-money issuers and 
mobile network operators, this is a major concern for most stakeholders. Viewpoints 
as to what needs to be done to create a level playing field are diametrically opposed 
– (potential) e-money issuers arguing that ways need to be found to apply the 
regulatory framework of the EMD to MNOs in an appropriate way, and MNOs 
arguing that the threat of inadequate and disproportionate regulation of pre-paid 
mobile services through the EMD has already had a negative effect on the 
development of mobile payment, content and services provided by MNOs.  
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5.4.3.2 Conclusions 
 
The question of whether the EMD has created a level playing field for all issuers of 
e-money is highly controversial. The most important concern in this regard is the 
appropriate treatment of the prepaid services of mobile network operators (see 
section 5.4.1). Whether a level playing field exists between ELMIs and traditional 
credit institutions is difficult to assess because of the limited practical experience 
and the lack of direct competition between them to date – ELMIs issue mainly 
server-based e-money, whereas traditional credit institutions dominate the market 
for card-based e-money. However, there are concerns on the part of ELMIs (as well 
as some regulators) that some of the requirements and restrictions for ELMIs may 
be excessive. 
 
The initial capital requirements in particular seem to represent a significant barrier to 
market entry. There is widespread support among the industry, as well as among 
certain national authorities, to lowering the initial capital required. This would also 
help to address the problem that the step from operating under a waiver to 
becoming a fully licensed ELMI is perceived as too large.  
 
With regard to the waiver, there is evidence that this instrument has the potential to 
facilitate the development of the e-money market when implemented in a 
comprehensive and transparent way. While many institutions operating under a 
waiver are in favour of raising the float size threshold, this would be cause for 
serious objections from licensed ELMIs in terms of unfair competition, as well as 
questions from regulators as to whether larger-scale schemes should be allowed to 
operate unregulated. In contrast, the purse limit for waived institutions represents a 
burden even for some very small-scale schemes, and could probably be increased 
without undermining the overall regulatory framework.  
 
 

5.4.4 Ensure the stability and soundness of issuers  
 
The Explanatory Memorandum emphasised that the financial integrity and the 
operations of electronic money issuers must be secured: “On the one hand we must 
ensure the stability and soundness of issuers of electronic money. On the other 
hand we must ensure that the failure of any one individual issuer does not result in 
loss of confidence in this new and developing means of payment.” Thus, the 
regulatory framework should be not only ‘light’ enough to ensure that electronic 
money institutions can compete on a level playing field with traditional credit 
institutions, but also ‘strong’ enough to ensure the stability and soundness of 
issuers, thereby safeguarding consumers’ interests. 
 
The Directive tackles this issue by balancing the “less cumbersome features of the 
prudential supervisory regime applying to electronic money institutions” with certain 
“provisions that are more stringent than those applying to other credit institutions” 
(recital 12), and by demanding that electronic money institutions “have in place 
internal structures which should respond to the financial and non-financial risks to 
which they are exposed” (recital 13). 
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The most important provisions contained in the Directive that are meant to ensure 
the stability and soundness of issuers and safeguard the interests of customers are:  

• The business activities of electronic money institutions are restricted to the 
issuing of e-money and closely related services. E-money institutions may not 
grant any form of credit. 

• The investments of e-money institutions are limited in order to ensure that 
their financial liabilities are backed at all times by sufficiently low risk assets. 

• Electronic money institutions are subject to ongoing own funds requirements 
in order to ensure that they have funds commensurate with the size of their 
operations. 

• Electronic money must be redeemable at par value and free of charges other 
than those strictly necessary to carry out the operation. 

 
 

5.4.4.1 Findings 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Overall, the vast majority of stakeholders agree that the provisions of the EMD 
effectively ensure the stability and soundness of issuers, and that if anything, the 
restrictions and requirements are excessive in view of the risks involved in the 
issuance of e-money. 
 
National Authorities: 
 
National authorities generally agree that the Directive has contributed to ensuring 
stability and soundness. However, several authorities find that stability and 
soundness could have been achieved through a less restrictive regime. 
Furthermore, the prudential and regulatory framework has not necessarily increased 
business and consumer confidence in e-money products; while some countries 
report that the fact that ELMIs are regulated is important for consumer confidence, 
others hold that no impact has been felt to date, in part because the take-up of e-
money products is still far from widespread and the potential use of e-money and the 
development of the e-money marketplace is still limited.  
 
Non-bank e-money issuers: 
 
Non-bank e-money issuers agree that the regulatory prudential framework has 
achieved its objective of ensuring stability and soundness of issuers. According to 
the EMA, the regulatory regime encourages firms to assess the risks to which they 
are exposed and to implement appropriate systems and controls, thereby 
introducing a discipline to operations. The protection of the float, redeemability, and 
the fact that ELMIs are supervised protect customers and creates considerable 
confidence in the new payment products. However, some stakeholders feel that the 
framework is over-restrictive. 
 
Banks: 
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Most banks did not answer the question about the stability and soundness of e-
money issuers. Of those that did, two regarded the legal framework as effectively 
ensuring stability and soundness. One respondent held the view that the legal 
constraints of the EMD have hampered the development of ELMIs, meaning that the 
overwhelming majority of e-money issuers are still banks, which have the most 
stringent capital requirements and solvency regime, and are therefore most stable 
and sound. Another respondent emphasized that larger schemes must not be 
allowed to operate under the waiver regime, since this provides no safeguards as to 
the soundness and stability of the issuer, and the impact of the failure of a larger 
scheme on the reputation of the whole sector would be significant. 
 
Mobile Operators: 
 
Mobile operators state that their customers are already adequately protected by 
national legislation and that the risk level of micro-payments issued by hybrid service 
providers is very low compared to those of the financial services provided by banks. 
Furthermore, hybrid systems do not include person-to-person payments. It is 
considered that the market has been strongly trusted by customers for several 
years, even before it was regulated, and this fact should be taken into account and 
addressed in the review of the risk assessment and bearer protection of the 
Directive.  
 
 
Findings from the Interview Programme 
 
The overwhelming majority of interviewees from all stakeholder groups are of the 
opinion that the current regulatory framework has effectively ensured the stability 
and soundness of e-money issuers. The evaluation has not identified any instances 
of insolvency, fraud, consumer detriment, or other problems that might be 
attributable to an inappropriate regulatory regime. Whether the EMD has increased 
business and consumer confidence in e-money is difficult to judge, as the uptake of 
the new instruments is still low. Nonetheless, ELMIs in the UK report that 
supervision by the FSA is important for customers, while in Germany, the fact that 
ELMIs can call themselves “banks”, implying compliance with financial regulation, 
was said to significantly increase consumer and investor confidence.  
 
On the other hand, most e-money issuers, as well as some national authorities, felt 
that the regulatory and supervisory framework is not proportionate to the risks posed 
by the activities of ELMIs, and that their soundness and stability could have been 
achieved through a somewhat less restrictive regime. The following paragraphs 
outline some examples of stakeholders’ perceptions of where the regime might be 
disproportionate. However, a full analysis of the proportionality of the different 
requirements and restrictions would require a detailed assessment of the risks faced 
by both ELMIs and more traditional credit institutions, which far exceeds the scope 
of this evaluation. 
 
Generally, many stakeholders interviewed emphasized that the characteristic feature 
of e-money as opposed to other payment services is its prepaid nature. A regulatory 
framework that focuses on the protection of the float is therefore deemed 
appropriate by most. With regard to the New Legal Framework for Payments 
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An issue of concern for several (potential) ELMIs 
is the exclusion of receivables from the range of 
permitted investments. When an e-money 
account is funded through a credit or debit card, 
e-money is issued immediately (and increases 
the float and thereby the required investments in 
highly liquid and low-risk assets), but the clearing 
and settlement of the card payment usually takes 
several days. In the case of PayPal, this has 
created the need for its parent to inject large 
capital contributions and/or liquidity in order to 
ensure PayPal meets the asset liability test. This 
situation is regarded as inequitable and imposes 
a large financial burden on ELMIs. PayPal and 
others therefore demand that customer credit and 
debit card funds receivables should be added as 
a class of permissible investments, as the risk of 
default on payment is a part of everyday 
commercial practice in all sectors of industry, and 
is usually managed adequately by firms’ own 
fraud policies. 

(NLFP), there is widespread agreement that consistency and coherence of the 
regulatory framework for e-money with the NLFP is crucial. On the other hand, most 
industry stakeholders seem unaware of the implications that bringing e-money under 
the framework of the NLFP would have, and seem to favour continuing to operate 
under the (modified) EMD. 
 
Both the ongoing own funds requirement and the limitations of investments are 
aimed at protecting the float, and this objective is generally deemed necessary and 
appropriate by the industry as well as by national authorities. However, while ELMIs 
that issue e-money on a relatively small scale report no problems with these 
requirements, for larger-scale operations the combination of the two is perceived as 
excessively restrictive. Several industry interviewees reported that the rules for how 
traditional credit institutions can use the 
float are much more flexible, and that 
the current e-money regime (an ELMI 
must retain very low risk investments 
equivalent to 100% of outstanding e-
money, plus own funds of 2%) not only 
means that practically all financial risks 
are eliminated, but also that ELMIs’ 
opportunities to earn money are 
significantly reduced. Non-bank e-
money issuers therefore suggest 
reducing the ongoing own funds 
requirement to a more “proportionate” 
level, and/or relaxing the limitations of 
investments (as well as correcting some 
technical details; see text box). In 
contrast, traditional credit institutions 
hold that the current rules are 
proportionate and should be maintained. 
 
The majority of competent national authorities find the restriction of activities of 
ELMIs appropriate (although there are notable exceptions). Many argue that a 
separate regulatory framework for ELMIs only makes sense if their activities are 
effectively restricted to issuing e-money. While some e-money issuers would 
welcome more flexibility in terms of the activities they are allowed to undertake, the 
majority agree that it is appropriate that ELMIs should not grant credit. In this 
context, the most serious concern seems to be that issuing e-money in return for 
payment by credit card, debit card or cheque – where the settlement of the payment 
is not immediate – should not be interpreted as granting credit. There seem to be 
somewhat divergent interpretations by national regulators concerning this issue. 
 
Regarding the obligation to redeem e-money at par value, although this represents 
an additional cost to the issuer, the requirement is deemed acceptable by most e-
money issuers, and necessary by the vast majority of national authorities as well as 
the ECB. However, there are specific product propositions where redeemability 
poses serious problems, such as electronic gift or service vouchers or corporate 
incentive products. 
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There are also specific national rules whose proportionality is questioned by some. 
With regard to the need for ELMIs to have in place sound and prudent management, 
administrative and accounting procedures and adequate internal control 
mechanisms, the application of the same set of rules to ELMIs as to traditional credit 
institutions in many Member States may not adequately reflect the specific risks 
posed by the activities of ELMIs. In contrast, the customized set of rules (in the form 
of a “specialist sourcebook”) in the UK is likely to be more proportionate and to have 
encouraged competition and new market entrants. 
 
Finally, strict anti-money laundering rules in some Member States may be seen as 
disproportionate to the allegedly low risk of e-money as a vehicle for money 
laundering; it is hoped that the implementation of the 3rd Money Laundering Directive 
will enhance the clarity, consistency and proportionality of national rules. 
 
 

5.4.4.2 Conclusions 
 
The EMD has been successful in ensuring the stability and soundness of e-money 
issuers, and there have not been any instances of insolvency, fraud, or consumer 
detriment. This is likely to have had a positive effect on business and consumer 
confidence in e-money products. 
 
While there is clearly no need to impose a stricter regime, there is a considerable 
degree of support for the idea that certain elements of the regulatory framework are 
disproportionate to the risks posed by the activities of e-money issuers, and that a 
less restrictive regime may have been sufficient to ensure the stability and 
soundness. Many industry stakeholders find the overall set of rules “too blunt”, and 
argue that there is room for adopting a more risk-based approach without 
endangering the stability of issuers or the adequate protection of consumers.  
 
In particular, the combination of ongoing own funds requirements and limitations of 
investments are not perceived as a significant barrier to market entry for small firms, 
but seem to place a considerable constraint on the business development of ELMIs 
once the volume of their business grows beyond a certain limit. There is evidence 
that under certain conditions, issuers find the banking regime preferable because it 
allows them greater flexibility in terms of how to use and invest the float. It may 
therefore be useful to examine whether these rules could be adjusted, both in terms 
of affording ELMIs greater flexibility and of clarifying pending technical issues, such 
as the possibility of including receivables within the range of permitted investments. 
 
With regard to the restriction of activities of ELMIs, anti-money laundering rules, and 
requirements to ensure the sound and prudent operation of ELMIs, the 
proportionality depends mainly on the national interpretation of these requirements. 
There may be room for a further harmonisation of the applicable rules in these issue 
areas. 
 
However, a qualified evaluation of the proportionality of the different requirements 
and restrictions imposed on ELMI would require a detailed assessment of the 
financial and non-financial risks involved in the issuance of e-money. This far 
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exceeds the scope of the present evaluation, and might be undertaken through a 
separate study.  
 
 

5.4.5 Facilitate access by ELMIs from one Member St ate into other Member 
States 
 
Part of DG MARKT’s mission is to establish the legal framework for the integration of 
the EU’s capital markets and the creation of a single market for financial services. In 
the context of e-money, this means facilitating electronic money institutions from one 
Member State access into the other Member States. The Explanatory Memorandum 
states that the Directive would “remove any legal uncertainty that may previously 
have been associated with cross-border issuance” by allowing electronic money 
institutions to provide cross-border e-money services “under a concept of mutual 
recognition of home supervision in the framework of harmonised prudential rules as 
are applied to credit institutions”. 
 
To achieve this objective, the Directive extends the concept of the ‘single license’, 
also referred to as the ‘single passport’, to e-money institutions. This means that e-
money institutions that have been found by the competent authorities of their home 
Member State to fulfil the harmonised prudential rules laid out in the Directive are 
entitled to issue e-money throughout the EU. The competent authorities of the host 
Member State may not require that e-money institutions authorised in other Member 
States respect further supervisory requirements, nor are they allowed to perform 
additional controls. 
 

5.4.5.1 Findings 
 
Findings from the EC Consultation 
 
Overall, most stakeholders regard the current passporting regime as adequate. It is, 
however, little used to date, and among those that do use it, there are some 
concerns that it is not ideally adapted to the needs of the ELMIs.  
 
National authorities: 
 
Although cross-border operations in the field of e-money do not seem to be a 
widespread activity, the passporting regime is generally seen as a suitable means of 
ensuring greater market integration and facilitating and encouraging cross-border E-
Money business. A few national authorities suggested that the fact that waived 
institutions are barred from doing business in other Member States does not 
stimulate the integration of the e-Money market. 
 
Non-bank e-money issuers: 
 
As per the national authorities, non-bank e-money issuers agree that the Directive 
facilitates access to other Member States. However, in overall terms, the passport is 
currently only used by very few ELMIs. This does not seem to be mainly related to 
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PayPal has passported to all EU Member States, 
and reports that the regime works relatively well. 
Although the competent authorities in Member 
States to which it has passported have 
occasionally sought to apply local rules and 
interpretations, problems can usually be resolved 
through dialogue. However, PayPal reports its 
business development has been hampered by 
the fact that ELMIs are excluded from some of 
the benefits of Directive 2000/12/EC “for no clear 
reason”, especially the articles that provide for 
authorisation of branches in other EU jurisdictions 
and set out the scope of permitted activities. 
According to PayPal, ELMIs setting up local 
offices find that it is very difficult for those offices 
to undertake meaningful activities to develop the 
business without becoming subject to local 
regulatory jurisdiction.  

restrictions imposed by the EMD but rather to the natural process of an embryonic 
market.  
 
Among those that do use the single 
passport, there are some concerns that 
the current regime is not always adapted 
to the needs of the ELMIs. The largest 
ELMI in Europe stated that the process 
is simple and straightforward, but also 
pointed out that passport rights of ELMIs 
are not as extensive as those applying 
for banks, which can constrain the ability 
of an ELMI to set up a local sales 
operation (see text box).  
 
One reason behind the lack of cross-
border activity across Member States 
could be due to the obstacles created by 
the interoperability across the different 
e-money schemes in the EEA, in terms 
of issues related to taxation and consumer protection laws, since the integration of 
the E-money market depends on integrated standards and unified technological 
platforms. The prohibition for waived E-money institutions to provide cross-border 
activities might also be limiting cross-border business to a certain extent.  
 
Banks: 
 
Banks agree that the EMD has facilitated cross-border access from a legal 
perspective, but that there are other barriers, such as the limited development of the 
e-money market to date, that have restricted cross-border movement.  
 
Mobile Operators: 
 
In theory, mobile operators are in accordance with the view of ELMIs and national 
authorities that the Directive facilitates access to other Member States. However, in 
practice, since mobile operators consider themselves as exempt from the Directive, 
there have not been any instances where they have had direct experience of the 
passporting regime. 
 
 
Findings from the Interview Programme 
 
The interview programme confirmed that the passport has only been used by three 
ELMIs to date. PayPal and Neteller have passported to all EU Member States, and 
Contopronto has passported to the UK and Germany. Other ELMIs and potential 
ELMIs expressed an interest in passporting once their businesses are more 
developed. In the meantime, at least one ELMI is able to attract customers from 
other Member States without making use of the single passport.  
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There are no indications to suggest that the low uptake of the passport has to do 
with any legal restrictions. No evidence was found of national authorities impeding 
access to their markets by an ELMI. National authorities generally welcomed the 
passporting regime, and several responded this is one of the main positive aspects 
of the EMD.  
 
Both ELMIs making use of the single passport that were interviewed agreed that this 
is a useful and appropriate tool to facilitate the integration of the EU e-money 
market. Both reported certain problems of understanding and interpretation by 
national regulators in some countries, but these could in all cases be resolved. 
However, there is one concern regarding the fact that the passporting rights of 
ELMIs are more limited than those of banks (see text box in previous sub-section). 
 
A few stakeholders, including two national authorities, suggested that the 
passporting regime could be extended to waived institutions in order to further 
facilitate competition across borders. However, for this to be possible, the waiver 
regimes would first have to be harmonised in all Member States. 

 

5.4.5.2 Conclusions 
 
The passporting provisions of the EMD are widely appreciated as facilitating cross-
border activity and providing a good basis for future integration of the market. The 
fact that the passport is so little used to date is due to other intrinsic factors of the 
market, such as its limited business development, not to any legal or administrative 
obstacles. 
 
The only problem that has surfaced to date is that the exemptions from Directive 
2000/12/EC set out in Article 2(2) of the Directive mean that the passporting rights 
applicable to an ELMI are inferior to those enjoyed by banks, and in particular, that 
an ELMI wishing to set up a branch may be made subject to additional authorisation 
or capital requirements. It could be beneficial to review whether these restrictions 
are justified. 
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6. A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE: E-MONEY IN THE U.S. 

 
6.1 Introduction 

The objective of the present study was to understand the regulatory approach the 
United States has taken to e-money, to assess to what extent this approach has had 
an impact on the development of the market, and to identify potential lessons to be 
learned from comparing the U.S. and the European approach. The data for this 
study was collected through analysis of relevant legislation, background documents 
and studies, and through a series of face-to-face and telephone interviews with 
public authorities and regulators at both the Federal and State level, with industry 
representatives, and with legal and academic experts on the subject. All interviews 
took place in early February 2006. 
 
It should be noted that the term “electronic money” is not frequently used in the U.S., 
be it in legislation (there is no universally accepted definition of or separate legal 
framework for e-money) or in market studies. The evaluation therefore focused on 
types of electronic payment products that are currently classified as e-money in 
Europe, or that might qualify as e-money under the EMD,24 and investigated the 
development of the U.S. market for these products, as well as the legal and 
regulatory regime to which they are subject. 
 

6.2 The Market for E-Money in the U.S. 

The United States has traditionally been a country where cheques are widely used, 
and this is still the case today. Nonetheless, the use of cheques started to decline in 
the mid 1990s, and in 2003 the number of electronic payments was greater than that 
of cheque payments for the first time. Today, the number of e-payments per capita is 
very similar to that in most EU Member States.25 However, the use of cheques is 
diminishing more slowly than many would have expected given the relatively broad 
availability of electronic payments. In this context, the recently adopted ‘Check 21’ 
legislation facilitates the truncation of cheques in the payments process and is 
expected ultimately to lead to the use of even less paper. 
 

6.2.1 Stored value cards 
 
“Traditional” e-purses (such as Proton in Belgium) have never played even a minor 
role in the U.S.  Although a few “smart card” products (e.g. Mondex) that were 
sometimes referred to as smartcards were tested on the market in the mid to late 
1990s, they never gained acceptance and soon disappeared. However, a different 
kind of “e-money” cards has grown considerably in recent years: These are the so-
called “stored value” cards. This “catch-all” term encompasses a variety of products 

                                            
24 For the E-Money Directive’s definition of electronic money, please refer to section 5.3.2.1 of this 
report. The types of products covered to date are listed in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.  
25 Federal Reserve Bulletin, Spring 2005: Trends in the Use of Payment Instruments in the United 
States, p. 185. http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/bulletin/2005/spring05_payment.pdf 
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that all share certain characteristic features. Essentially, the monetary value is not 
stored directly on card; rather, the card grants access to a determined amount 
stored on a central server.26 Stored value cards are one of the fastest growing 
products in the U.S. financial industry,27 but there are important differences and 
distinctions. 
 
In broad terms, stored value cards can be divided into open system and closed 
system products (i.e. that are accepted only at one merchant or location28). Open 
system cards include prepaid debit cards, open system gift cards, payroll cards, and 
travel money cards, among others. The lines that separate some of these product 
categories from one another are sometimes fuzzy (e.g. some prepaid debit cards are 
marketed as gift cards). Such cards are largely extensions of the traditional credit 
and debit card systems, and make use of the infrastructure of the established 
networks. Certain types of cards are targeted at the un-banked or “credit-challenged” 
(especially immigrant communities, people with little purchasing power, and 
teenagers). Others target the “budget-conscious”, as prepaid products allow for 
budgeting (e.g. while travelling) by limiting spending to the amount stored on the 
prepaid card. Open system stored value cards can thus be used for different 
purposes, and can contain small amounts (such as in the case of small value 
prepaid debit cards that are often bought to be passed on as gifts) as well as much 
larger amounts (such as payroll cards, which are increasingly being used by 
employers to remit wages electronically to their employees, and function almost like 
cheque-less bank accounts).  
 
While many of the above-mentioned open system stored value products have 
experienced solid growth in recent years, it is still an immature market, and the 
overall penetration is not very high. In contrast, the development of the market for 
closed system products, in the form of gift cards or loyalty/coupon cards to reach 
frequent shoppers and provide convenience and store brand loyalty, has been more 
substantial, even “spectacular” according to some industry representatives. Closed 
system gift cards have been increasingly successful, as large numbers of U.S. 
consumers are embracing the idea of giving cards that can be used at a determined 
store or chain as presents. Retailers have also marketed these cards aggressively 
because they tend to be very profitable, in part because of “breakage” (funds that 
are never used). 
 
U.S. public authorities also issue stored value cards, some of which are open, some 
of which are closed system products. According to staff at the U.S. Department of 
the Treasury’s Financial Management Service, the Federal government is currently 
the largest issuer of stored value, especially in the context of the military to create 

                                            
26 Or, to be more precise, what is stored on the server is information about the bank account to which 
the card grants access for the purpose of making electronic payment instructions. It is also interesting 
to note that the vast majority of card payments made within the United States still use magnetic stripe 
technology. The use of chip-based technology for card payments remains limited. 
27 Cp. FDIC (2005): Proposed rule on Deposit Insurance Coverage; Stored Value Cards and Other 
Nontraditional Access Mechanisms. Federal Register: August 8, 2005 (Volume 70, Number 151); FR 
Doc. 05-15568 
28 An (unofficial) definition states that “prepaid products that are limited to a defined merchant or 
location (or set of locations), such as a specific retailer or retail chain, a college campus, or a subway 
system.” Cp. Federal Reserve Board (2004): A Summary of the Roundtable Discussion on Stored-
Value Cards and Other Prepaid Products.  
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cashless environments in bases, ships, etc.  Different agencies also issue 
disposable and reloadable debit cards for different purposes, including benefits 
payment, per diems, travel costs, and in some cases, disaster relief.29 
 

6.2.2 Other forms of electronic money 
 
In the area of online payment schemes, PayPal is the only non-bank provider that 
has successfully established itself in the online payment market by offering a 
solution that is attractive for sellers at online auctions, as well as other small online 
merchants. PayPal has emerged as the dominant alternative to credit cards, 
although it still commands a relatively small share of total online payments. There 
are a few other small players on the market, but they have been much less 
successful. Nonetheless, according to some observers, new competitors for PayPal, 
including some renowned technology companies, are likely to emerge in the coming 
years. Two online schemes faltered in 2001, although only one of them (Flooz) 
would likely have fit with the definition of e-money (the other, Beenz, was a reward 
points system).  
 
Other forms of e-money, including mobile phone payments, have not taken off in the 
U.S. to date.  
 
 

6.3 The Regulatory Regime 

The U.S. regulatory regime is characterised by a layering of regulation and 
regulators between the Federal and the State level. Most regulation regarding the 
licensing and supervision of entities that would be termed “non-bank e-money 
issuers” in the EU is under the jurisdiction of the individual States in the U.S.  
Federal laws and regulations typically deal with certain specific aspects such as anti-
money laundering and counter-terrorist financing, and consumer protection. 
 

6.3.1 The State level 
 
Money Transmitters and Money Service Businesses 
 
Because of the fact that there is no primary federal agency in the U.S. charged with 
the supervision of non-bank providers of payment services, most prudential 
regulation of the non-bank payment services has been left to State banking 
regulators. Unlike in Europe with the E-Money Directive, in the U.S. the regulation of 
non-bank issuers of e-money (including stored value products) has been an 
outgrowth of existing regulatory frameworks rather than a new legislative 
phenomenon. The majority of States have had regulatory statutes for certain non-
                                            
29 Following hurricane Katrina, the Red Cross issued prepaid cards to victims. The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) did so briefly, but discontinued the program after only a few days. Much 
of the relief immediately following the hurricane came through the Gulf Coast States’ governments’ 
electronic benefits transfer programs. For more details on this topic, see the paper published in 
January 2006 by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia: 
http://www.philadelphiafed.org/pcc/index.html. 
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bank payment service providers in place for some time; these providers are usually 
referred to as money service businesses (MSBs), a category that is normally 
understood to include firms that engage in the following activities:30 

• money transmission (e.g. wire transfers); 
• the sale of payment instruments (e.g. money orders, travellers’ checks, and 

stored value); 
• check cashing; and 
• foreign currency exchange. 

 
In many cases, the term “money transmitters” is also used to describe the providers 
of the above services (although often excluding the last two – check cashing and 
currency exchange). One model law31 defines “money transmission” as “to engage 
in the business of the sale or issuance of payment instruments or of receiving 
money or monetary value for transmission […] by any and all means, including but 
not limited to wire, facsimile or electronic transfer.” As the inclusion or not of check 
cashers and currency exchangers is little relevant in the context of this evaluation, in 
the following, the terms “money transmitters” and “money service businesses 
(MSBs)” are used interchangeably to mean non-bank money transmitters and 
issuers of prepaid payment instruments.  
 
At present, 43 U.S. States and the District of Columbia regulate money 
transmission; the other seven States do not. The relevant legislation differs 
considerably from one State to another. While some States have recently revised 
their statutes or adopted new ones, in others the laws can be several decades old. 
As a consequence, State licensing, regulation and oversight of MSBs vary greatly. In 
approximately ten States, the legislation is based on the Model Money Transmitters 
Act (MMTA), a model legislation outline developed by the Money Transmitters 
Regulators Association (MTRA) in 1989-1990, and revised recently. Another recent 
attempt to further harmonise the different regulatory regimes was undertaken in the 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law (NCCUSL), which in 
August 2000 approved the Uniform Money Service Act (UMSA), a safety and 
soundness law that connects all types of MSBs (including emerging payment service 
providers such as stored value issuers and online money transfer services) and 
establishes licensing provisions for them. However, to date the UMSA has only been 
adopted in full in three States, and in parts in one other. It is important to note that 
neither the MMTA nor the UMSA have any binding effect. Both represent model 
laws, and States are free to decide whether to adopt, amend, or modify them as they 
see fit. 
 
In spite of the differences, there are some basic features of regulation that are 
similar in most States. Most importantly, money transmitters are required to have a 
license in order to do business. Typically, the process and requirements are more or 
less the following: 

• A formal application to the State Banking Department or Financial Regulator, 
including information about the business, credit reports and/or audited 
financial statements, a criminal background check, résumés of the senior 

                                            
30 This list is taken from the NCCUSL Uniform Money Services Act, 2000 
31 Model Money Transmitters Act, revised December 2005 
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management, and compliance documents with relevant anti-money 
laundering rules. A license fee must also be paid. 

• In most States, money transmitters are required to have a certain minimum 
net worth, typically in the range of $25,000 - 150,000. In addition, applications 
must be accompanied by a surety bond or other similar security device, 
typically of an amount of around $100,000. Regulators often have the 
flexibility to increase this amount when necessary in an individual case within 
a given range, typically up to $1 million. 

• Money transmitters must at all times have permissible investments of a value 
not less than the outstanding payment instruments issued. The permissible 
investments are very similar to those in the EU E-Money Directive, i.e. highly 
liquid and low-risk assets. 

• Licensed money transmitters are required to report to the regulatory 
authorities anywhere from one to four times a year. 12 States also perform 
on-site examinations of licensees. 

 
In States that have updated their laws recently, or adopted new ones (such as 
Maryland), these usually stipulate exact definitions of covered activities, permissible 
investments, etc., and exact amounts and limits for net worth and surety bonds. The 
older legislation in some other States (such as New York) often does not specify the 
details and amounts, but is limited to more general principles, leaving it to regulators 
to fill these with life and devise appropriate rules. Also, while the most recent laws 
tend to explicitly include internet payment schemes and stored value cards, the older 
ones obviously do not. 
 
In general terms, whether a license is needed depends on a number of factors. The 
key is usually control of the funds received from customers – in cases where a bank 
is involved that handles the money, no license may be necessary. Also, closed 
systems, i.e. payment instruments such as gift cards that are only accepted by the 
issuer, are exempt. With regard to internet schemes, some States hold that a license 
is only needed if the company in question has a physical presence in that particular 
State, whereas others require a license as soon as it does business with residents of 
the State. For example, PayPal reports it is currently required to have a money 
transmitter license in 33 States. 
 
Differences and similarities between the E-Money Directive and U.S. State Money 
Transmitter Laws 
 
When comparing the key provisions of the E-Money Directive with those of a typical 
“modern” State Money Transmitter Law (i.e. one based on, or similar to, the MMTA 
and/or the UMSA), there are striking similarities. While the E-Money Directive was 
specifically devised for new forms of electronic payments, U.S. Money Transmitter 
Laws also cover more traditional products such as money orders, wire transfers, and 
travellers’ checks. Nonetheless, in practice for most e-money products the overall 
approach in the EU and the U.S. is similar: a licensing requirement coupled with a 
prudential supervisory and regulatory regime.  
 
The most important aspects of the respective legal frameworks that are similar are: 
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• In the EU as well as in most U.S. States, e-money issuers have to apply for a 
license, and once the license has been granted, are supervised by a 
regulatory authority to which they have to report at regular intervals. 

• In both jurisdictions, e-money issuers have to comply with certain 
requirements to guarantee their sound and prudent operation. 

• ELMIs in Europe as well as money transmitters in the U.S. are limited in the 
way they can invest funds received from customers. Both kinds of institutions 
are obliged to have at least their outstanding liabilities in assets that are 
highly liquid and very low risk. The basic provisions regarding permissible 
investments are very similar in European and U.S. legislation, although some 
details (e.g. inclusion of receivables) may vary. 

• Under both legal frameworks, closed systems in which the e-money / 
payment instrument is accepted only by the issuer are exempt from 
regulation. 

 
Relevant differences include:  

• ELMIs are required to have an initial capital of at least € 1 million. The 
equivalent of this is that money transmitters are required to maintain a certain 
minimum net worth in most States. This is normally substantially lower 
($25,000 in the UMSA; $100,000 in the MMTA; higher in some States, e.g. 
$150,000 in Maryland). In addition, a surety bond or other security device is 
needed. There are no ongoing own funds requirements in U.S. laws. 

• For entities that issue e-money on a small scale, or only in a limited 
environment, the E-Money Directive provides national regulators with the 
possibility to waive some or all of the requirements. No such waiver system 
exists in the U.S.  

• The activities of ELMIs are restricted to the issuance of e-money and closely 
related activities. In the U.S., money transmitters are normally not subject to 
any explicit restrictions of their activities, but it is understood that taking 
deposits, granting credit, or paying interest is not permitted without a banking 
license. 

• Unlike the E-Money Directive, U.S. money transmitter laws generally leave it 
to the contract between the issuer and the customer to determine whether the 
e-money / payment instrument can be redeemed or not. 

• One of the basic principles of the E-Money Directive is the mutual recognition 
of authorisation and prudential supervision of ELMIs by the different EU 
Member States, which is guaranteed through the passporting regime. In 
contrast, money transmitters in the U.S. need a separate license in each 
State that requires it. The UMSA was amended in 2004 to provide for a 
reciprocal MSB licensing regime, but this has not been adopted by a single 
State to date. 

 
The following table summarises some of the key aspects of the E-Money Directive 
and the U.S. Money Transmitter Laws. It is important to bear in mind that the 
legislation in the U.S. differs from State to State, and that the table and the above 
text only reflect the most common features, especially in those States whose laws 
are based on the UMSA or the MMTA. 
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 E-Money Directive U.S. State Money Transmitter Laws 

Capitalisation € 1 million initial capital Net worth requirement, typically in the 
region of $25,000 - 150,000. 
Surety bond or other security device 

Ongoing own 
funds 

At least 2 % of the total amount of 
financial liabilities 

None 

Limitations of 
investments 

No less than the total amount of 
financial liabilities in highly liquid, low-
risk assets 

No less than the total amount of 
financial liabilities in highly liquid, low-
risk assets 

Restriction of 
activities 

Only issuing e-money and closely 
related activities 

No activities that would require a 
banking license 

Redeemability Obligation to redeem e-money at par 
value and free of charges 

No obligation to redeem 

Waivers Requirements can be waived for small 
e-money schemes under certain 
condition 

No waivers 

Recognition of 
licenses 

Passporting regime: Mutual 
recognition of licenses 

No mutual recognition of licenses 

 
 
Clarity, understanding and enforcement 
 
Industry interviewees who have had to deal with the different regulatory regimes 
lamented that in States with antiquated money transmitters legislation, there is often 
a lack of clarity as to different product types and the need for the providers to be 
licensed. Where the relevant laws have not been updated to take account of new 
generation products (e.g. online payment schemes or stored value cards), what 
rules and requirements are applicable to what kinds of products is often unclear. In 
some cases, this has also led to doubts as to whether internet-based firms need a 
license in States where they have no physical presence. 
 
In addition, even where the laws have been brought up to date, not all State 
regulators necessarily have a clear understanding of emerging payment products. 
According to several interviewees, this lack of understanding, coupled with a lack of 
resources, means that many States will not actively seek out entities that require a 
license, thus probably leaving some innovative payment product providers 
unregulated. There was agreement among interviewed State regulators that they 
would be able to supervise the market more tightly if they had more resources at 
their disposal. 
 
Industry players also often point to the lack of coherence among the different State 
legislations. The costs of complying with all the different laws and regulations can be 
high, as each application for a license must normally be accompanied by a surety 
bond, and one company reported it has to undergo approximately four to five 
examinations a year by different State regulators. Also, due to the different 
regulatory approaches, understanding exactly when a license is needed, and what 
the requirements are in each State, is difficult, and there are reportedly ambiguities 
in some laws. According to several interviewees, few lawyers, and much less start-
up companies, have a full understanding of these issues, and some potential market 
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entrants may not know how. To date, the attempts to harmonise the different State 
laws through model legislation and the activities of the Money Transmitter 
Regulators Association (which brings together the regulators of 37 States) have not 
been able to significantly improve the consistency of regulation across States. 
 
In this context, a final issue that deserves mention is that of unclaimed property laws 
and their application to stored value products. Every State has unclaimed property 
laws which declare money, property, and other assets to be abandoned after a 
period of inactivity, typically about three to five years. In many cases the issuers of 
gift cards start assessing fees after a certain period of time in order to prevent any 
unused funds to be claimed by the State as unclaimed property. This has caused 
controversy, and States are beginning to revise their laws to deal with such 
situations. 
 

6.3.2 The Federal level 
 
The Federal government does not regulate e-money issuers, or money transmitters, 
as such. However, different Federal agencies do deal with certain aspects that touch 
upon the products in question. The Federal Reserve Board has responsibility for 
issuing certain consumer protection regulations governing electronic payments; the 
Federal Reserve Board, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), and 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) are responsible for the safety and 
soundness of those financial institutions subject to their supervision. The Financial 
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) is the administrator of the Bank Secrecy Act 
(the primary U.S. anti-money laundering law) and in this regard is responsible for the 
issuance of relevant regulations, including those for money services businesses. 
FinCEN and the Internal Revenue Service oversee money services businesses for 
compliance with anti-money laundering requirements. With regard to counter-
terrorist financing, the most direct obligation for U.S. entities falls under the auspices 
of the Office of Foreign Assets Control, which is responsible for overseeing and 
enforcing U.S. sanctions (including designated terrorists). 
 
The U.S. Congress enacted the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA) in 1978 to 
provide a basic framework for establishing the rights, liabilities, and responsibilities 
of participants in electronic fund transfer systems. The primary, stated objective of 
EFTA was the protection of individual consumer rights. The Federal Reserve Board 
was directed to issue specific regulations to implement the statute (now known as 
“Regulation E”). Regulation E has several important requirements, one of which is 
the provision of limited consumer liability in the event of lost or stolen cards. In 1996, 
the Federal Reserve Board proposed to apply Regulation E to stored value cards. 
However, Congress acted to prohibit the application of Regulation E to stored value 
cards, and asked the Board to carry out a study on the likely impact of applying 
Regulation E to these products. The study noted the importance of financial and 
payment system innovation along with the risks of early or excessive regulation. As a 
result of this study, it was recommended that the requirements and burdens that 
would be imposed by applying Regulation E to stored value cards at that time (late 
1990s) would potentially be too costly or might thwart market development. As a 
consequence, the Board has taken a very cautious approach to extending 
Regulation E to anything beyond traditional debit cards. Nonetheless, the Board 
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recently proposed to apply Regulation E to one sub-category of stored value cards – 
payroll cards – since these can be longer term, relatively high-value products that in 
many ways operate very much like a consumer asset account as addressed by 
EFTA. According to the Federal Reserve Board, the proposed rule has been 
favourably received by industry and consumers alike. It is currently undergoing a 
final round of public notice and comment. 
 
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is an independent agency 
created by Congress in 1933 to supervise banks, insure deposits up to $100,000 
and help maintain a stable and sound banking system. A few years back, the issue 
was raised whether accounts with PayPal and similar schemes qualify as accounts 
under FDIC rules, which would mean that very specific requirements apply. It was 
decided that was not the case, since PayPal was said to only create a 
representational account of funds which are held in an actual bank account. 
Currently, the FDIC is evaluating whether stored value card funds should qualify as 
deposits that must be insured. The proposed rule would clarify that funds accessible 
through stored value cards or other non-traditional access devices may be 
considered insured deposits when they are placed in insured depository 
institutions.32 
 
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network’s (FinCEN) mission is to safeguard the 
financial system from the abuses of financial crime, including terrorist financing, 
money laundering, and other illicit activity. After the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and the 
adoption of the Patriot Act, it was decided to apply the Bank Secrecy Act to money 
service businesses. Most importantly, MSBs are required to (1) register with the 
Department of the Treasury; (2) prepare and maintain a list of its agents; and (3) 
report suspicious activity to FinCEN. Issuers, sellers, and redeemers of stored value 
are exempt from many of these requirements.33 
 
Thus, at the Federal level there is limited integration across Federal regulatory 
agencies with respect to “electronic money,”, and a reluctance to regulate abstract 
product categories, or, as one interviewee noted, “products that don’t exist.” Different 
agencies can step in when there is a perceived need to regulate specific aspects of 
specific kinds of products within the limits of what their respective statutes allow 
them to do. There is some concern among stored value issuers that no agency 
deals with the full picture; instead, each deals with the specific areas in which it is 
provided regulatory authority by statute. The definitions the different agencies 
manage (e.g. of stored value) often do not coincide, leading to what some perceive 
as a lack of coherence. Participants in a roundtable on stored value cards hosted by 
the Federal Reserve System’s Payments System Development Committee in 
November 2004 also cited “a lack of clear and consistent Federal or State legal and 
regulatory requirements for prepaid products”, and that “current regulations do not 
differentiate between types of prepaid products, which may have very different risk 
characteristics for the general public.”34 
 

                                            
32 The proposed rule, including supplementary information can be consulted at: 
http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2005/fil8305.html 
33 Details on the requirements and exemptions are available at: http://www.msb.gov/ 
34 Federal Reserve Board (2004): A Summary of the Roundtable Discussion on Stored-Value Cards 
and Other Prepaid Products. http://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/storedvalue/default.htm 
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6.4 Conclusions 

The U.S. market for what is termed “e-money” in Europe is characterised by the 
growing importance of stored value cards, especially (closed system) gift cards, and 
to a lesser extent, open system products such as prepaid debit cards, payroll cards, 
multi-purpose gift cards, etc.  The above-mentioned roundtable on stored value 
cards concluded that overall, “closed-system products have been in existence for 
several decades and have been relatively successful in meeting particular market 
needs. In contrast, open-system products are still developing, and some providers 
are struggling to establish viable business cases.”35 With the exception of some 
online payment schemes (in particular PayPal), other forms of e-money have not 
been issued or taken up to a significant extent to date. 
 
Stored value cards are beginning to emerge in some European countries (see 
section 5.2 of this report), and based on the U.S. experience, this trend can be 
expected to gain momentum in coming years. Authorities at the Member State and 
EU level may want to review whether they find the current legal framework for e-
money appropriate to regulate such products. With regards to gift cards, while 
closed system cards would in most cases fall outside the scope of the E-Money 
Directive, in the case of open system cards the Directive’s redeemability requirement 
is likely to be difficult to reconcile with the nature of such products. No obligation to 
redeem exists in the U.S., and the competent authorities currently have no concerns 
regarding the potential impact of e-money on monetary policy. 
 
In the U.S., the primary responsibility for regulating non-bank e-money issuers lies 
with the individual States. Unlike in the EU, there is no custom-made regulation for 
e-money; instead, such firms fall under the State laws governing money transmitters 
or money service businesses. There are considerable differences, and while some 
States have updated their laws to address innovative payment instruments, others 
have not. According to several interviewees representing industry as well as public 
authorities, the lack of a single, coherent regime has led to a certain degree of 
uncertainty, as well as higher compliance costs. 
 
In most States non-bank e-money issuers need to be licensed as a money 
transmitter / money service business, which implies subjection to the respective 
State regulation and supervision by the regulatory authority. Although the 
requirements vary from State to State, typically the approach is similar to that of the 
E-Money Directive: a set of licensing and approval requirements, a prudential 
supervisory regime, and limitations as to how funds received from customers can be 
invested. 
 
However, the U.S. regime is more “light-touch” with regard to the requirements in 
terms of the capitalisation of companies, which tend to be significantly lower. The 
predominant belief seems to be that while a high initial capital (or net worth) 
requirement prevents small businesses from entering the market, permissible 
investment rules, plus some kind of security device, are a much more effective way 
of safeguarding customers’ funds. There are also no ongoing own funds 
requirements in U.S. money transmitter laws. 
                                            
35 Federal Reserve Board (2004): A Summary of the Roundtable Discussion on Stored-Value Cards 
and Other Prepaid Products. http://www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems/storedvalue/default.htm 
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On the other hand, the EU legal framework is lighter in at least two ways. First, the 
waiver regime allows national regulators to exempt small e-money issuers from any 
or all of the requirements of the E-Money Directive. Secondly, unlike with the 
passporting regime of the Directive, in the U.S. there is no mutual recognition of 
licenses, so that issuers need to acquire a separate license in each State in which 
they are active and which requires a license. 
 
At the Federal level in the U.S., regulators have been slow to impose additional 
regulations on non-bank e-money issuers. However, the recent growth of stored 
value cards has caused certain Federal agencies to re-examine the absence of 
specific Federal regulation of these emerging payment methods, especially in the 
area of consumer protection. The emphasis on money laundering and terrorist 
financing after 9/11 has also meant that many requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act 
now apply to money service businesses, although stored value issuers are still 
exempt. 
 
Summing up, the perception of some commentators that the U.S. approach to e-
money is “refreshingly simple” because it is an approach “not to regulate at all”36 is 
clearly false, possibly as a consequence of the author focusing only on the Federal 
level, and overlooking the State level. The absence of specific “e-money” legislation 
does not mean that such products are not regulated. In fact, in practice the 
approaches to regulation in the EU and the U.S. are quite similar. In the words of 
one interviewee, “while the EU devised a new legal framework for e-money, the U.S. 
followed a more bottom-up approach, i.e. it used existing legislation and amended it. 
Using quite different paths, both came out in a similar place. Now, in both 
jurisdictions it is a question of fine-tuning the regime.” Some of the problems that 
need to be addressed are also similar – clarity as to the classification and 
categorisation of products, coherence among (Member) States, and the right 
balance between ensuring consumer protection and soundness and stability on the 
one hand, and encouraging innovation on the other. In this respect, the U.S. may be 
leaning a bit more towards the latter than the EU. 
 
 
 
 

                                            
36 Kohlbach (2004) 
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APPENDIX 2: MAPPING TOOL INCL. EVALUATION QUESTIONS  

 
(A) OBJECTIVES ANALYSIS 

High Level Policy – Directive – Others 
 

 
 
 

(B) EVALUATION 
QUESTIONS  

Scope 
Preliminary 
Judgement 

Criteria  
Sources of verification 

B.1) 
State of the E-Money 
Market in EU 25 
 

Descriptive and 
Evaluative 
Analysis:  
 
Evaluation Sub-
Questions 

Criteria  
 

Desk Research 
 
EC Questionnaire 
 
Interview Programme 
 
Telephone interviews 
 

B.2) 
Impact of National 
Rules implementing 
E-Money 
 

Evaluative 
Analysis:  
 
Evaluation Sub-
Questions 
 

Criteria  

Desk Research 
 
EC Questionnaire 
 
Interview Programme 
 
Telephone interviews 
 

B.3) 
Achievement of 
Directive Objectives 
 
 
 

Evaluative 
Analysis:  
 
Evaluation Sub-
Questions 
 

Criteria 

Desk Research 
 
EC Questionnaire 
 
Interview Programme 
 
Telephone interviews 
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(A) Objectives: Policy and Directive level  
  
  
High-level Policy Objectives  
  

• Secure ever greater European market integration  and 
to seek the removal of obstacles to the free movement of 
goods, services and capital and to the freedom of 
establishment.  

Title III, TEC 
Mission of DG Market 

• Design and deliver policies of economic reform  that 
make the Union’s economy dynamic and competitive.  

Responsibility of DG Market 

• Establish the legal framework  for the integration of the 
Union’s capital markets and the creation of a single 
market for financial services.  

Responsibility of DG Market 

• Improve the single market for financial services , in 
particular examining the effectiveness of implementation 
of current legislation and identifying weaknesses which 
may require amending legislation.  

 

European Council at Cardiff, 
15-16 June 1998, Presidency 
conclusions, Art. 17 

  
Overall Objective of EU E-Money Regulation  
  

• Create a single market for electronic money products  
in the European Union. 

 

  
  
Directive Objectives  
  

• Create legal certainty , encourage new market entrants, 
encourage  competition , and contribute generally to the 
development of electronic commerce. 

Explanatory Memorandum 

• Assist electronic money in delivering its full potential  and 
avoid hampering technological innovation. 

Explanatory Memorandum 
Directive 2000/46/EC, recital 5 

• Preserve a level playing field  between ELMIs and other 
credit institutions issuing e-money, and, thus, to ensure 
fair competition  among a wider range of institutions to 
the benefit of the bearers. 

Explanatory Memorandum 
Directive 2000/46/EC, recital 12 

• Ensure the stability and soundness of issuers , thereby 
safeguarding customers’ interests. 

Explanatory Memorandum 
Directive 2000/46/EC, recital 13 

• Facilitate access by ELMIs from one Member State into 
another Member State , contributing to the free 
movement of capital and to the freedom of cross-border 
services. 

 

Explanatory Memorandum 
Directive 2000/46/EC, recital 4 
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B.1) 
To provide objective and independent evidence of th e state of the E-Money Market in EU 25 
 
Evaluation Question / Scope Preliminary Judgement Criteria Sources of Verification 

What was the state of the 
market pre the EMD? 

Original players in the E-money market, 
baseline situation 

How has the market evolved 
and developed prior to and 
post the adoption of the EMD? 

Evolution of the number and type of issuers, 
and the outstanding e-money in circulation 

Number and type of issuers  What is the current size of the 
e-money market in the EU-25? Outstanding E-Money in circulation (by type 

of issuer) 
Number and type of issuers in other 
countries 
Outstanding E-Money in circulation in other 
countries 

How does the European market 
measure up with other 
countries and regions of the 
world (US and/or Canada, 
Japan, Singapore)? Notable other differences in the market 

structure 

Number of licensed EMLIs What use has been made of 
the new instruments provided 
by the EMD? Number of waivers granted 

Number of ELMIs doing cross-border 
business 

Number of traditional credit institutions doing 
cross-border e-money business 

D
es

cr
ip

tiv
e 

What is the cross-border 
dimension of the market? 

Total value of cross-border e-money 
business 

Desk research 
 
Interview programme 

What business models are 
involved in e-money issuance? 

Enumeration of business models found 

How do different experts and 
stakeholders view the state of 
the market? 

Opinions on the current state, evolution, and 
supposed failure of the market to develop up 
to its full potential. 

Which are the factors that are 
said to hinder the further 
development of the market? 

Opinions on obstacles for market 
development 

E
va

lu
at

iv
e 

What potential developments 
are foreseeable for the future of 
the e-money market in Europe? 

Opinions on potential future development 
trends 

Desk research 
 
Interview programme 
 
EC Question-naire 
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B.2) 
To evaluate the impact of national rules implementing the E-Money Directive 
 
Evaluation Question / Scope Preliminary Judgement Criteria Sources of Verification 

Date and process of transposition into 
national law 
Different definitions of e-money 
Different definitions of ELMI / of issuing e-
money 
Differences in initial capital and ongoing own 
funds requirements 
Different verification requirements 
Different waiver regimes 
Different approaches to determining 
applicability to different operators 
Rules on money laundering 
Rules on reserve requirements 

To what extent has the EMD been 
implemented in a similar manner 
across the EU Member States? 

Other legislative differences 
Number of e-money licenses granted in each 
country 
Procedure and hurdles for applying for ELMI 
status 
Number and types of waivers granted in 
each country 
Procedure and hurdles for applying for a 
waiver 
Supervisory approaches 

How have the provisions of the 
EMD been applied in practice in the 
different EU Member States? 

Other administrative issues 
Extent to which rules have 
encouraged/discouraged new market 
entrants 
Extent to which consumer protection is 
guaranteed 
Extent to which consumer confidence has 
increased 
Extent to which players perceive the 
competition between different types of 
issuers to be fair 
Extent to which e-money issuance takes 
place without either a license or a waiver 
Extent to which the rules have led to 
potential uncertainties in application and 
implementation 

What impact have national rules 
had on the development of the e-
money market? 

Other practical experiences of e-money 
issuers  

Desk research 
 
Interview programme 
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B.3) 
To test to what extent the Directive’s original objectives have been met 
 
 
Evaluation Question / Scope Preliminary Judgement Criteria Sources of Verification 

Opinions on whether the EMD has 
succeeded in eliminating legal uncertainty 
Opinions on the clarity, or lack thereof, of the 
definitions in the EMD 
Opinions on the implementation by MS and 
its impact on legal certainty 
Experience of other countries with other 
types of frameworks 

Has the EMD created legal 
certainty, and thereby, encouraged 
competition and new market 
entrants? 

Extent to which the legal framework has had 
an impact on the development of the market 
Extent to which the EMD is seen by 
stakeholders as having assisted the 
development of e-money in the context of e-
commerce 
Extent to which the EMD is seen by 
stakeholders as having hampered 
technological innovation 
Reported incidences of e-money business 
ideas not having been executed due to 
technological rules 

Has the EMD assisted e-money to 
deliver its full potential benefits, and 
has it avoided hampering 
technological innovation? Has it 
remained technologically neutral? 

Extent to which legal framework is 
considered technology-neutral 
Degree of satisfaction with the regulatory 
framework regarding its impact on 
competition between ELMIs and banks 
Degree of satisfaction with the regulatory 
framework regarding its impact on 
competition between ELMIs and other 
issuers 
Opinions on the impact of implementation by 
the MS on the creation of a level playing field 

Has the EMD created a level 
playing-field between ELMIs and 
other credit institutions? Is 
competition fair? Has the EMD 
encouraged new market entrants? 

Reported incidences of uncertainty, including 
the question of the EMD’s applicability to 
mobile operators 
Degree of satisfaction with the regulatory 
framework for ELMIs  regarding its impact on 
stability and soundness of issuers  

Reported incidences of instability or lack of 
soundness of issuers 
Effectiveness of regulatory framework for 
ELMIs in ensuring business and consumer 
confidence 

Has the regulatory framework 
ensured stability and soundness of 
issuers? Has it increased business 
and consumer confidence in e-
money products? 

Reported incidences of lack of business or 
consumer confidence, or of consumer 
detriment because of insufficient protection 
Evidence of cross-border activities of ELMIs 
Evidence where EMD has impeded cross-
border activities of ELMIs 
Extent to which passporting is considered 
the best mechanism to facilitate access for 
ELMIs to other markets 

Has the EMD facilitated access by 
ELMIs from one Member State into 
another Member State? 

Extent to which the EMD is seen by 
stakeholders as facilitating access by ELMIs 
to other MS 

Desk research 
 
Interview programme 
 
EC Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX 3: STRATEGIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

 
The strategic options framework has been used to help translate the methodology 
into sequential stages around which the work plan has been formulated. This tool 
incorporates analysis of the objectives (Stage 1), SWOT analysis (Stage 2), the 
evaluation of different strategic options (Stage 3) and final reporting (Stage 4). 
 
 

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 
 

          
 
 
 

        

   

Stage 2a. Internal S&W 
analysis: Potential 
(conceptual and 
practical) strengths and 
weaknesses of the e-
Money Directive: 
• Coherence 
• Consistency 
• Ownership 
• Changes to the 

original EC 
proposal 

• First impressions 
by stakeholders  

      

          
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Stage 1. Analysis of e-
Money objectives: 
• Background 
• Assumptions 
• Commission 

policy/strategy 
• EMD objectives 
• How are 

objectives 
supported? 

• Desired impacts 

  

 
Stage 1 and initial Stage 
2a analysis will lead to  
1st  interim report.  
 
   
 
Stages 2a and 2b 
together make up the 
SWOT analysis and 
2nd interim report 
(progress report) 

  

Stage 3. Analysis of 
strategic options: 
• Effectiveness 
• The strategic gaps 
• Potential impacts 
• European AV 
• Stakeholder benefits  

Stage 4. Conclusions: 
• Key Findings and 

conclusions 
addressing key 
evaluation 
questions 

• Final report 

             
       
 
 
 

  
Stage 2b. External OT 
analysis: Opportunities 
and threats (challenges)  
• State of the 

market 
• Market futures 
• E-Money business 

models 
• E-Money 

technologies 
• Impact of national 

rules 
(implementation) 

• Stakeholders 
viewpoints 

• Member States 
Consultation 
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APPENDIX 4: COUNTRY SUMMARY TABLES 

 

Country Summary - Austria 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 2 April 2002. 
 
Normal consultation process, industry represented mostly by the Austrian Federal 
Economic Chamber. 

Definition of e-money Essentially the same as in EMD. 
Differences: 
- issued on receipt of funds of "small" amounts; 
- criterion (ii) of EMD rewritten: "The exchange price may not be less than the amount 
of e-money issued." 
 
E-money is explicitly not considered as a deposit. 

Purse limit Austria adopted a purse limit of € 2,000 per customer. 

Definition of ELMI "Anyone who is entitled to issue e-money." 
ELMIs are banks that have a banking license only for issuing e-money. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Four times a year. 
ELMIs have to submit quarterly returns documenting compliance with the own funds 
and investment requirements. 

Waivers Austria has not implemented the waiver. 

Applicability Austria reports no problems with applicability. 
All mobile network operators have a banking license anyway, so they are supervised. 

Ancillary issues The same anti-money laundering rules apply as to banks. 
In practice, it may be difficult to enforce the customer identification requirements in the 
case of anonymous schemes. 
 
The same reserve requirements apply as to banks. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None (no waiver regime) 

Credit institutions  371 credit institutions (practically the totality) have a license to issue e-money. 
Products issued by (or with) banks include: 
Quick (e-purse, issued in conjunction with Maestro debit cards or separately), 
paysafecard (for internet shopping) 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Belgium 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Transposed through a law adopted 25 February 2003. 
Entered into force early March 2003. 
 
The draft law was submitted for comments to Submitted to the Belgian association 
of credit institutions, which did not show much interest. 

Definition of e-money Re criterion (ii): That e-money is "issued on receipt of funds of an amount not less 
in value than the monetary value issued" is considered an obligation applying to 
ELMIs, rather than a condition of qualification as e-money. 
 
Re criterion (iii): For reasons of clarity and coherence, the Belgian law stipulates 
that e-money is accepted as an instrument of payment, rather than means of 
payment. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit taking. 
However, e-money is covered by the deposit guarantee scheme (for consumer 
protection purposes, to increase trust in e-money). E-money is assimilated to a 
deposit only for the purposes of the guarantee scheme. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are a subcategory of credit institutions – but not all rules apply; there is a 
chapter specific to ELMIs in the banking law, which addresses specificities. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Belgium has implemented the waiver with exactly the same criteria as in the EMD. 
The waiver requires a formal application to the Commission Bancaire et 
Financière. This Commission decides which provisions are waived on a case-by-
case basis, respecting the principle of proportionality and equal treatment for 
similar schemes. 

Applicability The Belgian authorities take a teleological approach to the issue of the EMD's 
applicability to MNOs, and have interpreted that even in schemes where there is 
allegedly no direct relationship between customer and a 3rd party goods or 
service provider, such products would have to be classified as e-money. 
Therefore, if such scheme were developed, would be considered ELMI, or operate 
under a waiver (if applicable). 
 
Regulators expect clarification, as they don’t feel entirely comfortable with the 
current situation, recognising that their position is rather strict and may not be 
proportionate to the risks. But they feel they have no alternative but to apply the 
law. 

Ancillary issues Belgium has specific rules anti-money laundering rules for electronic money: 
Issuers are exempt from the obligation to identify their customers if the maximum 
storage capacity of the device is limited to € 150. Issuers do have to identify 
customers when these ask for redemption of e-money, or if there is suspicion of 
money laundering. 
 
ELMIs would probably not be subject to reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 
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Country Summary – Belgium 
Credit institutions  One large multi-bank scheme (Proton) 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

Following a request from an issuer of service vouchers, the Belgian authorities 
considered that electronic service vouchers do not classify as e-money. 
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Country Summary – Cyprus 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 16 April 2004. 
 
There was no consultation process. 

Definition of e-money The definition is exactly the same as that in the EMD. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI There are 3 categories of institutions: Banks, other comparable institutions, and 
ELMIs. 
 
ELMIs are not banks – they are similar but subject to different requirements. ELMIs 
are a different category, not a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Yes. 
Same criteria as in EMD. 

Applicability The issue of applicability to MNOs has not yet been discussed in Cyprus. 

Ancillary issues Same money laundering and reserve requirement rules apply as to banks. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

None 
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Country Summary – Czech Republic 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

EMD was transposed into national law and entered into force on 1st January 2003. 
 
The Czech National Bank did undertake a consultation with Czech banks at that time 
the EMD entered into force. However, the CNB was not aware of any other 
industry/business that the Directive would apply to at that time. 

Definition of e-money Same as in EMD. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are considered a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Yes. 
Same criteria as in EMD. 
 
The waiver requires a formal application to the CNB. At the beginning the process was 
deemed quite burdensome, particularly in terms of the administration involved. The 
CNB now has the process in place and it is more straightforward for businesses to 
apply for a “Waiver”. 
 
All provisions of the EMD are waived. The only obligation of waived institutions is to 
report to the CNB twice a year (number of accounts/cards, outstanding e-money in 
circulation). 

Applicability Mobile operators in CZ so far have avoided EMD. The CNB has deemed the services 
that they presently provide are out of the EMD scope. The business models do not 
fulfil the EMD criteria. 

Ancillary issues ELMIs in the CZ would be subject to Anti-Money Laundering rules that are less strict 
than those applicable to banks. 
For example; there is no ID requirement for e-money or prepaid cards (i.e. they can be 
anonymous) for ELMIs or “Waived Institutions”. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  There are currently 24 waived institutions (22 Public Transport Providers, 1 Internet 
Payment Scheme (CP Books), 1 Employee Benefits Company (Benefits Management 
S.R.O.)). 
4 businesses (all of them Public Transport Providers) are in the process of becoming 
waived institutions. 
The first waived Institution was registered on 31.12.2003 and the last one on 
30.6.2005. 
The total amount of e-money issued during this period amounted to CZK 
134,945,166.36 (approx. € 4.65 million). 
The total number of e-money instruments (cards and accounts) over the same period 
amounted to: 72,015. 

Credit institutions  The Czech bank (CSOB) merged with the Post Office and they offer a payment card 
called “Maxcarta”. The card enables consumer to pay for goods and services at the 
Post Office – it is really only used as e-money when buying postal goods and services. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

None 
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Country Summary – Denmark 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Adopted June 2001, entered into force July 2001. 
There was already legislation on e-money before the EMD. 
 
The normal consultation procedure with industry was undertaken. 
The consultation focused on banks, other players didn’t pay much attention. 

Definition of e-money The definition is essentially the same as that in the EMD. 
Criterion (ii) was changed; the Danish legislation states that "Electronic money may 
not be issued at a premium". 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit-taking as long as the maximum purse 
limit of € 300 is adhered to. 

Purse limit Denmark added a purse limit of € 300. This was done to ensure consumer protection, 
and for competition issues (the financial sector wanted such a limit; PBS Danmønt 
was in place before the EMD was transposed, and had a similar limit in place). 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are considered a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Threshold for redemption lowered to DKK 25, equivalent to approx. € 3.35.  

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (must submit accounts to the Danish FSA twice a year). 
Said to be a very light reporting requirement. 

Waivers The Danish waiver regime was recently changed (new rules in force since 1 January 
2005). 
Previously, the limits were € 150,000 float, and € 75 maximum storage. 
Partly as a result of discussions with mobile operators, it was decided to change the 
waiver system. 
The purse limit and the float size limit were increased to € 150 and € 5m / 6m 
respectively. Thus the general waiver criteria are now exactly the same as those 
stipulated in the EMD. 
In addition, a specific clause (“Lex mobile phone operators”) was added that allows for 
an ex-post assessment of which part of the float is considered as e-money: it specifies 
that this is calculated as a weighted average to take into account what part of the 
prepaid amount is actually spent on 3rd party services. 
 
The waiver is granted automatically. Firms operating under a waiver have to submit 
annual statements detailing their activities, including their total financial liabilities in 
respect of outstanding electronic amounts, to the Danish FSA. 

Applicability The Danish authorities have developed guidelines as to when a mobile operator is 
considered to be issuing e-money (depends on the exact business model). 
Currently the authorities are in the process of collecting information with each MNO; 
this process is not being sped up, because even if found to be issuing e-money, 
MNOs would probably fall under the waiver criteria anyway (see above). 

Ancillary issues Money laundering: In principle, the same rules as for banks apply. 
However, there are some difficulties (e.g. PBS Danmønt e-purses are anonymous). 
In practice, the Danish authorities take a more pragmatic approach, as it is concerned 
that strict rules could kill the industry. 
Once the 3rd Money Laundering Directive comes into force, e-money up to a certain 
amount will be exempt from anti-money laundering rules. 
 
ELMIS are not subject to reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs There have been 2 licenses granted: 
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Country Summary – Denmark 
One was withdrawn (CoinClick (server-based system): went out of business in 2004), 
the other one is being wound down (PBS Danmønt: formally still have license, but not 
operating anymore. Cards accepted only until end 2005). 

Waived institutions  At least 3 (example: ewire) 

Credit institutions  PBS Danmønt is owned indirectly by banks. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Estonia 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The Estonian Parliament adopted the act transposing the EMD in October. 
It will enter into force 1 January 2006. 
 
Industry (including banks and MNOs) was consulted, although it didn't show much 
interest. 

Definition of e-money The definition is almost the same as in the EMD. 
Criterion (iii) was made more specific: e-money shall be accepted by at least one 
undertaking besides the issuer, which must have a direct debtor/creditor relationship 
with the customer. The main purpose of this was to clarify the concept (in particular 
with a view to MNOs). 
 
E-money is not considered deposit taking, there are no guarantee schemes. 

Purse limit Estonia implemented a maximum purse limit of € 300 (for consumer protection 
purposes). 

Definition of ELMI The definition is almost the same. 
ELMIs are not defined as a subcategory of credit institution, but many rules applicable 
to banks also apply to ELMIs. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

The Central Bank is currently drafting detailed rules regarding the reporting 
requirements of ELMIs. 

Waivers Estonia has implemented the waiver. Only the criteria in EMD article 8(1) b and c are 
applicable (no waivers based on float size limits). 
 
The waiver does not extend to reporting requirements, money laundering rules, and 
some other rules concerning conduct of business and management structure. 
 
The waiver is not granted automatically. A formal application to the Estonian FSA is 
required. 

Applicability Estonia has investigated the issue and found that the prepaid products currently 
offered by MNOs do not constitute e-money, because there is no direct debtor/creditor 
relationship between the customer and the 3rd party. 
 
The situation is not entirely clear; the definitions could be clearer. 

Ancillary issues The same anti-money laundering rules apply to ELMIs as to banks. 
 
The Estonian law explicitly stipulates that ELMIs are not subject to reserve 
requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None (EMD not yet implemented) 

Waived institutions  None (EMD not yet implemented) 

Credit institutions  Market research undertaken during the drafting of the transposing Act did not identify 
any e-money schemes in Estonia. 
No banks are issuing e-money. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Finland 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

End January 2003.  
Was implemented a little late because it was part of a larger reform of the Finnish 
Credit Institution Act. 
 
The normal stakeholder consultation foreseen in Finland was undertaken.  

Definition of e-money The definition was largely unchanged: "Monetary value stored on an electronic device 
and issued against equal amounts of money paid to the issuer and which one or more 
companies have undertaken to accept as means of payment." 
The Finnish legislation specifies "funds repayable on demand are received from the 
public and paid into an account where the funds may be used to pay for goods and 
services being sold by one or more companies, and withdrawn in the form of cash 
(customer account)" also constitute e-money. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit-taking, and funds received do not fall 
under deposit guarantee schemes. 
E-money is categorised as “Other repayable funds”. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs fall under the category of “payments institution”; they are considered a 
subcategory of credit institutions (but subject to a lighter regulation). 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers The criteria are the same as in the EMD with the exception of criterion a (the € 5m / 
6m maximum float size), which Finland did not adopt. 
This means that the waiver only applies to schemes that issue e-money (with a purse 
limit of € 150)  
• In a restricted geographical area (universities, shopping malls, airports etc.)  
• Inside the group of undertakings with a close business relations (such as 
consolidated companies, franchising groups etc)  
 
Companies only need to give a notification that they intend to operate under a waiver. 
There is no formal application process. 
Waived institutions are supervised to a certain extent, as they have to notify if there 
are changes to their business model / volume. They have to report to the Finnish FSA 
on a regular basis. 

Applicability Mobile operators have not officially been exempted, but the situation is very unclear. 
The Finnish FSA has followed the EC’s line, and will wait for further European 
guidance. 
At the moment, in terms of their e-money issuance within prepaid schemes, MNOs 
operate unsupervised. 

Ancillary issues Money laundering: ELMIs would be subject to the same regime as banks, i.e. they 
have to verify the identity of their customers. 
Waived institutions must comply with money laundering provisions when they provide 
customer accounts. It could be possible, however, for waived institutions to sell 
anonymous prepaid cards.   
 
Minimum reserve requirement are applied to ELMIs.  

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 
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Country Summary – Finland 
 
There was one e-purse scheme (Automatia) that applied for a license. It went through 
the application procedure, but was not granted a license because it announced it was 
going to close down anyway. 

Waived institutions  None 
 
There have been a few notifications, but the Finnish FSA has interpreted that none of 
these schemes fulfilled the criteria of e-money, and so there was no need for them to 
be granted a waiver. Examples include a big student card scheme at Helsinki 
University (more than 20,000 users), a scheme operated by the Helsinki Transport 
Company, and Municipal Service Cards.  

Credit institutions  There are banks that do e-money issuance: Nordea has a mobile payments solution, 
and some Finnish co-operative banks (OKO Bank) offer digital cash schemes for 
micropayments on the internet. But neither are widely used. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – France 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Law transposing the EMD adopted 21st November 2002. 
Entered into force 1st Feb 2003. 
 
During the years 1997-2000, the BdF had a specific informal structure in place to 
exchange information on e-money with industry players. 
At the time of adoption of the regulation, the banking and financial regulatory 
committee was consulted. 

Definition of e-money The definition is essentially the same as in the EMD, but criterion (ii) was rewritten ("e-
money can not be issued to an amount higher than that of the funds received in 
return") for the sake of clarification. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit taking. Nonetheless, funds received in 
exchange for e-money are covered by a deposit guarantee scheme. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are considered a subcategory of credit institutions. 
The regulatory framework for credit institutions (internal control procedures etc.) 
applies. 

Capital requirements In principle, ELMIs have to raise € 2.2 million of initial capital. 
However if the total liabilities do not exceed € 5 million, the requirement is lowered to € 
1 million (also see section on waivers). 
 
Ongoing own funds requirements are the same as in the EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers The French waiver regime consists of two different sets of rules: 
- Waivers in accordance with EMD articles 8(1) b and c: For limited schemes that 
comply with these criteria, all provisions of the EMD can be waived. 
- Waivers in accordance with EMD article 8(1) a: This was not fully and strcitly 
implemented in France. Instead, there is a kind of "hybrid waiver": Schemes whose 
financial liabilities normally do not exceed € 5 / € 6 million do need a license as an 
ELMI, but may be partly exempted from some prudential requirements. Also, the initial 
capital requirement is lower (€ 1 million rather than € 2.2 million). 
 
In any case, ELMIs have to comply with anti-money laundering rules. 
 
Waivers are not granted automatically, but require a formal application and a case-by-
case assessment of whether the scheme in question fulfils the criteria. 

Applicability There is currently no clarity from legal point of view with regard to MNOs and other 
hybrid issuers. 
The French authorities decided not to apply the provisions of the EMD to these until 
the end of the review of the EMD. 

Ancillary issues Anti-money-laundering: general framework applies to ELMIs. Also some specific rules 
for these ELMIs. Will be revised with transposition of new AML Directive. 
In France, anonymous pre-paid cards, as well as any other e-money devices, are 
subject to 30 euros per transaction and 150 euros for the capacity of the device.  It 
may be noted that the limit per transaction is national, whereas the limit per device is 
the same as in the last anti-money laundering directive. These levels shall be 
reviewed to meet the requirements of the 3rd AML Directive. Very strong rules-causes 
many handlings-to stop fraud. 2 yrs traceability on account. 

E-money issuers 
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Country Summary – France 
ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  One multi-bank scheme (Moneo) 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

Several French companies (including Accor) currently issuing paper vouchers for 
meals and other services have shown interest in switching to electronic vouchers. 
However, while e-vouchers are already being issued in Asia and South America, the 
EMD and its implementation have prevented it from making the switch in Europe. 
National regulators have reportedly expressed divergent views as to whether or not 
electronic vouchers would be considered e-money. 
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Country Summary – Germany 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

EMD was transposed and entered into force in Germany on 1 July 2002. 
There was no consultation. 

Definition of e-money The definition was taken directly and almost literally from the EMD. However, the 
words "of an amount not less in value than the monetary value issued" from criterion 
(ii) from the EMD were excluded. 
The definition reads: 
Electronic money means units of value in the form of a claim against the issuing office 
which: 
  1. are stored on electronic data carriers 
  2. are issued in exchange for the acceptance of a sum of money and 
  3. are accepted as a means of payment by third parties without being legal tender. 
 
Although the notion of deposit taking is very broad in Germany, and e-money issuance 
might therefore qualify as deposit taking, it is not considered as such, and it is not 
covered by a deposit guarantee scheme. Paying interest on funds received in 
exchange for e-money is explicitly prohibited. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI ELMIs are treated as a sub-category of credit institutions. They are subject to the 
same requirements as banks, except where the EMD stipulates otherwise (e.g. initial 
capital requirements). For example, just like traditional credit institutions, ELMIs have 
to have two managing directors with previous experience in leading a bank. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 
Narrow interpretation of the prohibition to grant credit with regard to delays in the 
settlement of payment of funds exchanged for e-money. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

As ELMIs have to comply with the same requirements as banks in this respect, they 
have to submit monthly reports to the Bundesbank. 

Waivers The conditions for applying for a waiver is kept general in the German legislation: "If 
the institution does not require supervision“. In practice, in order to determine whether 
“an institution requires supervision”, the criteria of article 8 of the EMD are applied. In 
theory there is no difference; however, as the criteria are not explicitly mentioned in 
the national legislation, the system may be less transparent for potential applicants.  
The process involves a formal application, which has to be accompanied by a number 
of documents. The processing of the applications is relatively fast, but it takes time to 
assemble all the necessary documents.  
Waived institutions are also subject to a certain degree of supervision "light“: There 
are certain organisational requirements (e.g. one managing director with banking 
experience), and they have to submit annual accounts to the Bundesbank (although 
no audit is required). In principle they are also subject to anti-money laundering rules 
and reserve requirements. 

Applicability BaFin’s approach is currently to supervise mobile operators “inofficially”: these report 
their results and business activities to BaFin on a voluntary basis. This is a provisional 
solution that allows BaFin not to apply the EMD for the time being, but it sees no 
leeway for officially exempting mobile operators. BaFin feels the situation must be 
clarified urgently. 

Ancillary issues In principle, ELMIs are subject to the same rules regarding money laundering as 
banks. Thus ELMIs are required to ascertain the identity of their customers, as are 
institutions operating under a waiver. However, ELMIs and waived institutions can 
apply for an exemption from the money laundering rules. Several have applied, but no 
exemption seems to have been granted to date. 
 
In practice, the only German ELMI does not need to verify the identity of its customers 
as long as certain limits are respected (€ 30 per transaction, € 150 total storage).  
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Country Summary – Germany 
 
ELMIs and waived institutions are in principle subject to the same reserve 
requirements as credit institutions, although in practice they are exempt due to the low 
volumes of business. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs One (NCS mobile payment Bank GmbH - mobile phone based payment scheme). 
 
One application is currently in progress. 
Another was withdrawn because the institution wanted to grant credit in addition to 
issuing e-money, and was unwilling to set up separate entities. 

Waived institutions  Four 
A few more are in the pipeline. 
 
All waived schemes are card-based e-money products, used within a confined area 
(such as a sports stadium) or by a chain of stores that operate under a franchise 
system. 

Credit institutions  The following e-money-schemes are provided under a full banking licence: 
- “Geldkarte” is a prepaid electronic purse operated by the Central Credit Committee 
(Zentraler Kreditaussschuss).  
- Paysafecard is a prepaid payments service run by paysafecard.com Wertkarten AG 
in cooperation with the Commerzbank AG, which is also a shareholder of the 
company. 
- T-Pay/MicroMoney is a prepaid online payment service provided by the Postbank AG 
in cooperation with the Deutsche Telekom. 
- American Express Bank GmbH issues electronic travellers' cheques. 
An initiative of the Deutsche Bank in cooperation with DigiCash was discontinued in 
mid-2001. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Greece 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 5 June 2003. 

Definition of e-money Only change: Criterion (ii) was rewritten and made into a substantive restriction: 
"Electronic money issued on receipt of funds shall not have a monetary value higher 
than the value of the funds received." 
 
The Greek law clarifies that the funds received by an ELMI shall be immediately 
exchanged for electronic money, and that the receipt of funds in that manner does not 
constitute a deposit or other repayable funds. 

Purse limit Greece introduced a purse limit: The maximum storage amount per electronic storage 
device may not exceed € 300. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are a subcategory of credit institutions. 
ELMIs may be established and operate only in the form of a public limited liability 
company. 

Capital requirements The initial capital requirement was increased to € 3 million. This initial capital must be 
deposited in cash at the Bank of Greece.  
The rationale for this was to create a level playing field, since banks in Greece are 
also subject to higher initial capital requirements than specified in the Banking 
Directive (€ 18 million as opposed to € 5 million). 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers The waiver was implemented following the criteria of the EMD. 
However, the float limit for waivers pursuant to criterion (a) were lowered to € 3-4 
million, and an additional float limit of € 8 million was established for schemes that fall 
under waiver criteria (b) or (c). 
To be granted a waiver, an institution has to formally apply to the Bank of Greece, 
which may waive the application of "provisions" (not specified which) of the law. 
Waived institutions have to submit a report on their activities to the Bank of Greece at 
least once a year. 

Applicability The Bank of Greece is considering the mobile operators issue, but to date has no 
specific policy in place. 
It is not convinced that these should fall under the e-money regime. 

Ancillary issues No information could be retrieved regarding the application of anti-money laundering 
rules and reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Hungary 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 1 May 2005 

Definition of e-money Only change to the definition: Did not implement criterion (ii) re "issued on receipt of 
funds of an amount not less…" 
 
The validity of e-money is a minimum 5 years. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 

Capital requirements The required initial capital is € 1.2 million. 
Ongoing own funds requirements same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Generally the same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are also allowed to undertake financial services brokerage. 

Redeemability The minimum threshold for redemption was lowered to € 2. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Hungary has not implemented the waiver to date, but is considering doing so in the 
near future. 

Applicability  

Ancillary issues No information could be retrieved regarding the application of anti-money laundering 
rules and reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None (no waiver regime) 

Credit institutions  Banks do not issue electronic money. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

There are phenomena resembling e-money (e.g. parking companies where the 
service is settled through debiting a prepaid account held by another (parking) 
company or mobile-SMS prepaid accounts held by telcos supporting purchase of 
items over the internet). However, in every case the legal background reveals not a 
prepaid but a postpaid situation or/and a reselling solution). 
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Country Summary – Ireland 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 29th May 2002. 
There was no formal consultation process, but informal talks with industry. 

Definition of e-money The definition of e-money is exactly the same as in the EMD. 
 
An additional provision prohibits issuing e-money at a discount: "An ELMI shall not 
issue e-money if it receives funds that have a value that is less than the value of the e-
money". 

Purse limit The maximum storage capacity of each electronic device shall not exceed € 5,000. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
 
ELMIs are a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers The waiver criteria are the same as those of the EMD. 
For criterion (c) of the EMD, the Irish legislation stipulates "not more than 100 
undertakings" instead of "a limited number of undertakings". 
For waivers granted pursuant to criteria (b) and (c) of the EMD, the amount of e-
money issued or to be issued must not exceed € 10 million.  
 
Companies are required to put an in application and a business plan explaining the 
scheme envisioned (including aspects such as card based or server based, do they 
intend to passport etc.). Applications are assessed on case by case basis. 
Which provisions are waived, and what conditions attached to the waiver, is up to the 
discretion of the Central Bank. 

Applicability The Financial Regulator is waiting to see how the revision of the Directive would affect 
the issue of the Directive’s applicability to mobile network operators and other “hybrid” 
issuers. 

Ancillary issues ELMIs are subject to the same money laundering rules as banks.  They must comply 
with the provisions of the Criminal Justice Act, 1995 and the Guidance Note on anti-
money laundering procedures. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 
 
Several applications are likely forthcoming: Definitely one application by a public 
transport entity (RPA), approx. three by others. 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Italy 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

“Legge n° 39 del 1 marzo 2002 Supplemento ordinario  alla GURI” was adopted and 
entered into force in March 2002. 
The secondary regulation, drafted by the Banca d’Italia, was adopted on 26th March 
2004. For the purpose of drafting this regulation, the Banca d’Italia consulted market 
operators (such as supervised financial companies issuing debit and credit cards). 

Definition of e-money The definition is the same as in the EMD. 
The issuance of e-money is not considered deposit taking and consequently, does not 
fall under a deposit guarantee scheme. 

Purse limit No general limit, but limit for anonymous instruments (see ancillary issues below). 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
ELMIs are subject to the rules applicable to banks other than those specifically 
provided for ELMIs in the EMD. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD.  
The minimum threshold for redemption was lowered to € 5. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs have to report to the Banca d’Italia  on a quarterly basis. 

Waivers The waiver criteria are exactly the same as those stipulated in the EMD. 
A formal application is necessary. 
ELMIs operating under a waiver are subject to certain “lighter” rules: the required initial 
capital is € 120,000, and the ongoing own funds cannot be less than this amount. 
Rules on compulsory hedging of exchange and concentration risks are waived; the 
organisational structure of waived institutions will be evaluated taking into account 
their limited activity. 

Applicability The existing national legal framework doesn’t provide for e-money issuers other than 
ELMIs and banks. However, the Banca d’Italia is aware that pre-paid telephone cards 
could be used to buy services provided by entities other than the issuing mobile 
operator.  

Ancillary issues ELMIs are subject to the same rules concerning money laundering as other credit 
institutions. Also, a € 500 maximum storage limit has been provided for anonymous e-
money instruments to ensure consistency with the anti-money laundering rules. 
ELMIs have to comply with reserve requirements just like traditional credit institutions. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs Two licenses have been granted, but the ELMIs are not active yet 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  All projects relating to pre-paid instruments presented up to now to Banca d’Italia were 
card based schemes (which allow customers to access the e-money stored on the 
server of the issuer). All such instruments are currently issued by banks and can be 
used on international credit card circuits. The Italian post company (Poste italiane) – 
which is licensed to carry out banking activities – also issues a pre-paid instrument, 
which has become relatively popular in Italy during the last few years. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

According to the Banca d’Italia, in Italy the existing national legal framework, 
according to which telephone operators cannot directly issue e-money, has meant that 
the demand for e-money based on prepaid telephone cards could not be satisfied. 
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Country Summary – Latvia 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The law transposing the EMD (amendment of the Credit Institution Law of the 
Republic of Latvia) was adopted 28 Oct. 2004. 
It entered into force 26 November 2004. 
 
Consultation with Association of Latvian Commercial Bank, and with Bank of Latvia. 

Definition of e-money Same as in EMD. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit taking. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as in EMD. 
 
ELMIs are a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Latvia has implemented only the waiver in accordance with EMD Article 8 (1)(a) 
(maximum float size). 
 
The waiver is automatic as long as the institution does not plan to issue e-money in 
excess of € 5 million. 
 
Institutions operating under a waiver have to comply with the Bank of Latvia's 
requirements for issuing and administering of e-money, as well as to provide it with 
monthly returns on their activities and financial liabilities related to outstanding e-
money. The redeemability obligation also applies. 

Applicability According to the authorities, MNOs in Latvia currently do not issue e-money. 
If they did, the provisions of the EMD would be applied. 

Ancillary issues ELMIs are subject to the same rules as banks regarding money laundering and 
reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  Two: 
e-Ls international payment system 
Business on Air Latvia 

Credit institutions  Banks do not issue electronic money. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

The Latvian authorities have been contacted by an issuer of gift vouchers regarding 
the possibility of offering these in electronic form. No decision has been made, but 
Latvia might consider implementing the waiver under EMD Article 8 (1)(c) in order to 
allow this scheme to go ahead. 
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Country Summary – Lithuania 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Although certain provisions of the EMD were transposed into national law as early as 
2002, the Directive was fully implemented in May 2005, when the Board of the Bank of 
Lithuania approved the Resolution on the Requirements of Banking Activity and Risk 
Management of Specialised Banks.  
 
The private sector was not consulted. 

Definition of e-money According to the Law of the Republic of Lithuania on Payments, Electronic Money 
means a value in terms of money as an expression of a holder’s claim on the credit 
institution, stored in the electronic payment instrument issued by a credit institution (in 
the memory of a stored-value card, computer or other equipment). After using an 
authentication instrument, electronic money may be used for effecting payments to 
any beneficiary in a position to accept such payments and/or by their holder for 
withdrawal of cash. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI ELMIs are referred to as "specialised banks" in the Lithuanian legal framework. 
They are considered a subcategory of credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs in Lithuania are obliged to submit the information about the exercise of capital 
calculations, investment restrictions and risk management requirements to the Credit 
Institutions Supervision Department of the Bank of Lithuania quarterly. 

Waivers Lithuania has not implemented the waiver. 

Applicability  

Ancillary issues ELMIs are subject to the same rules concerning money laundering as other credit 
institutions. 
 
ELMIs have to comply with the same reserve requirements as other credit institutions. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  One bank in Lithuania issues prepaid banking cards that qualify as e-money. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Luxembourg 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The EMD was transposed by the law of the 14th of May 2002. 
Different meetings with professional associations representing the various segments 
of the financial sector, as well as the auditing profession and legal advisors (lawyers) 
active in the financial sector, in the years 2000 to 2001. 

Definition of e-money Literal copy of the definition contained in the EMD. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI A legal person the principal business of which is to issue means of payment in the 
form of electronic money.  
 
ELMIs are credit institutions within the limits provided by the Luxembourg law. 
However they may not receive from the public any deposits or other repayable funds 
within the meaning of article 2(3). Moreover article 12.11 enumerates the provisions of 
the FSL applicable to credit institutions and which apply or do not apply to ELMIs. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Same criteria as EMD. 
The CSSF is free to exempt ELMIs from nearly all the legal provisions applying to the 
former, with the exception of the provisions pertaining to the fight against money 
laundering and terrorism financing. 
 
The waiver is not automatic. An Electronic Money Institution has to submit a written 
application to the CSSF. 

Applicability  

Ancillary issues ELMIs are subject to the same rules preventing them for being used for money 
laundering or terrorism financing as those applying to normal banks. 
Concerning the waiver regime the law expressively forbids the CSSF to exempt ELMIs 
from respecting the requirements laid down concerning money laundering and 
terrorism financing. 
 
As by definition ELMIs are credit institutions they would be subject to Article 19.1 of 
the Statute of the ESCB, which requires credit institutions established in Member 
States to hold minimum reserves. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  There is only one operating e-money scheme in Luxembourg called miniCASH, which 
is operated exclusively by banks. The utilization of the said system has increased 
steadily over the past years. No other new e-money schemes were launched during 
the last years. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Malta 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force in October 2002.  
Transposed by insertion into banking act 
Also have separate (secondary) banking legislation, on technical requirements etc. 
 
Consulted Malta Banker’s Association, took into account their comments 

Definition of e-money Initially, slight changes were made to the definition of e-money. 
Today, it is exactly the same as EMD. 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit-taking. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI Same as EMD 
Banking Act defines ELMI as another category different from credit institutions 
“Any institution other than credit institution that issues e-money”. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Would have to report same frequency as banks, so monthly reports. 

Waivers Has waiver regime, same criteria as EMD, no changes 
 
Application procedure: 
Initially, same as for ELMI status - first you have to be licensed as e-money issuer, 
then you can be given a waiver 
No separate status as “small issuer” 
Difference more theoretical than practical 
Application procedure involves due diligence, internal controls, business plan etc. 
 
Which provisions can be waived would have to be decided on a case-by-case basis, 
but no automatic waivers of all provisions 
Financial previsions and business plan reveal which way FSA has to go. 

Applicability Definition should apply to MNOs just as to others. 
Currently in Malta, digital content is offered by MNOs themselves. So as long as there 
is no actual payment to a 3rd party, it is not considered e-money. 
If it happened, would have to review situation. 
 
Keep in touch with mobile phone regulator in order to find out what is happening in the 
market. 

Ancillary issues Money Laundering: Same rules as banks at this point in time 
When 3rd MLD implemented, risk-based approach might be applied 
 
Reserve requirements: Central bank would have to decide 
If an ELMI explained their case to the Central Bank, that they were going to operate 
mainly outside of Malta, they probably would not be subject to reserve requirements. 
Some other financial institutions have been exempted from reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Netherlands 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 1 July 2002. 
 
Interested parties were consulted – supervisory authority, industry. 
However, this was not very useful. Because restrictions came directly from EMD, NL 
implemented only what it had to, as liberally as possible. SO there wasn't much scope 
for changes. 

Definition of e-money Only change from EMD: criterion (ii) “not less in value..”. In NL not part of definition, 
but general condition. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI The EMD establishes 2 kinds of credit institutions (traditional credit institutions and 
ELMIs). NL law says the same. 
 
NL is preparing a new law about supervision (pending in parliament) that includes a 
better differentiation between banks and ELMIs. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs have to submit their balance sheet monthly. 
They also have to report on more specific issues quarterly (this involves meetings with 
the Central Bank). 
There is also a yearly meeting with the Central Bank including accountants etc. to 
discuss results. 

Waivers Same criteria and limits as in EMD. 
The Netherlands has omitted the words "normally does not exceed € 5 million" from 
criterion (a); the condition is therefore only that the float "never exceeds € 6 million". 
  
The waiver is granted automatically. 
All provisions of the EMD are waived; the only obligation of institutions operating under 
a waiver is to submit annual accounts to the Dutch Central Bank. 

Applicability Difficult discussion 
Position at present: As long as EU doesn’t clearly say otherwise, institutions that don’t 
issue e-money as their core business can operate outside EMD 
It would be good to clarify the situation at EU level. 
Is important not to have unnecessary restrictions. 

Ancillary issues Present situation: Identification requirement when card is bought (for ELMIs), need to 
follow up on unusual transactions (more than 15,000€). 
Not applied to waived institutions. 
 
Once the 3rd MLD enters into force, exceptions will be applied to e-money issuers (cp. 
Article 10.3.d). 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs One (Interegi, issues "Prepaid ChipKnip"). 
 
At least one application from a company currently operating under a waiver (Trans 
Link Systems) is expected for the near future. 
 
Two schemes operating before the EMD was adopted (Moxmo, DigiPay) applied for 
an ELMI license, but went out of business before the process was finalised. 

Waived institutions  At least 5 institutions are currently operating under a waiver (examples include Teletik 
Safepay, Wallie B.V., and Trans Link Systems). 
The total amount of outstanding e-money on the 5 waived schemes is approx. € 10-15 
million. 
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Country Summary – Netherlands 
Credit institutions  One large multi-bank scheme (Chipknip). 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

The major Dutch public transport providers are preparing to establish a nation-wide 
smart card-based payment system through Trans Link Systems, which will apply for a 
license as an ELMI. 
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Country Summary – Poland 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The EMD was transposed into Polish law by the Act of 12 September 2002 on 
electronic payments instruments.  
The provisions concerning ELMIs have entered into force the day Poland joined the 
EU (May 2004). 
Consultation with different ministries and authorities. Polish Bankers' Association and 
association of card issuers also involved. 

Definition of e-money Two other criteria in addition to the EMD's three: 
4. It is redeemable for funds by the issuer on demand 
5. It is expressed in monetary units 
Intention was to allow a distinction between e-money and other similar instruments. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI As in EMD. 
 
Not defined as subcategory of credit institution (although some of the same rules 
apply). 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD (also see definition of e-money above). 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs have to report to Commission for Banking Supervision once a year. 

Waivers The conditions were tightened: 
A waiver can only be granted if purse limit of € 75, maximum float size € 150,000, plus 
either: 
(1) electronic money is used as the payment instrument by entities linked through their 
organisations; 
(2) electronic money is used as the payment instrument exclusively in the territory of 
the municipality where the electronic money institution has its registered office. 
 
Only provisions re supervision do not apply to waived institutions; others do apply. 
 
Formal application process: Have to apply for ELMI status, and then (or 
simultaneously) for a waiver. 

Applicability MNOs are not considered to be issuing e-money, so EMD is not applied to them. 
Clarification is necessary. 

Ancillary issues Same money-laundering rules as banks (so in principle no anonymous accounts). 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None. 

Waived institutions  None. 

Credit institutions  There is only one bank which qualifies its prepaid card as a e-money (Bank Zachodni 
WBK). There are a number of other banks which are considering issuing of e-money. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

According to one source, pre-funded personalised online payment schemes (such as 
PayPal), involving the transfer of funds stored on a personalised online account, do 
not qualify as e-money from a legal point of view in Poland. No statistical data is 
available because this business model is outside of the regulatory regime. 
Similarly, mobile payments based on premium SMS are not treated as e-money by the 
Polish law and supervisory authority. This segment grows rapidly and generates solid 
revenues but no statistics are available either. 
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Country Summary – Portugal 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Transposed through Law of 2 March 2002. 
Presumably entered into force immediately. 
 
Industry (i.e. banks and other financial institutions) is normally consulted. 

Definition of e-money No changes. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI As in EMD. 
 
ELMIs are considered credit institutions, but the supervisory regime is lighter, and their 
activities are limited to issuing e-money. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year). 

Waivers Portugal has not implemented the waiver. 

Applicability Portugal does not apply the EMD to MNOs. 
The authorities examined the matter, but found that the amounts involved are very 
small. 
Waiting for clarification of the situation from the EC. 

Ancillary issues There are no ELMIs in Portugal, but in principle, the same rules applicable to banks 
concerning money laundering and reserve requirements would apply. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None (no waiver regime) 

Credit institutions  There is one e-purse offered by banks (Multibank electronic purse - Porta-Moedas 
Multibanco, PMB). It is currently being closed down. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Slovakia 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force in August 2002. 
 
There was no industry consultation. 

Definition of e-money Same as in EMD. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit-taking. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI ELMIs are considered as a type of credit institution. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs are required to report quarterly, as do traditional credit institutions. 

Waivers Slovakia has not implemented the waiver. 

Applicability The Slovak authorities have recently started to look into the issue of the applicability to 
MNOs. 
It is currently not applied to any MNOs. 

Ancillary issues The same anti-money laundering rules apply to ELMIs as to traditional credit 
institutions. 
 
ELMIs are subject to the same reserve requirements as traditional credit institutions. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None (no waiver regime) 

Credit institutions  Several commercial banks offer some kind of e-money purses. These are separate 
smaller scale schemes, and the level of utilisation of e-money is low. Possible reasons 
include the lower standard of living, lower levels of technology use, and local payment 
habits (quite conservative). 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Slovenia 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The Payment Transactions Act, which implemented the Directive, was adopted on 20 
March 2002 and entered into force on 20 April 2002. 

Definition of e-money Same as in EMD. 
E-Money should not be considered as deposit taking, as this would assimilate it to a 
normal banking activity. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI No changes. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD (twice a year; 30th June and end of the year). 

Waivers Slovenia has not implemented the waiver. 
The rationale for this was that the market was so unreal that it seemed difficult to 
predict the options around waivers and under what circumstances they would be 
granted. This may be revised in the future depending upon the development of the 
market. 

Applicability  

Ancillary issues  

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None (no waiver regime) 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Spain 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Law 44/2002 entered into force on 22 November 2002. 
 
Informal consultation procedure with industry. 

Definition of e-money The definition was taken directly and almost literally from the EMD. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI ELMIs are defined as all credit institutions different to those operating under the 
banking national legislation as per the Real Decreto Legislativo 1298-1986. 

Capital requirements Not yet developed. The “Government” is to define the capital requirements as per 
Article 9, Law 44/2002. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Not yet developed. The “Government” is to define the limitation of investments as per 
Article 9, Law 44/2002. 

Limitation of activities Not yet developed. The “Government” is to define a more detailed judicial framework 
for EMD activities as per Article 9, Law 44/2002. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Not yet developed. 

Waivers Spain has implemented only the waiver in accordance with EMD Article 8 (1)(b). 
The waiver is not granted automatically. All provisions of the EMD are waived. 

Applicability Mobile operators in Spain so far have avoided EMD. 

Ancillary issues  

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  None 

Credit institutions  Some: 184 banks issue electronic money (tarjetas monedero). 
 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Sweden 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force in Sweden on 27 April 2002. 
 
Normal consultation procedure for all new legislation. 

Definition of e-money Swedish definition: 
“electronic money” means a monetary value which represents a claim on the issuer 
and which, without being in an individual account, is stored on an electronic device 
and is accepted as means of payment by undertakings other than the issuer. 
Two changes to definition in EMD: 
- Added "without being in an individual account". 
- Left out criterion (ii) of the EMD definition. 
 
E-money issuance is not considered deposit-taking. 

Purse limit No purse limit. 

Definition of ELMI “Electronic money institution” means a Swedish limited company or a Swedish 
cooperative society which has been authorised to issue electronic money. 
ELMIs are not defined as a sub-category of credit institution, but certain rules apply to 
both ELMIs and credit institutions. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Same as in EMD: 
ELMIs have to submit calculations of their own funds and the relationship between 
assets and liabilities to the Swedish FSA twice a year. 

Waivers The waiver criteria are essentially the same as those of the EMD. 
For criterion (i) (maximum float size), the Swedish law specifies that a waiver can only 
be granted if "the scope of the planned activities is limited so that outstanding 
liabilities relating to the issued electronic money shall not normally exceed € 5 million 
and never exceed € 6 million". 
 
Institutions wishing to operate under a waiver must submit a formal application. 
 
An institution operating under a waiver is exempted from the application of all rules, 
except the obligation to submit an annual report on its activities and an account of 
outstanding liabilities to the Swedish FSA. 

Applicability The Swedish authorities have been in contact with MNOs. It has been decided not to 
apply the EMD to these for the time being. 

Ancillary issues In principle, ELMIs are subject to same money laundering rules as banks. 
But as the authorities have never been faced with this problem, there has not been a 
detailed discussion to date. 
It is expected that once the 3rd Money Laundering Directive is implemented, any 
potential problems will be solved. 
 
ELMIs would probably not be subject to reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs None 

Waived institutions  One (has to do with paying for parking through calling a special number; the scheme 
is very small). 

Credit institutions  A few years back, banks tried to introduce an e-purse (called Cash). 
This never gained much acceptance and was not widely used. The scheme was 
abandoned in 2004. 
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Country Summary – Sweden 
Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 

There are two companies (Paynova, ewire) that offer products that may qualify as 
server-based e-money, but under a different regime. 
In accordance with a specific Swedish law and the Swedish interpretation of the 
Banking Directive, if the customers' funds are kept on a separate account, to which 
the company has no access (and therefore the funds can be recovered even if the 
company were to go bankrupt), then neither the Banking nor the E-Money Directive 
apply. The only rules that apply to such companies (called “financial institutions”) are 
anti-money laundering rules, and a check concerning the background of the director(s) 
as to a possible criminal background. 
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Country Summary – United Kingdom 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

The EMD was implemented on time, the transposing law entered into force in April 
2002. 
 
There were two consultation processes with industry: 
- HM Treasury consulted on new legal provisions 
- The FSA consulted on supervisory regime. 
There were also a number of pre-meetings, which were very helpful according to 
stakeholders involved. 

Definition of e-money The definition is the same as that in the EMD, except that criterion (ii) was excluded 
from the definition and made into a substantive clause, as otherwise it might have 
allowed certain issuers who issue more e-money than the monetary value received to 
go unregulated.  
 
E-money issuance it not considered deposit taking. The FSA regards e-money as a 
spending product, not a saving one. Provided people aren’t encouraged to hold large 
amounts, it is not deposit taking. But issuers are warned: if e.g. they offered interest 
on e-money, then it might have to be regarded as deposit taking. 

Purse limit A maximum purse limit of £ 1,000 (with exceptions) was imposed to limit the risk to 
consumers, as funds are not protected in case an issuer goes bust. 
In the case of account-based schemes where a stolen or lost card / access key can be 
replaced and/or the issuer is in a position to block the account, this limit doesn’t apply. 

Definition of ELMI ELMIs are considered as credit institutions, but do have their own specialist rulebook, 
are not subject to all the same rules, because their business and therefore the risks 
involved are limited. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD. 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD. 
Flexible interpretation of the prohibition to grant credit with regard to delays in the 
settlement of payment of funds exchanged for e-money. 

Redeemability Same as in EMD. 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

ELMIs have to report twice a year. 
The basic reporting requirement involves investment patterns, how they have kept 
pace with the capital requirements, any hedging done, etc. 
ELMIs also have to report any breaches of rules, and what is being done to amend 
these. 

Waivers The criteria are the same as those of the EMD. 
An additional float limit of € 10m was imposed on waived schemes that comply with 
criteria (b) or (c). 
 
The waiver is not automatic, but involves a formal application process. The application 
form only consists of a few pages, and is considered as “not very burdensome” for 
applicants. Basically, the FSA asks for a business plan for at least 3 years, and make 
sure that control systems in order to respect and enforce the conditions (float size 
etc.) are in place. 
 
Once the waiver is granted, issuers have to report every 6 months, but following a 
much simpler procedure than full ELMIs: mainly, what is the amount of outstanding e-
money, and have the limits ever been exceeded (and if so, what is being done about 
it)? 

Applicability The issue of the applicability to mobile network operators was resolved by including 
the EC guidance note in the FSA rulebook. In practice, this means that mobile 
operators are exempted if they comply with certain conditions. 

Ancillary issues The FSA has adopted a pragmatic approach to money laundering. It tries to apply the 
guidelines elaborated by the Joint Money Laundering Steering Group (HM Treasury 
and BBA) to ELMIs and waived institutions in a proportionate way. In practice, the 
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Country Summary – United Kingdom 
identity of the customer only needs to be verified if the total turnover on an account 
exceeds £5,000. 
 
ELMIs are not subjected to reserve requirements. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs Four (Moneybookers, Neteller, PayPal, PrePay Technologies). 
Approx. 2-3 new applications are currently in process. 

Waived institutions  33 (examples include Teleglobal (Snapcard), Nochex, Vodafone M-pay, and Cheshire 
County Council). 

Credit institutions  Several UK banks have applied for e-money issuance: NatWest, RBS, Broadcastle 
(CashPlus), R. Raphael & Sons, American Express Bank. These offer mainly prepaid 
debit cards and electronic travellers’ cheques. 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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Country Summary – Norway 
National rules 

Date of transposition 
and process 

Entered into force 13 December 2002 
The FSA held a constructive dialogue with issuers, try to take a risk-based approach 

Definition of e-money Same as in EMD 

Purse limit € 1,250 / NOK 10,000 

Definition of ELMI Sub-category of credit institution. 
Almost the same rules apply as to banks. 

Capital requirements Same as in EMD 

Limitation of 
investments 

Same as in EMD 

Limitation of activities Same as in EMD 

Redeemability Redemption threshold € 6 

ELMI reporting 
requirements 

Twice a year 

Waivers Same as in EMD 
Waived companies need to be organised as a limited company, so have to have initial 
capital 200,000 NOK 

Applicability Where prepaid funds by MNOs can be used for parking, cinema, etc., they are 
considered e-money. In fact, one of the Norwegian ELMIs was set up by an MNO.  

Ancillary issues Have had some trouble, very strict rules. Had to create exemptions from KYC rules, 
risk-based, similar to UK approach, but lower threshold. 

E-money issuers 

ELMIs 3 ELMIS (Contopronto AS, Smartcash AS, Bypass Originator AS) 

Waived institutions  1 waived institution 

Credit institutions  None 

Hybrids and other 
potential issuers 
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APPENDIX 5: INTERVIEW GUIDES 

 
1) Interview Guide for EU Member State National Aut horities 
 
 

Evaluation of the E-Money Directive (2000/46/EC) 
 

Interview Guide – Phase 2  
 

National Authorities 
 

 
Name(s) of interviewees  
Regulatory Authority  
TEP consultant(s)  
Date (and time) of meeting  
Location of interview  
Date of interview report  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

• Please describe your current position, roles and responsibilities. 
• What is / was your degree of involvement with the Directive? 

 
 

2. The Electronic Money Directive (EMD) 
 

• Do you think the EMD was/is necessary? 
Was the creation of the status of an ELMI with a separate regulatory 
framework a good thing? 

• What was your general opinion when the EMD was drafted (in favour/against?)  
Only ask this question if the same person is still there who was there from the 
time when the EMD was drafted (i.e. would know the historical background) 
NB only BE/IR/UK have same people there as from the beginning 

• Has your opinion changed during the time in which the EMD has been 
implemented in your country? 
See above 

• What do you consider to be the main strengths  of the E-Money Directive? 
• What do you consider to be the main weaknesses  of the E-Money Directive? 
 

 
3. The development of the market 

 
• Overall, how would you describe the development of the e-money market in 

your country over the last 5 years? 
Type of schemes / issuers (non-banks and banks); new schemes launched, 
schemes discontinued… 
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• What are the main reasons for why the market has developed in the way it 
has? 
Legal framework too strict, lack of clear business case, lack of consumer 
interest; possible national peculiarities; comparison with other countries… 

• Do you see any tendencies as to how the market might develop in the coming 
years? 
Business models / schemes that are gaining acceptance, innovative models 
that are being launched… 

• Is any statistical data available as to the development and current status of the 
e-money market in your country? 
(Number of customers / accounts, amount of outstanding e-money in 
circulation,…) 

 
4. Implementation and Impact of National Rules 

 
Transposition 

 
• When was the exact date that the EMD was transposed into national law? 
•   Has a consultation been undertaken at national level? If so, when was this 

held and with whom was it undertaken? 
 
Implementation and Market Assessment 

 
Definition of Electronic Money 
 
a. Implementation  
 
• What has been the national interpretation of the definition of Electronic Money? 

What was the reason for this interpretation? 
 

b. Market Assessment 
 

• Are there any potential issues that might have risen from such an 
interpretation? 
e.g. Could this have positioned ELMIs at a competitive disadvantage to credit 
institutions in the market place? Question of e-money as deposit-taking 
 

Definition of Electronic Money Institution 
 

a. Implementation 
 
• What is the national definition of an Electronic Money Institution? 
• Is an ELMI defined as a subcategory of a credit institution in your country? 

Has the application of rules been oriented towards a particular direction? E.g. 
has application of the EMD changed due to qualification through Framework of 
Payment Instruments 

 
b. Market Assessment 
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• How many ELMI licenses have been granted? 
• How many ELMI licenses are in the process of being granted? 
• Have any applications for ELMI licenses been rejected, or applications 

withdrawn during the process? 
What were the reasons for this? 

• What do you think the reasons for the low number of ELMIs across the EU / in 
your country might be? 

• Could you provide us with information/names of ELMIs and/or 
past/current/potential future applicants? 

 
Initial Capital, Ongoing Own Funds Requirements and  Limitations of 
Investments 

 
a. Implementation 

 
• What are the initial capital requirements in your country? 

Has the minimum set by the EMD (€ 1 million) been adapted to a set of more 
specific national rules?  

• What are the ongoing own funds requirements in your country? 
Has the minimum set by the EMD (equal to or above 2 % of the amount of 
financial liabilities related to outstanding e-money) been adapted to a set of 
more specific national rules?  

• What are the limitations of investments in your country? 
General principles behind practical application-what are the criteria / 
mathematical application and criteria 

• What was the rationale behind imposing these requirements (same as 
EMD/stricter/more lax?)  

 
b. Market Assessment 

 
• Are there any potential issues that might have risen from such a definition? 

e.g. Could stricter capital requirements have prevented potential ELMIs from 
participating in the E-money market place? 

 
Verification 

 
a. Implementation 

 
• How often do ELMIs have to report calculations to you as a regulatory 

authority? 
• What was the rationale behind imposing these requirements (same as 

EMD/stricter/more lax?) 
 

b. Market Assessment 
 

• Have reporting requirements proved to be an issue for contention e.g. Do 
ELMIs complain that this reporting requirement is too onerous?  
Could burdensome reporting requirements have prevented potential ELMIs 
from entering the market place? 
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Waiver Regime 
 

a. Implementation 
 

• Has your country adopted a waiver regime? 
• If no, what was the rationale for not taking up the regime? 
• If yes, how has the waiver been adopted? What are the criteria for obtaining a 

waiver? Which provisions of the EMD can be waived? 
• Have any of the limits contained in the EMD, such as the purse limit (€ 150) 

or the maximum float size (normally does not exceed € 5 million and never 
exceeds € 6 million) been changed? If so, what are these limits in national 
law? What was the rational behind imposing these requirements (same as 
EMD/stricter/more lax?) 

• Is this an issue for contention e.g. Do non-bank E-money issuers complain 
that the process for applying for a waiver is over burdensome?  

 
b. Market Assessment 

 
• What is the process for applying for a waiver (automatic or have to apply)? 
• How many waivers have been granted? 
• How many waivers are in the process of being granted? 
• How many waivers have been denied? What were the reasons for denying 

these waivers? 
• Do you feel that overall the number of applications for waivers has been 

high/low? What are the possible reasons for this phenomenon? 
• Could the implementation of the waiver regime have had an impact on the 

development of the E-money market?  If so, in what way? 
e.g. Undermining the regulatory framework; distorting the market; preventing a 
level field from being created 

• Where it was implemented, is there any evidence that the waiver provided 
small e-money issuers with a useful road to the market? 

• Could you provide us with information/names of waived institutions and/or 
past/current/potential future applicants? 

 
Applicability 

 
a. Implementation 

 
• Have any (potential) e-money issuers been exempted from the application of 

the EMD? If so, on what grounds? 
• Has there been an enforcement issue with certain operators (e.g. mobile 

phone operators, also others)? 
 

b. Market Assessment 
 

• Have enforcement issues with certain operators distorted the market place? 
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e.g. Do ELMIs complain that this puts them at a competitive disadvantage 
which operators who consider themselves exempt from the EMD (e.g. mobile 
phone operators)? 

• Is there a need for clearer guidance from EC level to assist the appropriate 
application of the EMD? How could this operate in practice? On which 
particular part? 
e.g. Consultation forum between EC/national regulators? 

 
Ancillary Issues 

 
a. Implementation 
 
• To what rules concerning money laundering are ELMIs subjected in your 

country? 
(Same as banks / specific regime / pragmatic approaches…) 
N.B. France is very specific-specific set of laws separate from the EMD-
probably have a specific decree-check this in interview 

• What was the rational behind imposing this requirement (same as 
EMD/stricter/more lax?) 

• Are ELMIs in your country subjected to reserve requirements? What are 
these requirements? 
Also consult ECB on this issue as all reserves go back to them 

• What was the rational behind imposing these requirements (same as 
EMD/stricter/more lax?) 

 
b. Market Assessment 

 
• Could ancillary barriers have prevented potential ELMIs from participating in 

the E-money market place 
e.g. Do potential non-bank E-money issuers complain that ancillary barriers 
have made the take-up of the legislation burdensome? Do they feel that this 
has discouraged them from entering the market place? 

 
 

5. Objectives 
 

Legal Certainty 
 

• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of creating legal certainty, 
encouraging new market entrants, encouraging competition, and contributing 
generally to the development of electronic commerce? 
Has the legal framework imposed by the EMD been clear in laying down the 
parameters for the issuance of e-money / helped the market to develop / 
hindered market development / been a deterrent for potential new market 
entrants 

 
 Technological Innovation 
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• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of assisting of e-money in 
delivering its full potential and avoiding hampering technological innovation? 
Is the legal framework technology-neutral / Has the legal framework imposed 
any constraints on the development of technical specifications for 
server/software based e-money / Have there been any instances where viable 
innovative e-money schemes were unsuccessful or never launched on the 
grounds that the EMD excludes or impedes certain technologies? 

 
Preserving a level playing field 
 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of creating a level playing 

field and ensuring fair competition between the different players on the 
market? 
Has the intended regime of “regulation light” for ELMIs proved to be excessive 
for small innovative companies? Are there any aspects that are particularly 
burdensome? 

 
i. Restriction of activities 
ii. Redeemability of funds 
iii. Initial capital and ongoing own funds requirements 
iv. Limitations of investments 
v. Application of Banking Directives 
vi. Other 

 
Ensuring the stability and soundness of issuers 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of ensuring the sound and 

prudent operation and the financial integrity of electronic money institutions, 
and thereby ensuring bearer confidence? 
Has the regulatory framework contributed to increasing business and 
consumer confidence in e-money products / Have there been any instances of 
insolvency, fraud, consumer detriment, or other problems that might be 
attributable to an inappropriate regulatory regime? 

 
Cross-border movement 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of facilitating and 

encouraging cross-border E-Money business?  
Have there been any instances where your authority has impeded access to 
the market by an ELMI authorised elsewhere? 

 
6. Other Issues 

 
• Do you have any other issues which you would like to raise which have not 

been covered? 
Suggestions to amend the EMD e.g. should waiver regime be reoriented? 
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2) Interview Guide for EU Industry Representatives 
 
 

Evaluation of the E-Money Directive (2000/46/EC) 
 

Interview Guide – Phase 2  
 

Industry 
 

Name(s) of interviewees  
Organisation / Company  
TEP consultant(s)  
Date (and time) of meeting  
Location of interview  
Date of interview report  

 
 

1. Company Profile 
 

• Please describe your current position, roles and responsibilities 
• What is your status as an organisation? 

ELMI / Waived Institution / Credit Institution / etc 
• How would you describe your company’s e-money business model? 

(card-based / server-based / mobile / account-based) 
• Who is your current target market? 
• For how long has your company been active in the business of e-money 

issuance?  
• How has your business model evolved over the past 5 years? 

 
 

2. Market Assessment 
 

Your company 
 

• How is your organisation currently positioned in the market? 
Market Leader / Small Issuer etc 

• Has your business evolved in the way you would have expected? If not, why 
not? Has this given rise to any issues / problems? 

• Can you provide any statistics in the following areas: 
o Number of accounts / cards 
o Outstanding e-money in circulation 
o Development and trends over the past 5 years 

• Where do you consider are the main opportunities for future development? 
• Where do you consider that your future target market lies? 
• In which market segment do you see the highest growth potential? 
• Who are your main competitors? (in your country / within the EU / outside the 

EU) 
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The market in general 
 

• How would you describe the development of the market in the EU and in your 
country during the last 5 years? 

• How do you predict the market will evolve in the coming years? 
5-10 years / beyond 

• Has the legal framework been too restrictive in allowing for sufficient growth of 
the e-money market? 

• Are there factors other than the regulatory framework which have hindered 
the development of the e-money market? 
e.g. lack of a clear business case / cost of implementation / lack of consumer 
interest 

 
3. Legal Framework and National Implementation 

 
• What aspects of the EMD have proved to be particularly restrictive or 

burdensome to your company? 
• How would you describe the way the EMD has been transposed, 

implemented and applied in your country? 
• Are there any aspects of the national implementation that have proved to be 

particularly restrictive or burdensome to your company? 
 

Definitions 
 
• Are there any potential issues that have risen from the national interpretation 

of the definition of electronic money? 
e.g. hindering level playing field  

• As an ELMI, has the national interpretation of E-money proved problematic? 
e.g. inclusion of a purse limit in national interpretation 

• Is the definition of ELMI appropriate?  
Sub-category of credit institution / separate category? 
Positioned at a competitive disadvantage to credit institutions in the market 
place? 

• What are the main advantages / disadvantages of holding a license as an 
ELMI?  

• How has the definition that states that e-money is “issued on receipt of funds of 
an amount not less in value than the monetary value issued” been interpreted 
in practice? Has this given rise to any problems? 

• Has the fact that funds have to be “immediately exchanged” for e-money 
given rise to any problems?  

 
 
The Regulatory Framework 

 
• Is the regulatory framework for ELMIs appropriately targeted in terms of 

allowing for fair competition between ELMIs and traditional credit institutions 
issuing e-money? 

• What are the initial capital requirements in your country?  
• What are the ongoing own funds requirements in your country? 
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• Does the restriction placed on activities hinder your business expansion? In 
what way? What associated activity would your business undertake if current 
restrictions were relaxed? Would this subject your business to any additional 
risk factors? 

• Have the provisions of the Directive on limitation of investments achieved 
their aim of establishing a level playing field between ELMIs and credit 
institutions? 
Discouraged new entrants / restrict competition / hinder innovation 

• Does redeemability at par value pose any special problems for E-Money 
issuers?  
Is the minimum threshold of EUR 10 for redemption at par value still relevant? 
Should it be increased? If yes, what is the justification for doing so? 

 
 Verification  

 
• As an ELMI, how often do you have to report calculations to your national 

authority?  
e.g. Less detail/frequency of reporting 

• Do you find that this reporting requirement is too onerous?  
 

Waiver Regime 
 

• How would you describe your country’s waiver regime? Have any of the 
provisions of the EMD relating to waivers been changed? 
Is there a waiver? What are the criteria? Which provisions of the EMD can be 
waived?  

• As a waived institution, did you find the process of applying for a waiver over 
burdensome? 

• What have been the advantages of operating under waiver? 
e.g. Useful road to the market 

• As a non-waived institution, do you consider that this has altered the market 
place? 
e.g. Undermining the regulatory framework; distorting the market; preventing a 
level field from being created 

 
Applicability 

 
• What are the main issues with exemption rules? 
• Have enforcement issues with certain operators distorted the market place? 

e.g. Do you feel that your organisation is at a competitive disadvantage which 
operators who consider themselves exempt from the EMD (e.g. mobile phone 
operators)? 

• Is there a need for clearer guidance from EC level to assist the appropriate 
application of the EMD? How could this operate in practice 
e.g. consultation forum between EC/national regulators? 
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Ancillary Issues 
 

• What are the rules pertaining to reserve requirements, money laundering, and 
the prudential operation of business? Do these represent a burden for 
ELMIs? 
Is this incommensurate with the risks to which they are exposed? 

• Does a money laundering regime exist in your country? 
• How does this operate? Has this caused any issues? 
• Are you subjected to any reserve requirements?  

Have ancillary barriers made the operations of ELMIs excessively 
burdensome?  

 
Supervisory Approaches 

 
• How are the rules contained in the national measures implementing the EMD 

applied in practice? 
Is the application of the legislation and supervisory regime too restrictive? 

 
4. Objectives 

 
Legal Certainty 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of creating legal certainty, 

encouraging new market entrants, encouraging competition, and contributing 
generally to the development of electronic commerce? 
Has the legal framework imposed by the EMD been clear in laying down the 
parameters for the issuance of e-money / helped the market to develop / 
hindered market development / been a deterrent for potential new market 
entrants 

 
Technological Innovation 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of assisting of e-money in 

delivering its full potential and avoiding hampering technological innovation? 
Is the legal framework technology-neutral / Has the legal framework imposed 
any constraints on the development of technical specifications for 
server/software based e-money / Have there been any instances where viable 
innovative e-money schemes were unsuccessful or never launched on the 
grounds that the EMD excludes or impedes certain technologies? 

 
Preserving a level playing field 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of creating a level playing 

field and ensuring fair competition between the different players on the 
market? 
Has the intended regime of “regulation light” for ELMIs proved to be excessive 
for small innovative companies? Are there any aspects that are particularly 
burdensome? 
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i. Restriction of activities 
ii. Redeemability of funds 
iii. Initial capital and ongoing own funds requirements 
iv. Limitations of investments 
v. Application of Banking Directives 
vi. Other 

 
Ensuring the stability and soundness of issuers 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of ensuring the sound and 

prudent operation and the financial integrity of electronic money institutions, 
and thereby ensuring bearer confidence? 
Has the regulatory framework contributed to increasing business and 
consumer confidence in e-money products / Have there been any instances of 
insolvency, fraud, consumer detriment, or other problems that might be 
attributable to an inappropriate regulatory regime? 

 
Cross-border movement 

 
• To what extent has the EMD achieved its objective of facilitating and 

encouraging cross-border E-Money business?  
Have there been any instances where your authority has impeded access to 
the market by an ELMI authorised elsewhere? 

 
Other objectives 
 
•   Are there any other objectives the EMD should have addressed, or any 

objectives which you consider important that have not been achieved? 
 

Other Issues 
 
•  Do you have any other issues which you would like to raise which have not 

been covered? 
Suggestions to amend the EMD e.g. should waiver regime be reoriented? 
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3) Interview Guide for U.S. Stakeholders 
 
 

Evaluation of the E-Money Directive (2000/46/EC) 
 

Interview Guide – U.S.  
 
Background  
 
The EU Directive 2000/46/EC on the “taking up, pursuit of and prudential supervision 
of the business of electronic money institutions” (E-Money Directive) was adopted in 
September 2000. Its overarching  objective  was to coordinate and harmonise the 
EU Member States' laws, regulations and administrative provisions on this matter, 
thereby contributing to the creation of a single market for electronic money in 
Europe. 
 
Prior to the Directive, the business of issuing e-money was essentially restricted to 
banks in most EU Member States. The Directive’s approach is to foster innovation 
by opening up the market to non-banks. It aimed to do so by creating a new legal 
status – that of an electronic money institution  (ELMI) – with a separate regulatory 
and supervisory regime. Very broadly speaking, the requirements for ELMIs (such as 
capital requirements) are lower than for traditional credit institutions, but in return, 
their activities are restricted to issuing e-money and closely related activities, the 
ways in which they can invest funds received from customers are limited, and they 
are obliged to redeem e-money at par value and free of charges. 
 
The key features of e-money are its prepaid nature, and its acceptance by third 
parties. The Directive defines ‘electronic money’  as monetary value as 
represented by a claim on the issuer which is: 

(i) stored on an electronic device; 
(ii) issued on receipt of funds of an amount not less in value than the 

monetary value issued; 
(iii) accepted as means of payment by undertakings other than the issuer. 

 
This definition covers a wide range of payment products , both card-based and 
server-based. The Directive has been applied to the following types of products and 
schemes: 

• Card-based products: electronic purses / wallets; prepaid debit cards; 
electronic equivalents of travelers’ cheques; and smartcards for public 
transport.  

• Server-based products: pre-funded personalized online payment schemes 
(e.g. PayPal); disposable and virtual pre-funded cards for online shopping; 
and mobile phone based micro-payments solutions. 

• Grey areas: there are products where no clear-cut answer has been provided 
to date as to whether they should be classified as e-money, e.g. certain 
electronic gift or service vouchers. 

 
Overall, the market has developed more slowly than was expected at the time of the 
Directive’s adoption, and the take-up of the ELMI license in Europe has remained 
low. The European Commission has therefore decided to undertake a review of the 
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E-Money Directive  in order to decide whether changes to the legal framework are 
necessary. As part of this review process, TEP was contracted to conduct an 
external evaluation of the Directive and its impact. The final step in this evaluation is 
to gather evidence on the regulatory situation as well as the development of the 
market in the U.S. 
 
 
 
Interview Guide  
 
NB: The following is an outline of the questions and issues we would like to discuss 
during the interviews. Since interviews will be conducted with a wide range of 
individuals and institutions, representing both the industry and public authorities at 
the Federal as well as the State level, the interview guide has been kept relatively 
high-level. 
 
Please be aware that the questionnaire will be handled flexibly, keeping in mind the 
experience, interests and expertise of each interviewee. It is not expected that all of 
the following questions will be treated in detail in each interview, and there will 
certainly be room to explore issues that are especially relevant to you in more depth 
than the questionnaire might suggest. 
 
 
 
Part A – Market developments 
 

1. How would you rate the importance of the types of products covered by the 
EU E-Money Directive in the U.S. today? 
• Electronic purses / wallets 
• Other stored-value cards (prepaid debit, electronic travellers’ cheques, 

etc.) 
• Electronic gift cards and vouchers 
• Pre-funded online payment schemes 
• Mobile-based payment schemes 
• Other server-based products 

 
 

2. Which have been, and which do you predict will be, the most important trends 
and tendencies with regard to (any or all of) these products? 

 
 

3. What are the main reasons for the success or otherwise of these products in 
the U.S.? 

 
 

4. What role do non-bank providers play in the issuance of these products? 
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Part B – Regulatory issues 
 

5. In general terms, how would you describe the regulatory approach to non-
bank providers of financial services in the U.S.? 

 
 

6. In literature on e-money, one sometimes reads that, in contrast with the EU 
approach, the U.S. approach is “refreshingly simple” – “it is an approach not 
to regulate at all”. Do you agree with this statement? 

 
 

7. Could you comment on the Uniform Money Services Act? What is the status 
of implementation of the UMSA, and do you have any practical experience 
with it? 

 
 

8. Is there other relevant legislation / regulation at the Federal and/or State 
level? 

 
 

9. Does the regulation of non-bank issuers of stored value cards differ 
significantly from that of internet payment schemes (or “money transmitters”)? 

 
 

10. Do you see a merit in regulating different electronic prepaid products such as 
certain online payment schemes and stored-value cards under a single 
regulatory and supervisory regime (as is the case in Europe with the E-Money 
Directive)? 

 
 

11. Have any problems arisen in recent years with regard to the regulation of 
“electronic money” issuers in the U.S. (e.g. insolvency, fraud, customer 
detriment…)? 

 
 

12. Are there any aspects of the regulation of “electronic money” issuers in the 
U.S. that may have hindered the development of the market for certain 
prepaid products? 

 
 

13. Are there any concerns regarding the possible impact of “electronic money” 
on monetary policy? If so, how are these being addressed? 

 
 

14. Are non-bank issuers of electronic money in the U.S. subject to any capital 
requirements? 

 
 

15. Are non-bank issuers of electronic money in the U.S. subject to any 
restrictions of their activities, or to limitations of investments? 
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16. Are non-bank issuers of electronic money in the U.S. obliged to redeem e-
money at par value and free of charges? 

 
 

17. What anti-money laundering and terrorist financing rules and regulations are 
applicable to non-bank issuers of electronic money in the U.S.? 

 
 

18. Are you aware of any plans or discussions about changing the regulatory 
framework in this area, and if so, for what reasons is change being 
discussed? 

 
 
 
Part C – General Questions 
 

19. Based on your experience, what are the most important lessons to be learned 
from the U.S. approach to “electronic money”? 

 
 

20. Based on what you know about the EU E-Money Directive, what do you 
perceive to be its main strengths and weaknesses? 

 
 

21. Based on what you know about the EU E-Money Directive, would you agree 
that the U.S. regime for providers of the above-mentioned “e-money” products 
is “lighter” / “less strict”? 

 
 

22. Would you like to make any additional comments on the market or the legal 
framework for e-money in the U.S. and Europe? 
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APPENDIX 6: THE MEMBERS OF THE TEAM – SUMMARIES OF THE 
CVs  

 
JOHN P WATSON (CONTRACT DIRECTOR AND QA)  
 
John Watson is a founding partner of TEP and now its Managing Director.  He has 
extensive experience as a businessman, management consultant and professional 
evaluator.  He has been responsible for a large number of studies and evaluation 
engagements for the European Commission, the UK government and other 
institutions.   He has led nearly all TEP’s information and communication (I&C) 
engagements, which have covered: 
 
• assessment of scientific advice provision and impact in the bioresponse context 

• evaluations of publications (The JRC Report, RTD info and JRC in Action),  

• evaluation of information & communications events (JRC information days) 

• scientific advice processes (including the role of the media),  

• science prize strategy (Descartes, Archimedes and Young Scientists),  

• evaluation of European Science and Technology Week (current), 

• the participation of women in FP5 

• training in the adaptation of “logical framework” methodology to I&C activities.   

• an assessment of risk communications and their impact on scientific advice. 
 
He has led TEP’s international engagements, which have included field missions to 
Africa, Asia, China, Japan and the US.  He has led several evaluations for DG 
MARKT (An evaluation of 37 studies and surveys, the recent IPM evaluation and the 
current evaluation of the Citizens Signpost Service.  In the area of policy 
instruments, he has had overall responsibility for TEP’s evaluation of: 
 
• The European Food labelling Legislation. 

• The implementation of the New Lifts Directive. 

• The Communication on Forest Based and Related Industries. 

• The Communication relating to sustainable development in non-energy extractive materials 
 
He is Director with QA responsibility for several other current engagements across 
the Commission.   Mr Watson speaks English, French, and Portuguese.   
 
 
ANDRES LARRIERA (CONTRACT MANAGER) 
 
Andres Larriera is the Director of Operations of TEP. He joined the company in 
August 2003 and brings extensive experience in management consultancy, EU 
policy evaluation and entrepreneurship. He is responsible for a consortium 
framework contract for DG Budget of the European Commission and for the project 
management and quality assurance of regular ongoing and ex-post evaluations 
across the Commission services. His previous experience includes conducting policy 
research for the UK Government, working for five years in Accenture delivering 
solutions to global firms in the telecommunications sector in leading and developing 
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countries, as well as formulating and conducting communications and marketing 
strategies. He holds a Business Administration degree from UBA and a MSc. in 
Public Policy (MPA-MPP) from The London School of Economics. Andres is the 
recipient of various academic and professional awards.  He is contract managing 
TEP’s evaluation for DG Enterprise, DG TAXUD, DG Education and Culture, and the 
Government of Jordan at the current time.  Andres is bilingual in Spanish and 
English. 
 
 
BEN WARD (SENIOR CONSULTANT) 
 
Ben Ward  joined TEP in late 2003. He began his consulting career with the Oracle 
Corporation gaining valuable business, technology and project management 
experience. He then joined a small French consultancy working on assignments 
based in the UK and France for public and private sector clients. Most recently he 
has played a lead role in the Interactive Policy Making evaluation and is presently 
managing an evaluation of the Europe Direct service. Previous assignments have 
included an evaluation of the IDA2 programme (Interchange of Data between 
administrations) for DG Enterprise, a Feasibility Study for establishing a network for 
European researchers working in the US, and an EU-China Science and Technology 
Impact Assessment, both for DG Research. 
 
 
JOHANNES WOLFF (SENIOR CONSULTANT) 
 
Since joining TEP, Johannes Wolff  has been involved in numerous evaluation 
engagements for the European Commission. He previously worked as a Junior 
Policy Advisor with the Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Business Services, Policy 
Branch in Canada. Furthermore, he was a Junior Professional Consultant, a 
program funded by the Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, with the 
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) in Geneva. Johannes 
Wolff holds an MSc. in EU Policy Making from the London School of Economics and 
Political Science and a B.A. Honours from Queen’s University in Canada. He’s 
bilingual in English and German. 
 
 
MARTIN KUEHNEMUND (CONSULTANT) 
 
Martin Kuehnemund  joined TEP in June 2005. He has experience in public policy 
research, international organisations, and marketing. While at the EC’s Delegation to 
the UN in New York, he worked on a variety of issues in the economic and social 
field, covering, among others, the E-Commerce Summit and the UNCITRAL 
Working Group on electronic commerce. His marketing experience is focused on 
quantitative and qualitative market research, including focus groups. He also has 
experience in project management and administration. Martin holds an MA in 
Political Science, Economics and European Law, and an MA in Globalization and 
Economic Development. In addition to his native German, he speaks fluent English 
and Spanish. 
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PRIYA GOYAL (CONSULTANT) 
 
Priya Goyal holds an MA (Hons) from Trinity College, Oxford University in Classics 
and Modern Languages and joined TEP in 2004. Priya has international experience 
in qualitative research and project and programme management. She also has 
experience in Managing Consultancy, having worked at Accenture for two years, 
where she was a consultant in a Business Support Team on a computer system 
based project used to record National Insurance Contributions. She was involved in 
assessing and implementing process, organisational, functional and system 
improvements; developing operational and contingency plans; producing detailed 
impact assessment and process designs and improving risk and issue reporting 
procedures. She is fluent in English, French and Hindi and has good verbal skills in 
German. Since joining TEP she has been involved in numerous evaluation 
engagements for the European Commission and other clients, including the 
Common Fund for Commodities. 
 
SEAN BURKE (ASSOCIATE SENIOR CONSULTANT) 
 
Seán Burke  has undertaken numerous consulting and training assignments in the 
areas of project and programme evaluation, economic and regional development, 
innovation, high-growth entrepreneurship and SME development. Formerly a senior 
consultant with Ernst & Young, Sean has significant relevant experience to this 
assignment. He undertook an evaluation of the Central Support Unit of the Euro 
Information Centres (EIC) Network in 1999, providing DG Enterprise with 
recommendations on how to further develop the performance of the network. Mr 
Burke has had significant small business management and leadership experience 
as he has been instrumental in leading the development of the European Tech 
Investment Forum (ETIF, formerly the EIF) into one of the most successful 
accompanying measures supported by the EU IST Programme. Furthermore, he has 
significant experience in regional development, venture capital and 
entrepreneurship. As an independent consultant, he was part of the European 
teams of experts led by Ernst & Young that evaluated the impact of EU Structural 
Funds spending on SME development, as well as evaluating the EC’s experience in 
using Structural Funds in Regional Venture Capital schemes. 
 
 
 

 


